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1. Compliance with Dún LaoghaireRathdown County Development
Plan 2022-2028
The following tables demonstrate compliance with the policy objectives and
relevant sections of the newly adopted County Development Plan 2022-2028
(the Development Plan).
Draft Ministerial Direction
The Minister of State at the Department of the Housing, Local Government
and Heritage, consequent to a recommendation made to him by the Office
of the Planning Regulator under section 31AM(8) of the Planning and
Development Act 2000 (as amended), has notified Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown
County Council of his intention to issue a Direction to the Dún LaoghaireRathdown County Development Plan 2022-2028.
In accordance with Section 31(4) of the Planning and Development Act
2000, those parts of the Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Development
Plan 2022 – 2028 referred to in the notice shall be taken not to have not
come into effect, been made or amended; namely:

4

•

The 0/0 zone objective “No increase in the number of buildings
permissible” as set out on Land Use Zoning Maps 3, 4, 7 and 10.

•

The policy section on ‘Notable Character Area Exclusions’ under
section 4.3.1.1 of Chapter 4 (pg. 84) of the Written Statement.

•

Section 12.3.7.8 ‘0/0 Zone’ of Chapter 12 (pg. 246-248) of the Written
Statement.

•

The second paragraph of Section 12.3.3 ‘Quantitative Standards for
All Residential Development’ of Chapter 12 (pg. 236) of the Written
Statement, which states: “That the requirement for certain
percentages of 3-bed units in apartments shall apply to Build To Rent
developments to accord with mix on page 237.”
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1.1 Compliance with Chapter 2 of the Development Plan
Table 1. Compliance with Chapter 2 Policy Objectives & Relevant Sections
Chapter 2: Core Strategy
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
Policy Objective CS2 – Core Strategy
It is a Policy Objective to support the delivery of the Core Strategy in accordance
with the Core Strategy Map illustrated in Figure 2.9 and the Core Strategy Table
detailed at Table 2.11.
Response:
✓

According to Figure 2.9 of the Core Strategy & Settlement Strategy the subject
site, which is situated in Stepaside, forms part of the Ballyogan and Environs
area which are identified as New Residential Community. This application
seeks permission for 118 no. residential units which will contribute to the DLR
County Council housing targets.

✓

Based on the proximity of the development site to the areas of Clay Farm,
Stepaside Park and Village and links to Ballyogan Road and Enniskerry Road,
the proposed development will enable the implementation of the principles
of sustainable neighbourhood infrastructure concept set out in the Core
Strategy, ensuring that broad equilibrium exists between the supply of
additional housing stock and higher densities, the provision of an adequate
level of supporting residential amenities, and the protection of existing
heritage, residential and natural amenities.

Policy Objective CS11 – Compact Growth
It is a Policy Objective to deliver 100% of all new homes, that pertain to Dublin City
and Suburbs, within or contiguous to its geographic boundary. (Consistent with
RPO 3.2 of the RSES)
Response:
✓

The proposed residential scheme will reinforce this part of the county's urban
form as per the growth vision set out in the Core Strategy. The proposed
development will contribute to urban consolidation, densification and
compact growth, filling an existing gap between the existing communities at
Stepaside Park and newly development residential developments at Clay
Farm.

✓

The proposed development will facilitate the construction of 118 residential
units, including a mix of houses and apartments, and assist in meeting the
targets set out by RPO 3.2 of the RSES, which requires at least 50% of all new
homes to be provided within or contiguous to the built-up area of Dublin City
& Suburbs.

5
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1.2 Compliance with Chapter 3 of the Development Plan
Table 2. Compliance with Chapter 3 Policy Objectives & Relevant Sections
Chapter 3: Climate Action
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
Ch. 3 - Section 3.4.1 Energy Efficiency in Buildings
3.4.1.1 Policy Objective CA5: Energy Performance in Buildings
It is a Policy Objective to support high levels of energy conservation, energy
efficiency and the use of renewable energy sources in existing and new buildings,
including retrofitting of energy efficiency measures in the existing building stock.
Response:
✓

The proposed residential development has been designed to ‘Nearly Zero
Energy Building’ (NZEB) standards, therefore at a high level of energy
efficiency, which will minimise the use of natural resources, e.g., water and
energy.

✓

Please see the Energy and Sustainability Report (OCSC). The analysis
determined that an A2/A3 BER should be obtainable through the proposed
energy and servicing strategies.

✓

A Building Lifecycle Report (CCK Architects) is submitted with this
application which provides further details.

3.4.1.2 Policy Objective CA6: Retrofit and Reuse of Buildings
It is a Policy Objective to require the retrofitting and reuse of existing buildings
rather than their demolition and reconstruction where possible recognising the
embodied energy in existing buildings and thereby reducing the overall embodied
energy in construction as set out in the Urban Design Manual (Department of
Environment Heritage and Local Government, 2009). (Consistent with RPO 7.40
and 7.41 of the RSES).
Response:
✓

The subject site is currently vacant, and greenfield in nature, so no demolition
works are proposed as part of this application.

3.4.1.3 Policy Objective CA7: Construction Materials
It is a Policy Objective to support the use of structural materials in the construction
industry that have low to zero embodied energy and CO2 emissions.
Response:
✓

The design of the proposed development and selected materials will promote
high levels of energy conservation and energy efficiency across the scheme.

✓

Please refer to the Architectural Design Report (CCK Architects) submitted
with this application which provides further details on the proposal’s
approach to embodied carbon and the use of materials.

3.4.1.4 Policy Objective CA8: Sustainability in Adaptable Design

6
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Chapter 3: Climate Action
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
It is a Policy Objective to promote sustainable approaches to the improvement of
standards for habitable accommodation, by allowing dwellings to be flexible,
accessible and adaptable in their spatial layout and design.
Response:
✓

The proposed development will provide a mix of unit types and sizes,
including apartment units and houses, which will address a deficit of
accommodation suitable for smaller and larger households within the local
area. Thus, the proposal includes a mix of 1 and 2-bed apartments and 3 and
4-bed houses that will respond to the local community's changing life cycles
and different household needs.

✓

The E6 and E6A house type have been designed in accordance with Universal
Design Guidelines for Homes in Ireland developed by the Centre For
Excellence in Universal Design (National Disability Authority).The B house
type can also be easily adapted over its lifetime to allow for a multigenerational home. The rear of the house could be extended for additional
living space and the front living room converted to bedroom use. The
downstairs WC and utility can be reconfigured to be used as a wet room and
Part M accessible toilet with grab rails.

✓

The proposed development is designed with a Universal Design Approach
and the standards of Part M of the Building Regulations, i.e. so that it can be
readily accessed and used by everyone, regardless of age, size, ability or
disability.

✓

Please see the Architectural Design Report (CCK Architects) submitted with
this application for further details on the level of adaptability applied to the
apartments and houses’ design.

3.4.1.5 Policy Objective CA9: Radon Gas
It is a Policy Objective, in partnership with other relevant agencies, to promote best
practice in the implementation of radon prevention measures.
Response:
✓

The practical implementation of this Policy Objective is a matter for the Local
Authority to formulate relevant plans and strategies regarding radon
prevention measures.

3.4.3.1 Policy Objective CA16: Low Emission Vehicles
It is a Policy Objective to support and facilitate the rollout of alternative low
emission fuel infrastructure through the Development Management process,
prioritising electric vehicle infrastructure.
Response:
✓

Please refer to this application's Traffic and Transport Assessment &
Framework Mobility Management Plan (DBFL). Regarding electric vehicle
infrastructure, the proposal will accommodate electric vehicle (EV) charge
points for residents of the scheme, as follows;
✓

7

The proposal includes for the proposed houses to be served by 2 incurtilage parking spaces per unit. It is assumed that future occupants
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Chapter 3: Climate Action
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
will be able to use their private electricity source to charge their electric
vehicles.
✓

Electric vehicle car parking spaces will be provided at a rate of 1 per 5
car parking spaces for apartments and visitor parking spaces which
equates to 22 no. dedicated electric vehicle parking spaces.

3.4.3.2 Policy Objective CA17: Electric Vehicles
It is a Policy Objective to support, the Government’s Electric Transport Programme
by progressively electrifying our mobility systems by facilitating the rollout of
Electric Powered Vehicle Recharging Parking Bays across the County and on public
roads and other suitable location. The provision of e-bike chargers will be
supported subject to the availability of Funding. (Consistent with NSO 4 of the NPF
and RPO 7.42 of RSES)
Response:
✓

Please see the above response.

3.4.4.1 Policy Objective CA18: Urban Greening
It is a Policy Objective to retain and promote urban greening - as an essential
accompanying policy to compact growth - which supports the health and wellbeing
of the living and working population, building resilience to climate change whilst
ensuring healthy placemaking. Significant developments shall include urban
greening as a fundamental element of the site and building design incorporating
measures such as high-quality biodiverse landscaping (including tree planting),
nature based solutions to SUDS and providing attractive routes and facilities for
the pedestrian and cyclist (Consistent with RPO 7.6, 7.22, 7.23, 9.10 of the RSES).
Response:
✓

The proposed residential scheme will provide generous public and communal
open spaces, including extensive tree planting, which will integrate with the
receiving landscape. These spaces vary in size, scale and programme. They
have been designed to facilitate children’s play, exercise and passive
recreation where residents and visitors can interact, all underpinned by the
need to promote biodiversity, urban greening and sustainable practices.

✓

The Landscape Report (BRR Landscape Architects) and Architectural
Design Report (CCK Architects) accompanying this application provide a
more detailed description of the open space and greening rationale
throughout the site, including details on tree planting and natural solutions
following SUDS principles. Please also refer to the Arboricultural
Assessment & Impact Report (CMK) which provides details of the
assessment of existing trees and vegetation on the site and the extent of
proposed tree removal.

8
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1.3 Compliance with Chapter 4 of the Development Plan
Table 3. Compliance with Chapter 4 Policy Objectives & Relevant Sections.
Chapter 4: Neighbourhood – People, Homes, and Place
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
4.1.1 Overarching Policy Objective PHP1
That increased delivery of housing throughout the County will be subject to the
Strategic Policy Objective to:
o Align with the provisions of the National Planning Framework and the Eastern
and Midlands Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy.
o Accord with the Core Strategy set out in Chapter 2, the Housing Strategy, and
Interim Housing Needs Demand Assessment for the County in Appendix 2
and/or the provisions of the future Regional Housing Need Demand
Assessment.
o Embed the concept of neighbourhood and community into the spatial
planning of the County by supporting and creating neighbourhoods and
ensuring that residential development is delivered in tandem with the
appropriate commensurate enabling infrastructure, including access to
sustainable neighbourhood infrastructure, sustainable modes of transport,
quality open space and recreation, and employment opportunities.
Response:
✓

The subject site, greenfield in nature, is an underutilised vacant site, zoned
for development and located strategically with significant transport links and
access to existing neighbourhood and retail services. Its development will
strengthen the urban structure of DLR County Council’s administrative area
while connecting existing communities at Stepaside Park and newly
developed areas of Clay Farm.

✓

The proposed residential scheme at this site will substantially contribute to
the provision of new residential stock and associated residential amenities
(i.e., public and communal open space amenities, childcare facility, pedestrian
and cyclist links). Moreover, the development of the site offers the
opportunity to accommodate higher residential densities following the
principle of compact growth, and the consolidation and intensification
approach set out in national and regional planning policy, particularly in the
context of the Dublin City and suburbs, and the wider Dublin metropolitan
area.

✓

The proposed development has been designed incorporating principles of
sustainable communities, including the enhancement and protection of the
site’s biodiversity and heritage, promotion of sustainable mobility and the
provision of residential amenities (i.e., public, communal and private amenity
spaces) and community facilities including the construction of a crèche.

Ch. 4 - Section 4.2.1 Sustainable Communities and Neighbourhood Infrastructure

9
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Chapter 4: Neighbourhood – People, Homes, and Place
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
4.2.1.1 Policy Objective PHP2: Sustainable Neighbourhood Infrastructure1
It is a Policy Objective to:
o Protect and improve existing sustainable neighbourhood infrastructure as
appropriate.
o Facilitate the provision of new sustainable neighbourhood infrastructure that
is accessible and inclusive for a range of users consistent with RPO 9.13 and
RPO 9.14 of the RSES.
o Encourage the provision of multi-functional facilities, space, and lands in the
delivery and/or improvement of sustainable neighbourhood infrastructure.
Response:
✓

The proposed development includes the construction of a childcare facility
which will enhance the range of sustainable neighbourhood infrastructure
existing within the local area. Together with the proposed childcare facility,
the proposal will deliver a comprehensive schedule of communal and open
amenity areas which will all contribute to implementing the design principles
of sustainable neighbourhoods.

✓

A central neighbourhood gathering area is provided at the south-western
edge of the proposed open space. This gathering area and the base of the
slope, equalling 5% of the total site area provision (985 sqm), has been
designated as a Sustainable Neighbourhood Infrastructure (SNI) facility.
This SNI facility is a designated physical space that promotes interaction and
community activities to form stronger and connected neighbourhoods. The
gathering area is intended to form a central space for residents to gather,
interact, and hold events throughout the course of the year.

✓

Please see the Social Infrastructure Assessment (MH Planning) submitted
under separate cover. It discusses existing social infrastructure in the area
demonstrating that the surrounding area is well served by a variety of
community, social, recreational and retail services and that a residential
scheme at this location will be served by the appropriate services and
supporting infrastructure.
✓

The area is served by four primary schools and a secondary school.
Regarding childcare facilities, a total of 15 crèches were identified within
the study area.

✓

Several sports, recreational facilities, and community and health
services are located in the area catering for various needs and ages
including local parks, playgrounds, sports amenities, clubs, leisure
facilities, golf courses, community centres and health clinics.

✓

Regarding retail centres, including services such as groceries and
convenience shops, butchers, pubs and restaurants, Leopardstown
Shopping Centre, Carrickmines Park, Stepaside Village, Kiltiernan Village
and Ballyogan were all identified.

4.2.1.2 Policy Objective PHP3: Planning for Sustainable Communities

P. 72: ‘Sustainable neighbourhood infrastructure is an umbrella term that, for the purposes of this Plan, includes
land or buildings related to serving the needs of the local and wider community for social, educational, health,
religious, recreational and leisure, cultural, and civic needs’
1

10
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Chapter 4: Neighbourhood – People, Homes, and Place
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
It is a Policy Objective to:
o Plan for communities in accordance with the aims, objectives, and principles
of ‘Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas’ and the
accompanying ‘Urban Design Manual – A Best Practice Guide’ and any
amendment thereof.
o Ensure that an appropriate level of supporting neighbourhood infrastructure
is provided or that lands are reserved for Sustainable Neighbourhood
Infrastructure (SNI), in conjunction with, and as an integral component of,
residential development in new residential communities as identified in the
Core Strategy (see Figure 2.9, Chapter 2).
o Identify, provide and/or improve (as appropriate) supporting sustainable
neighbourhood infrastructure in tandem with residential development in
renewal/ redevelopment areas and existing residential neighbourhoods.
o Create healthy and attractive places to live consistent with NPO 4 of the NPF
and RPO 9.10 of the RSES.
Response:
✓

This application is accompanied by a separate Statement of Consistency
(MH Planning) with national and regional planning policy and relevant Section
28 Guidelines. This statement demonstrates that the proposal complies with
the aims, objectives, and principles of ‘Sustainable Residential Development
in Urban Areas’ and the accompanying ‘Urban Design Manual – A Best
Practice Guide’.

✓

Moreover, please refer to the Planning Statement (MH Planning),
Architectural Design Report (CCK Architects) and Landscape Report (BRR
Landscape Architects) submitted with this application for further details
relating to communal and amenity facilities provided within the scheme.

4.2.1.3 Policy Objective PHP4: Villages and Neighbourhoods
It is a Policy Objective to:
o Implement a strategy for residential development based on a concept of
sustainable urban villages.
o Promote and facilitate the provision of ‘10-minute’ neighbourhoods.
Response:
✓

The practical implementation of this Policy Objective is a matter for the Local
Authority to formulate relevant plans and strategies regarding the principles
of sustainable urban villages and the ’10-minute’ neighbourhoods. The
Development Plan notes that ‘the new sustainable villages will be promoted
through the mechanism of Local Area Plan, Urban Framework Plans and
Strategic development Zones’.

✓

The development site is located within the Ballyogan & Environs Local Area
Plan (LAP) boundary. Section 2 of this document (MH Planning) demonstrates
that the proposal complies with the design principles and planning policies
outlined in the LAP for developing this part of the County.

✓

Please refer to the Planning Statement (MH Planning), Architectural
Design Report (CCK Architects) and Landscape Report (BRR Landscape
Architects). These reports discuss and demonstrate that the proposed

11
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Chapter 4: Neighbourhood – People, Homes, and Place
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
residential development will contribute to increasing the available stock of
residential units and that the proposal incorporates the principles of the
sustainable urban village and ’10 minute’ neighbourhood, as follows:
✓ It will achieve densification;
✓ It will respect the receiving landscape and enhance the site’s
biodiversity;
✓ It will support a modal shift, enhancing local pedestrian and cycling
permeability across the site and adjoining residential estates; and
✓ It will protect and enhance the surrounding land uses and receiving
environment.
4.2.1.5 Policy Objective PHP6: Childcare Facilities2
It is a Policy Objective to:
o Encourage the provision of appropriate childcare facilities as an integral part
of proposals for new residential developments and to improve/expand
existing childcare facilities across the County. In general, at least one
childcare facility should be provided for all new residential developments
subject to demographic and geographic needs.
o Encourage the provision of childcare facilities in a sustainable manner to
encourage local economic development and to assist in addressing
disadvantage.
Response:
The proposed residential development will provide a childcare facility of 156
sq.m, which will respond to the childcare needs generated by the scheme and
offset the demand of the wider area. Please refer to the Childcare
Assessment Report (MH Planning) submitted under separate cover for
specific details relating to the provision of a creche within this proposal.

✓

Ch. 4 - Section 4.3.1 Delivering and Improving Homes
The provision of new homes will be encouraged in suitable locations across the
County that support sustainable development (consistent with NPO 33 of the NPF).
In this regard, housing growth in DLR will occur in either of the following:
o Existing built-up areas, promoting compact urban growth through the
development in the form of infill development of brownfield sites.
o Creation of new residential communities (refer Core Strategy Map, Figure 2.9,
Chapter 2).
Response:
✓

2

The subject site, greenfield in nature, is a vacant and under-utilised site
located north of Stepaside Village and beside the established residential

Page 74-75: ‘In general, where a new residential development is proposed – with 75+ dwellings (or as otherwise
required by the Planning Authority) – one childcare facility shall be provided on site in accordance with Sections 2.4,
3.3.1 and Appendix 2 of the ‘Childcare Facilities Guidelines for Planning Authorities’ (2001). The provision of childcare
facilities within new, and indeed existing, residential areas shall have regard to the geographical distribution and
capacity of established childcare facilities in the locale and the emerging demographic profile of the area’

12
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Chapter 4: Neighbourhood – People, Homes, and Place
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
development of Stepaside Park and newly developed residential area of Clay
Farm.
✓

The proposed residential scheme will allow for the consolidation of this part
of the County in line with the growth vision set out in Figure 2.9 of the
Development Plan. The design and layout of the scheme will contribute to
enhancement of permeability across the site, particularly for pedestrians and
cyclists, and connect with adjoining communities.

✓

Overall, given the site's location between two existing communities, the
development of much-needed residential units at the subject site will
promote compact growth consistent with national and regional planning
policies on densification and consolidation to achieve sustainable
development patterns within the County.

4.3.1.1 Policy Objective PHP18: Residential Density
It is a Policy Objective to:
o Increase housing (houses and apartments) supply and promote compact
urban growth through the consolidation and re-intensification of
infill/brownfield sites having regard to proximity and accessibility
considerations, and development management criteria set out in Chapter 12.
o Encourage higher residential densities provided that proposals provide for
high quality design and ensure a balance between the protection of existing
residential amenities and the established character of the surrounding area,
with the need to provide for high quality sustainable residential
development.
Response:
✓

This application seeks permission for 118 units on serviced lands zoned for
residential development. The net density is 79 units/hectare. This proposed
density does not sacrifice quality and enhances the surrounding land uses
and receiving environment. The scheme will act as an attractive and
sustainable residential development, contributing to the character and
identity of the area and to consolidate the urban form in this part of the
County.

✓

Under the relevant provisions of the BELAP, the site is subject to different
density targets applicable to the designated Neighbourhood Areas. That part
of the development located within Neighbourhood 11 exceeds the target
residential density of 60 uph. A justification for the proposed density is
provided in the Material Contravention Statement (MH Planning)
submitted under separate cover.

✓

Please refer to the Architectural Design Report (CCK Architects), Landscape
Report (BRR Landscape Architects) and Planning Statement (MH Planning)
submitted with this application. These reports demonstrate that the
proposed scheme is not considered to be over development, and ample
public open space and communal amenity space has been provided for
future occupants and visitors whilst respecting the residential amenities of
adjoining properties.

4.3.1.3 Policy Objective PHP20: Protection of Existing Residential Amenity.

13
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Chapter 4: Neighbourhood – People, Homes, and Place
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
It is a Policy Objective to ensure the residential amenity of existing homes in the
Built-Up Area is protected where they are adjacent to proposed higher density and
greater height infill developments.
Response:
✓

Whilst the proposal provides for a medium-rise residential scheme, including
upper limit of 6-storeys at the proposed apartment block, the design
approach has ensured the protection of surrounding amenities.

✓

The scale, massing and urban grain have been developed to integrate
sympathetically with the prevailing context and receiving landscape:
✓

The proposed residential development ranges in height from 2 storeys
for the proposed houses and 3-6 storeys across the proposed
apartment block. The scheme rises from a lower density in the south,
where the proposed houses are to be located, increasing in height and
mass in the north. The scale of the proposed apartment building
responds to the site context, tapering up from 3-storeys where it adjoins
existing housing at Stepaside Park to 6-storeys where the building fronts
the proposed extension of the Clay Farm Loop Road.

✓

As mentioned above, the proposed apartment block, with a max. height
of 6 storeys, is located in the north of the site. Its design is a direct
response to the receiving natural and built environment. The nature of
the site being a hill bottoming out to the east, where the extension of
the Clay Farm Road is proposed, allows for the building to step with the
contours of the land and present its full height to the east (6-storeys),
while elevations to the west (3-storeys) will be similar to those of the
existing nearby houses.

✓

The proposed heights are consistent with emerging trends for
development in the area to ensure consolidation of the urban footprint
and efficient use of land.

✓

Permitted applications to the east of the site, including new residential
developments in the Clay Farm area, display an increase in heights. it is
evident the area is in a period of transition with changes in building
heights from 1-3 storeys houses to higher buildings linked to apartment
developments located proximate to Ballyogan Road.

✓

The scheme provides separation between the proposed apartment
block and houses and the nearest residential properties to avoid
overshadowing effects.

4.3.1.7 Policy Objective PHP24: Housing in Green Belt Areas
It is a Policy Objective to protect the green belt areas and restrict residential
development.
Response:
✓

14

The subject site is not within a green belt area or identified as a Landscape
Character Area within the Landscape Character Assessment 2002.
Nevertheless, the site benefits from existing greening, which will be retained
where practical. New trees and shrubs will also be planted as part of the
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Chapter 4: Neighbourhood – People, Homes, and Place
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
landscape strategy (communal/public open spaces, street trees and
boundary treatment).
✓

A comprehensive tree planting schedule is included in the Landscape Report
(BRR Landscape Architects) and is also informed by the Arboricultural
Assessment & Impact Report (CMK) submitted with this application.

4.3.2.1 Policy Objective PHP25: ‘Housing for All – A new Housing Plan for Ireland,
2022’
It is a Policy Objective to support as appropriate the delivery of the actions set out
in the 4 pathways contained in ‘Housing for All – A new Housing Plan for Ireland,
2021’
Response:
✓

This application is accompanied by a separate Statement of Consistency
(MH Planning) with national and regional planning and S.28 guidelines. This
statement demonstrates that the proposal complies with ‘Housing for All – A
new Housing Plan for Ireland, 2021’.

✓

The proposed development will provide social housing units as per legislative
requirements. The development will therefore contribute 15 units towards
the delivery of social and affordable housing.

✓

Please refer to this application's Part V Proposal (CCK Architects with input
from the Applicant). It includes a Part V Letter of Validation from DLR County
Council Housing Department, which provides details of the arrangements,
mix of units and costings

✓

The proposed development is designed with a Universal Design Approach
and the standards of Part M of the Building Regulations, i.e. so that it can be
readily accessed and used by everyone, regardless of age, size, ability or
disability.

4.3.2.3 Policy Objective PHP27: Housing Mix3
It is a Policy Objective to encourage the establishment of sustainable residential
communities by ensuring that a wide variety of housing and apartment types, sizes
and tenures is provided throughout the County in accordance with the provisions
of the Housing Strategy and Housing Need Demand Assessment (HNDA) and any
future Regional HNDA.
Response:
✓

The proposed residential development incorporates a diverse range of
dwelling typologies, including apartments and houses, and it will contribute
to increasing the provision of social and affordable housing units.

✓

The scheme includes 1-bed and 2-bed apartment types that differ in size and
layout, offering various solutions to people of all ages and family sizes. 3 and
4-bedroom houses will complement the range of unit types.

Page 87 states: ‘All proposed residential development, or mixed-use development with a residential component,
shall clearly demonstrate how the resultant mix of house type proposed has had due regard to the Housing Strategy
and Interim HNDA and complies with the policies set out hereunder with regard to providing appropriate housing
choice’
3
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Chapter 4: Neighbourhood – People, Homes, and Place
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
✓

Table 12.1 of the Development Plan provides for a maximum of 30% 1bedroom units and a minimum of 40% 3-bedroom units in apartment
schemes, with an allowable 60% total for 1 and 2-bedroom units, within areas
identified New residential Community, where the subject site is located. The
proposal is consistent with the maximum requirement for 1-bedroom units,
however, there are no 3-bedroom apartments proposed and so the total
number of 1 and 2-bedroom units exceeds the 60% maximum requirement.
A justification is established in the Material Contravention Statement that
accompanies this application

✓

Please also refer to the General Data & Housing Quality Assessment (CCK
Architects) and Unit Mix Justification Report (MH Planning), which provide
further detail on the proposed unit mix.

4.3.2.4 Policy Objective PHP28: Build-to Rent and Share Accommodation/CoLiving Developments
It is a Policy Objective to facilitate the provision of Build-to-Rent in suitable
locations across the County and accord with the provisions of ‘Sustainable Urban
Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments’, 2020 (and any amendment
thereof). Proliferation of Built to rent should be avoided in any one area. As the
HNDA does not support provision of shared accommodation there shall be a
presumption against granting planning permission for shared accommodation/coliving development.

Supporting text within relevant section:
Provision of ‘Build-to-let’ accommodation was first introduced in 2015 under the
provisions of the ‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New
Apartments’. The amended Apartment Guidelines issued in 2018 expanded upon
the ‘new’ housing tenure typologies by introducing Specific Planning Policy
Requirements (SPPR’s) for Build-To-Rent (SPPR 7 and 8) and Shared
Accommodation (SPPR 9). Both housing tenures offer centrally managed rental
options to the market and add to the mix of accommodation that could be
provided for in certain areas.
Subsequent guidance in December 2020 updated the Apartment Guidelines by
way of a different SPPR which states that:
“There shall be a presumption against granting planning permission for shared
accommodation / co-living development unless the proposed development is
either:
(i)

(ii)

required to meet specific demand identified by a local planning
authority further to a Housing Need and Demand Assessment (HNDA)
process; or,
on the date of publication of these updated Guidelines, a valid
planning application to a planning authority, appeal to An Bord
Pleanála, or strategic housing development (SHD) planning
application to An Bord Pleanála, in which case the application or
appeal may be determined on its merits.”

The HNDA (See Appendix 2) has not identified any specific demand for shared
living accommodation, there is, therefore a presumption against provision of
same.
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Chapter 4: Neighbourhood – People, Homes, and Place
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
Build-to-rent (BTR) accommodation will be facilitated at appropriate locations
across the County in accordance with land use zoning objectives. For the avoidance
of doubt, BTR is:
-

permitted in principle in areas zoned objective MTC (major town centre)
and DC (district centre)
open for consideration in areas zoned objective NC (subject to retaining
an appropriate mix of uses), A, A1, and A2.

BTR shall be located within a 10 minute walking time from high frequency public
transport routes. BTR will be considered as a component part of achieving an
appropriate mix of housing, however, a proliferation of Build to Rent in any one
area shall be avoided.
Response:
The proposal including 97 apartments in a single apartment block and 21
houses is designed to build-to-sell standards and does not constitute a BTR
development as described in SPPR 7 of the Apartment Guidelines (2020).
Thus, Policy Objective PHP28 of the Development Plan does not apply to this
application.

✓

4.3.2.6 Policy Objective PHP30: Housing for All
It is a Policy Objective to:
o Support housing options for older people and persons with
disabilities/mental health issues consistent with NPO 30 in the NPF, RPO 9.1
and 9.12 of the RSES.
o Support the provision of specific purpose-built accommodation, including
assisted living units and lifetime housing, and adaptation of existing
properties.
o Promote ‘aging in place’ opportunities for ‘downsizing’ or ‘right sizing’ within
their community.
Response:
✓

The proposed development will provide a mix of unit types and sizes,
including apartment units and houses, which will address a deficit of
accommodation suitable for smaller and larger households within the local
area. Thus, the proposal includes a mix of 1 and 2-bed apartments and 3 and
4-bed houses that will respond to the local community's changing life cycles
and household needs.

✓

The proposed development is designed with reference to Building for
Everyone, a Universal Design Approach (National Disability Authority),
Universal Design Guidelines for Homes in Ireland (National Disability
Authority), and the standards of Part M of the Building Regulations, i.e. so that
it can be readily accessed and used by everyone, regardless of age, size, ability
or disability.

4.3.2.7 Policy Objective PHP31: Provision of Social Housing
It is a Policy Objective to promote the provision of social housing in accordance
with the Council’s Housing Strategy and Government policy as outlined in the
DoHPLG ‘Social Housing Strategy 2020’. The Affordable Housing Act 2021 provides
for 20% for social and affordable homes.
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Chapter 4: Neighbourhood – People, Homes, and Place
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
Response:
✓

The proposed development will provide significant social gain by transferring
15 social and affordable housing units to the Local Authority under a Part V
Agreement.

✓

Please refer to this application's Part V Proposal (CCK Architects with input
from the Applicant). It includes a Part V Letter of Validation from DLR County
Council Housing Department, and provides details of the arrangements, mix
of units and costings.

Section 4.4.1 Quality Design & Placemaking (Chapter 4)
4.4.1.1 Policy Objective PHP35: Healthy Placemaking
It is a Policy Objective to:
o Ensure that all development is of high-quality design with a focus on healthy
placemaking consistent with NPO 4, 26 and 27 of the NPF, and RPO 6.1, 6.12,
9.10 and 9.11 of the RSES.
o Promote the guidance principles set out in the ‘Urban Design Manual – A Best
Practice Guide’ (2009), and in the ‘Design Manual for Urban Roads and
Streets’ (2013).
o Ensure that development proposals are cognisant of the need for proper
consideration of context, connectivity, inclusivity, variety, efficiency,
distinctiveness, layout, public realm, adaptability, privacy and amenity,
parking, wayfinding, and detailed design.
Response:
✓

This application is accompanied by an Architectural Design Report (CCK
Architects) and Landscape Report (BRR Landscape Architects), describing
the proposed scheme’s contribution to place-making in detail.

✓

Please also refer to the separate Statement of Consistency (MH Planning)
with national and regional planning policy and relevant Section 28 Guidelines.
A suite of tables within the statement demonstrates that the proposal
complies with the aims, objectives, and principles of ‘Urban Design Manual –
A Best Practice Guide’ (2009) and the ‘Design Manual for Urban Roads and
Streets’ (2013).

4.4.1.2 Policy Objective PHP36: Inclusive Design & Universal Access
It is a Policy Objective to promote and support the principles of universal design
ensuring that all environments are inclusive and can be used to the fullest extent
possible by all users regardless of age, ability or disability consistent with RPO 9.12
and 9.13 of the RSES.
Response:
✓

The proposed residential development has been designed to meet all Part M
requirements of the Buildings Regulations.

✓

The scheme has been designed to ensure ease of travel through the public
realm and the buildings for people of all abilities.
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Chapter 4: Neighbourhood – People, Homes, and Place
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
✓

The scheme avoids steep ramps and slopes and stairs and provides clear,
legible routes through the site and the public / communal areas.

4.4.1.3 Policy Objective PHP37: Public Realm Design
It is a Policy Objective that all development proposals, whether in established areas
or in new growth nodes, should contribute positively to an enhanced public realm
and should demonstrate that the highest quality in public realm design is achieved.
Response:
✓

This application is accompanied by an Architectural Design Report (CCK
Architects) and Landscape Report (BRR Landscape Architects), describing
the proposed scheme’s contribution to the public realm.

✓

The public realm drives the development layout, offering quality, landscaped
space to linger in and meander through.

✓

Public open space. A total of 4,002 sqm of public open space is provided
which accounts for 20% of the site area. Public open spaces consist of:

✓

✓

Public open space at the front of the proposed apartment block. This
space will serve as a green buffer between the apartment block and the
new section of the Clay Farm Loop Road. The space will benefit from
passive surveillance from pedestrians and cyclists making use of the
Clay Farm Loop Road, as well as residential units located in the
apartment block.

✓

Public open space to the south of the apartment block and at the centre
of the subject site. This space will provide a physical and visual
continuation to the existing open space to the west of the site, where a
playground is located.

✓

Public open space to the front of the proposed houses. This space will
provide a large flat recreational area next to a descending series of
terraces with a commanding view, offering an area for public gathering
and events.

Communal open space. A total of 1,454 sqm of communal open space is
proposed to serve the needs of future occupants of the proposed apartment
block. The communal open space is located at the rear of the apartment
block, in the form of an internal communal courtyard on a raised podium. All
communal amenity space will be overlooked by apartment windows. As such,
this space will offer the security afforded by passive surveillance.

4.4.1.4 Policy Objective PHP38: Public Realm Offering
It is a Policy Objective to preserve and enhance the public realm offering in our
towns and villages.
Response:
✓

This is a matter for the Local Authority to consider and develop relevant
outdoor realm policy.

4.4.1.6 Policy Objective PHP40: Shared Space Layouts
It is a Policy Objective to promote safer and more attractive streets and public
realm for all road users throughout the County by proactively engaging with, and
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Chapter 4: Neighbourhood – People, Homes, and Place
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
adhering to, the ‘shared space’ concept and guidance set out in the ‘Design Manual
for Urban Roads and Streets’ (2013)
Response:
✓

A universal access network is proposed through the development site,
facilitating social interaction and encouraging walking in a safe environment
through an interconnected network of green, soft, and hard landscape areas.

✓

Please refer to a separate Statement of Consistency (MH Planning) with
national and regional planning policy and relevant Section 28 Guidelines
submitted with this application. This statement demonstrates that the
proposal complies with the aims, objectives, and principles of the ‘Design
Manual for Urban Roads and Streets’ (2013).

✓

Please also refer to the Architectural Design Report (CCK Architects) and
Landscape Report (BRR Landscape Architects).

4.4.1.7 Policy Objective PHP41: Safer Living Environment
It is a Policy Objective to facilitate the promotion and delivery of a safe environment
for both the residents of, and visitors to, the County.
Response:
✓

The proposed buildings overlook the proposed new public open spaces and
communal amenity area, ensuring security through passive surveillance.

✓

The arrangement of the apartment building and houses have been designed
to benefit from direct access to landscape areas. All paths are designed to be
well lit and overlooked, providing a high level of passive surveillance.

✓

The scheme's design also focused on achieving a car-free environment for
most of the subject site, enabling a safe environment for residents and
visitors.

4.4.1.8 Policy Objective PHP42: Building Design & Height
It is a Policy Objective to:
o
o

Encourage high quality design of all new development.
Ensure new development complies with the Building Height Strategy for the
County as set out in Appendix 5 (consistent with NPO 13 of the NPF).

Response:
✓

The proposed residential schemes include a maximum height of 6-storys at
the proposed apartment block.

✓

The scale, massing and urban grain have been developed to integrate
sympathetically with the prevailing context and receiving landscape and to
ensure the protection of surrounding amenities:
✓
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The residential development ranges in height from 2 storeys in the
proposed houses and 3-6 storeys across the proposed apartment block.
The scheme rises from a lower density in the south, where the proposed
houses are to be located, increasing in height and mass in the north
where the apartment block will front the proposed extension of the Clay
Farm Loop Road.
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Chapter 4: Neighbourhood – People, Homes, and Place
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
✓

As mentioned above, the proposed apartment block, with a max. of 6
storeys, is located in the north of the site. Its design responds directly to
the receiving natural and built environment. The nature of the site being
a hill bottoming out to the east, where the extension of the Clay Farm
Loop Road is proposed, allows for the building to step with the contours
and present its full height to the east (6-storeys), while elevations to the
west (3-storeys) will be similar to those of the existing nearby houses.

✓

The proposed heights are consistent with emerging trends for
development in the area to ensure consolidation of the urban footprint
and efficient use of land.

✓

Permitted applications in the vicinity of the site, including new
residential developments in the Clay Farm area, display an increase in
heights. it is evident the area is in a period of transition with changes in
building heights from 1-3 storeys houses to higher buildings linked to
apartment developments located proximate to Ballyogan Road.

✓

The proposed scheme provides separation between the proposed
apartment block and houses and the nearest residential properties to
avoid excessive overshadowing.

4.4.1.10 Policy Objective PHP44: Design Statements
It is a Policy Objective that, all medium-to-large scale and complex planning
applications (30 + residential units, commercial development over 1,000 sq.m. or
as otherwise required by the Planning Authority) submit a ‘Design Statement’ and
shall be required to demonstrate how the proposed development addresses or
responds to the design criteria set out in the ‘Urban Design Manual - A Best Practice
Guide’ (DoEHLG, 2009) and incorporates adaptability of units and/or space within
the scheme.
Response:
✓

Please refer to the Architectural Design Report (CCK Architects) submitted
with this application under separate cover.

1.4 Compliance with Chapter 5 of the Development Plan
Table 4. Compliance with Chapter 5 Policy Objectives & Relevant Sections
Chapter 5: Transport & Mobility
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
5.3.1 Policy Objective T1: Integration of Land Use and Transport Policies
It is a Policy Objective to actively support sustainable modes of transport and
ensure that land use and zoning are aligned with the provision and development
of high-quality public transport systems. (Consistent with NSO 1, NPO 26 of the
NPF, 64, RPO 4.40, 5.3, 8.1 and Guiding Principles on Integration of Land Use and
Transport of the RSES)
Response:
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Chapter 5: Transport & Mobility
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
✓

This is a matter for the Local Authority to consider in formulating relevant
plans and strategies.

✓

The site’s accessible location will also be enhanced as the proposal includes
pedestrian and cycle routes throughout the subject site. Please refer to the
Traffic & Transport Assessment (DBFL) submitted with this application,
which provides details on the proposed site access arrangements.

✓

✓

Vehicular access: The proposed development provides for delivery of
a 137 metre section of the Clay Farm Loop Road which will enable it to
be extended further north-west of its currently permitted location
within the Clay Farm Phase 2 development (currently under
construction). This proposed extension of the road will facilitate
vehicular access to the development site via the Clay Farm / Ballyogan
Road / Leopardstown Valley junction along the newly constructed
section of the Clay Farm Loop Road.

✓

Pedestrian & Cyclist access: The proposed development has provided
for pedestrian and cycle routes within the site, including along the
proposed section of Clay Farm Loop Road which will connect with the
Clay Farm Phase 2 development and wider road network. The
extension of the Loop Road will also provide direct cycle and
pedestrian links between Luas services at Leopardstown Valley and
neighboring residential development in Stepaside Park. The proposed
layout includes four cycle and pedestrian access points to the adjoining
Stepaside Park. These connections will facilitate access for existing
Stepaside Park residents and future residents within the subject
development, ensuring increased permeability between the site and
surrounding area.

A Mobility Management Report (DBFL) also accompanies this application
under separate cover. Briefly, it outlines a programme of measures to
encourage sustainable mobility among future residents and promote the use
of public transport, walking and cycling.

5.6.1 Policy Objective T11: Walking and Cycling
It is a Policy Objective to secure the development of a high-quality, fully connected
and inclusive walking and cycling network across the County and the integration of
walking, cycling and physical activity with placemaking, including public realm
permeability improvements. (Consistent with NPO 27 and 64 of the NPF and RPO
5.2 of the RSES)
Response:
✓

See above response.

5.6.2 Policy Objective T12: Footways and Pedestrian Routes
It is a Policy Objective to maintain and expand the footway and pedestrian route
network to provide for accessible, safe pedestrian routes within the County in
accordance with best accessibility practice. (Consistent with NPO 27 and 64 of the
NPF and RPO 5.3 of the RSES)
Response:
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Chapter 5: Transport & Mobility
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
✓

The circulation through the scheme is provided through a comprehensive
network of pedestrian pathways.

✓

The design of the proposed development fully incorporates the principles of
universal design. It promotes accessibility and usability, allowing residents
and visitors with all levels of ability to live independently and access amenities
within the scheme. Thus, the design and layout meet the Part M Technical
Guidance Document requirements.

✓

A separate Statement of Consistency (MH Planning) with national and
regional planning policy and relevant Section 28 Guidelines is submitted with
this application. This statement demonstrates that the proposal complies
with the aims, objectives, and principles of ‘Design Manual for Urban Roads
and Streets’ (2013).

Ch. 5 -Section 5.7 Demand Management and Travel Planning
5.7.2 Policy Objective T17: Travel Plans
It is a Policy Objective to require the submission of Travel Plans for developments
that generate significant trip demand (reference also Appendix 3 for Development
Management Thresholds). Travel Plans should seek to reduce reliance on car
based travel and encourage more sustainable modes of transport over the lifetime
of a development. (Consistent with RPO 8.7 of the RSES)
Response:
✓

A Mobility Management Plan (DBFL) is submitted with this application
under separate cover. The report addresses the appropriateness of the
proposed development having regard to the principles of sustainable
mobility.

✓

This application is also accompanied by a Traffic & Transport
Assessment (DBFL) demonstrating that the proposed development will
not have an adverse impact on the surrounding road network.

5.7.4 Policy Objective T19: Carparking Standards
It is a Policy Objective to manage carparking as part of the overall strategic
transport needs of the County in accordance with the parking standards set out in
Section 12.4.5.
Response:
✓

Please see the response to Section 12.4.5 in this document.

Ch. 5 -Section 5.8 Road and Street Network
5.8.1 Policy Objective T23: Roads and Streets
It is a Policy Objective, in conjunction and co-operation with other transport bodies
and authorities such as the TII and the NTA, to secure improvements to the County
road network – including improved pedestrian and cycle facilities, subject to the
outcome of environmental assessment (SEA, EIA and AA), flood risk assessment
and the planning process (RPO 8.10, RPO 8.16).
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Chapter 5: Transport & Mobility
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
Response:
✓

This is a matter for the Local Authority to co-operate with relevant state
bodies to improve the County road network.

✓

The site’s accessible location will also be enhanced as the proposal includes
pedestrian and cycle routes throughout the subject site. Please refer to the
Infrastructure Design Report and Traffic & Transport Assessment (DBFL)
submitted with this application, which provides details on the proposed site
access arrangements.

✓

✓

Vehicular access: The proposed development provides for delivery of a
137 metre section of the Clay Farm Loop Road which will enable it to be
extended further north-west of its currently permitted location within
the Clay Farm Phase 2 development (currently under construction). This
proposed extension of the road will facilitate vehicular access to the
development site via the Clay Farm / Ballyogan Road / Leopardstown
Valley junction along the newly constructed section of the Clay Farm
Loop Road.

✓

Pedestrian & Cyclist access: The proposed development has provided
for pedestrian and cycle routes within the site, including along the
proposed section of Clay Farm Loop Road which will connect with the
Clay Farm Phase 2 development and wider road network. The extension
of the Loop Road will also provide direct cycle and pedestrian links
between Luas services at Leopardstown Valley and neighboring
residential development in Stepaside Park. The proposed layout
includes four cycle and pedestrian access points to the adjoining
Stepaside Park. These connections will facilitate access for existing
Stepaside Park residents and future residents within the subject
development, ensuring increased permeability between the site and
surrounding area.

Please see the Architectural Design Statement (CCK), Landscape Design
Statement (BRR) and Traffic & Transport Assessment (DBFL) submitted
with this application providing details on the proposed street and roads,
including dedicated pedestrian and cyclist facilities within the scheme.

5.8.4 Policy Objective T26: Traffic and Transport Assessments and Road Safety
Audits
It is a Policy Objective to require Traffic and Transport Assessments and/or Road
Safety Audits for major developments – in accordance with the TII’s ‘Traffic and
Transport Assessment Guidelines’ (2014) - to assess the traffic impacts on the
surrounding road network and provide measures to mitigate any adverse impacts
- all in accordance with best practice guidelines.
Response:
✓

Please refer to the Traffic & Transport Assessment (DBFL) submitted with
this application which assesses the proposal's impact on the surrounding
road network and provides mitigation measures as needed.

5.8.5 Policy Objective T27: Traffic Noise
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Chapter 5: Transport & Mobility
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
It is a Policy Objective to ensure that traffic noise levels are considered as part of
new developments along major roads/rail lines in accordance with best practice
guidelines.
Response:
✓

The proposal’s layout and arrangement of the proposed houses and
apartment block, providing sufficient separation distances from nearby
roads, will ensure any adverse effect arising from traffic noise in the
surrounding area are mitigated.

✓

All units will comply with the requirements of Part E of the Building
Regulations in terms of noise insulation.

✓

The proposed landscape strategy will provide for planting and vegetation
along the subject site boundaries which will enhance natural screening to
mitigate further any adverse effect from traffic noise.

5.8.8 Policy Objective T30: Street lighting
It is a Policy Objective to provide and maintain street lighting on the public
road/footway/ cycleways throughout the County in accordance with commonly
accepted best practice, the Council’s public lighting masterplan and the upgrade of
sodium lights to LEDs.
Response:
✓

Please see the Outdoor Lighting Report and Public Lighting Layout (Sabre)
submitted with this application under separate cover. Lighting associated
with the proposed development will not result in significant light spillage
outside of the development site and will therefore not impact the
surrounding areas' residential amenities.

5.8.9 Policy Objective T31: Accessibility
It is a Policy Objective to support suitable access for people with disabilities,
including improvements to transport, streets, and public spaces. Accessibility
primarily concerns people with reduced mobility, persons with disabilities, older
persons, and children. (Consistent with RPO 9.1 and 9.10 of the RSES).
Response:
✓

The design of the proposed development fully incorporates the principles of
universal design. It promotes accessibility and usability, allowing residents
and visitors with all levels of ability to live independently and use the
amenities within the scheme. Thus, the design and layout meet the Part M
Technical Guidance Document requirements.

1.5 Compliance with Chapter 7 of the Development Plan
Table 5. Compliance with Chapter 7 Policy Objectives & Relevant Sections
Chapter 7: Towns, Villages and Retail Development
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
7.2.3.1 Policy Objective MFC1: Multifunctional Centres
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Chapter 7: Towns, Villages and Retail Development
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
It is a Policy Objective of the Council to embrace and support the development of
the County’s Major Town Centres, District Centres and Neighbourhood Centres as
multifunctional centres which provide a variety of uses that meet the needs of the
community they serve.
Response:
✓

✓

✓

The subject site is an under-utilised greenfield site located west of Ballyogan
Road, adjacent to the areas of Glencairn, the central and eastern parts of
Stepaside, Ballyogan, The Park Carrickmines,, sections of Glenamuck Road
and Kilgobbin Road.
The M50 road network via Junction 15 is 1.9km away, and Dun Laoghaire is
approximately 6.5km away, all of which can be accessed via the Ballyogan
Road and Glenamuck Road. Cherrywood, identified in Figure 2.9 of the
Development Plan as a Mixed-Use District, is situated approximately 4.3km
distance from the subject site.
The subject site is served by a range of services and amenities, including
retail stores located in Belarmine, Murphystown, Stepaside Village and
Leopardstown Valley Shopping Centre which are within c.1km from the
proposal.

✓

An audit of local services and amenities was undertaken as part of the design
process and informed the proposed development. Please see this
application's Social Infrastructure Assessment (MH Planning) submitted
under separate cover. It examines existing social infrastructure in the area
demonstrating that future residents are well served by existing community
and neighbourhood facilities.

✓

The proposed development has been designed incorporating principles of
sustainable communities, including the enhancement and protection of the
site’s biodiversity and heritage, promotion of sustainable mobility and the
provision of public, communal and private amenity spaces, together with a
creche.
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1.6 Compliance with Chapter 8 of the Development Plan
Table 6. Compliance with Chapter 8 Policy Objectives & Relevant Sections
Chapter 8: Green Infrastructure & Biodiversity
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
8.4.4 Policy Objective GIB4: High Amenity Zones
It is Policy Objective to conserve and enhance existing High Amenity Zones and to
seek to manage these and other areas to absorb further recreational uses and
activity without damaging their unique character.
Response:
✓

The subject site is not within an area designated as a High Amenity Zone.

8.4.4 Policy Objective GIB5: Historic Landscape Character Areas
In assessing development proposals and in the preparation of plans, it is a Policy
Objective to have regard to the recommendations and findings of the Historic
Landscape Character Assessments (HLCA), already undertaken for a number of the
urban-rural fringe areas of the County most likely to come under development
pressure.

Response:
✓

The subject site is not within an area assigned as a Landscape Character Area
within the Landscape Character Assessment 2002. Nevertheless, the
proposed residential scheme will provide for generous public and communal
open spaces, including extensive tree planting, which will integrate with the
receiving landscape.

✓

The Landscape Design Statement (BRR) and Arboricultural Report (CMK)
accompanying this application provides a more detailed description of the
landscape and greening rationale throughout the site, including details on
tree planting and natural solutions following SUDS principles.

8.4.5 Policy Objective GIB6: Views and Prospects4
It is a Policy Objective to preserve, protect and encourage the enjoyment of views
and prospects of special amenity value or special interests, and to prevent
development, which would block or otherwise interfere with Views and/or
Prospects.
Response:

4

✓

The Development Plan land-use Zoning Map relevant to the subject site (Map
No. 9) does not include any views or prospects to be protected within or close
to the subject site.

✓

A Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment (Mitchell + Associates) is
submitted with this application under separate cover. It concludes that “The
proposed development represents a relatively modest insertion into the existing
residential area. The design incorporates many aspects of mitigation of the
potential for high levels of visual impact due to height or massing and would
appear to be successful in appropriately integrating the proposed buildings into
their local landscape and the emerging context of Clay Farm Loop Road. This is

Refer to Table 8.1, page. 164 (chapter 8) of the Development Plan 2022-2028
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Chapter 8: Green Infrastructure & Biodiversity
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
most pertinent in relation to neighbouring residential occupiers. The views of the
proposed development also reveal a well-conceived and considered design which
successfully mitigates potential visual impacts, and will continue to do so as the
planting scheme matures.”
8.7.1.1 Policy Objective GIB18: Protection of Natural Heritage and the
Environment
It is a Policy Objective to protect and conserve the environment including, in
particular, the natural heritage of the County and to conserve and manage
Nationally and Internationally important and EU designated sites - such as Special
Protection Areas (SPAs), Special Areas of Conservations (SACs), proposed Natural
Heritage Areas (pNHAs) and Ramsar sites (wetlands) - as well as non-designated
areas of high nature conservation value known as locally important areas which
also serve as ‘Stepping Stones’ for the purposes of Article 10 of the Habitats
Directive.
Response:
✓

Please refer to the suite of specific environmental reports submitted with this
application:
✓

Appropriate Assessment (AA) Screening Report (Altemar)

✓

Ecological Impact Assessment (Altemar)

✓

Environmental Impact Assessment Screening Report (MH Planning)

8.7.1.2 Policy Objective GIB19: Habitats Directive
It is a Policy Objective to ensure the protection of natural heritage and biodiversity,
including European Sites that form part of the Natura 2000 network, in accordance
with relevant EU Environmental Directives and applicable National Legislation,
Policies, Plans and Guidelines.
Response:
✓

See above response.

8.7.1.4 Policy Objective GIB21: Designated Sites
It is a Policy Objective to protect and preserve areas designated as proposed
Natural Heritage Areas, Special Areas of Conservation, and Special Protection
Areas. It is Council policy to promote the maintenance and as appropriate, delivery
of ‘favourable’ conservation status of habitats and species within these areas.
Response:
✓

See above response.

8.7.1.5 Policy Objective GIB22: Non-Designated Areas of Biodiversity Importance
It is a Policy Objective to protect and promote the conservation of biodiversity in
areas of natural heritage importance outside Designated Areas and to ensure that
notable sites, habitats and features of biodiversity importance - including species
protected under the Wildlife Acts 1976 and 2000, the Birds Directive 1979, the
Habitats Directive 1992, Birds and Habitats Regulations 2011, Flora (Protection)
Order, 2015, Annex I habitats, local important areas, wildlife corridors and rare
species - are adequately protected. Ecological assessments will be carried out for
all developments in areas that support, or have potential to support, features of
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biodiversity importance or rare and protected species and appropriate mitigation/
avoidance measures will be implemented. In implementing this policy, regard shall
be had to the Ecological Network, including the forthcoming DLR Wildlife Corridor
Plan, and the recommendations and objectives of the Green City Guidelines (2008)
and ‘Ecological Guidance Notes for Local Authorities and Developers’ (Dún
Laoghaire-Rathdown Version 2014).
Response:
✓

It is noted that the proposed development will require the removal of
selected trees (a double line of Monterey cypress). A qualified arborist has
surveyed the trees on and in the immediate vicinity of the site. Please refer
to the Landscape Report (BRR) and Arboricultural Report (CMK)
accompanying this application for further details.

✓

As noted above, this application is also accompanied by a suite of
environmental report which assess the impact of the proposal on the
receiving natural context.
✓

Appropriate Assessment (AA) Screening Report (Altemar)

✓

Ecological Impact Assessment (Altemar)

✓

Environmental Impact Assessment Screening Report (MH Planning)

8.7.1.8 Policy Objective GIB25: Hedgerows
It is a Policy Objective to retain and protect hedgerows in the County from
development, which would impact adversely upon them. In addition, the Council
will promote the protection of existing site boundary hedgerows and where
feasible require the retention of these when considering a grant of planning
permission for all developments. The Council will promote the County’s hedgerows
by increasing coverage, where possible, using locally native species and to develop
an appropriate code of practice for road hedgerow maintenance. The Council will
promote the protection of existing hedgerows when considering a grant of
planning permission for all developments.
Response:
✓
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See above response.
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1.7 Compliance with Chapter 9 of the Development Plan
Table 7. Compliance with Chapter 9 Policy Objectives & Relevant Sections
Chapter 9: Open Space, Parks, and Recreation
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
9.2.1.4 Policy Objective OSR4: Public Open Space Standards
It is a Policy Objective to promote public open space standards generally in
accordance with overarching Government guidance documents ‘Sustainable
Residential Development in Urban Areas - Guidelines for Planning Authorities’,
(2009), the accompanying ‘Urban Design Manual - A Best Practice Guide’, and the
‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for new Apartments’, (2020).
Response:
✓

A separate Statement of Consistency (MH Planning) with national and
regional planning policy and relevant Section 28 Guidelines accompanies this
application. This statement demonstrates the proposal complies the aims,
policies and principles of design set out in the guidelines outlined in Policy
Objective OSR4.

✓

The proposed landscape plan incorporates significant areas of high quality
and secure open spaces (public and communal open spaces). Overall, the
proposal will provide 5,456 sq.m of communal and public open spaces, which
equates to 28% of the total site area.

✓

Public open spaces throughout the scheme will account for 20% of the
development site. Public open space is at the heart of this scheme and central
to the site's organisation, with an ample green space retained as a publicly
accessible amenity between the apartments and the houses.

✓

Please see Landscape Report (BRR) and Architectural Design Report (CCK)
submitted with this application for further details on the provision of public
open space.

9.3.1.3 Policy Objective OSR7: Trees, Woodland, and Forestry
It is a Policy Objective to implement the objectives and policies of the Tree Policy
and the forthcoming Tree Strategy for the County, to ensure that the tree cover in
the County is managed, and developed to optimise the environmental, climatic
and educational benefits, which derive from an ‘urban forest’, and include a
holistic ‘urban forestry’ approach.
Response:
✓

This is a matter for the Local Authority to consider and develop a relevant
Tree Strategy for the County.

9.3.1.3 Policy Objective OSR10: Protection of Sports Grounds/Facilities
It is a Policy Objective:
o
o
o
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To ensure that adequate playing fields for formal active recreation are
provided for in new development areas.
That existing sports facilities and grounds within the established urban
area are protected, retained, and enhanced.
To increase the number of playing pitches in the County.
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o

To maximise the use of playing pitches in the County and for playing
pitches to be utilised seven days a week, subject to protecting adjoining
residential amenity.

Response:
✓
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A number of sports and recreational facilities are located in the area catering
for various needs and ages including local parks, playground, sport amenities,
clubs, leisure facilities and golf courses. These include Glencairn Park (park,
tennis courts and playground), Golf courses including the DLR Stepaside Golf
Course, Stepaside Golf Centre, Jamestown Par 3 and Samuel Beckett Civic
Campus (home to Ballyogan Celtic F.C).
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1.8 Compliance with Chapter 10 of the Development Plan
Table 8. Compliance with Chapter 10 Policy Objectives & Relevant Sections
Chapter 10: Environmental Infrastructure & Flood Risk
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
10.2.2.3 Policy Objective EI3: Wastewater Treatment Systems
It is a Policy Objective that all new developments in areas served by a public foul
sewerage network connect to the public sewerage system, either directly or
indirectly.
It is a Policy Objective to promote the changeover from septic tanks to collection
networks where this is feasible and to strongly discourage the provision of
individual septic tanks and domestic wastewater treatment systems in order to
minimise the risk of groundwater and surface water pollution.
It is a Policy Objective to prohibit multiple dwelling units discharging to communal
wastewater treatment systems.
Response:
✓

Please refer to the Infrastructure Design Report (DBFL) submitted with this
application under separate cover for full details.

10.2.2.4 Policy Objective EI4: Water Drainage Systems
It is a Policy Objective to require all development proposals to provide a separate
foul and surface water drainage system – where practicable. (Consistent with
RPO 10.12)
Response:
✓

See above response.

10.2.2.6 Policy Objective EI6: Sustainable Drainage Systems
It is a Policy Objective to ensure that all development proposals incorporate
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS).
Response:
✓

The SUDS strategy for the site will aim to attenuate surface water run-off,
reduce surface runoff, reduce pollution impact, and replicate the natural
characteristics of rainfall runoff for the site. SUDS elements that have been
considered applicable to the proposed scheme design include permeable
paving, swales, rain gardens, green roofs, green podium, above ground
detention/infiltration basin and underground storage.

✓

Please see the Infrastructure Design Report (DBFL) and Landscape Report
(BRR) submitted with this application under separate cover for further details.

10.2.2.9 Policy Objective EI8: Groundwater Protection and Appropriate
Assessment
It is a Policy Objective to ensure the protection of the groundwater resources in
and around the County and associated habitats and species in accordance with
the Groundwater Directive 2006/118/EC and the European Communities
Environmental Objectives (Groundwater) Regulations, 2010. In this regard, the
Council will support the implementation of Irish Water’s Water Safety Plans to
protect sources of public water supply and their contributing catchment.
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Response:
✓

This is a matter for the Local Authority to consider in implementing the Irish
Water’s Safety Plans.

10.2.2.9 Policy Objective EI9: Drainage Impact Assessment
It is a Policy Objective to ensure that all new development proposals include a
Drainage Impact Assessment that meets the requirements of the Council’s
Development Management Thresholds Information Document (see Appendix 3)
and the Stormwater Management Policy (See Appendix 7.1).
Response:
✓

A Stage 1 Stormwater Audit has been prepared for the proposed
development and a report presenting the findings and a response to the
recommendations is appended to the Infrastructure Design Report prepared
by DBFL Consulting Engineers.

10.4.2 Policy Objective EI12: Waste Management Infrastructure, Prevention,
Reduction, Reuse and Recycling (Circular Economy approach)
It is a Policy Objective:
o

o

o

o
o

o
o

To support the principles of the circular economy, good waste
management and the implementation of best international practice in
relation to waste management in order for the County and the Region to
become self-sufficient in terms of resource and waste management and
to provide a waste management infrastructure that supports this
objective.
To aim to provide a supporting waste management infrastructure in the
County for the processing and recovery of waste streams such as mixed
municipal waste in accordance with the proximity principle.
To provide for civic amenity facilities and bring centres as part of an
integrated waste collection system in accessible locations throughout the
County and promote the importance of kerbside source segregated
collection of household and commercial waste as the best method to
ensure the quality of waste presented for recycling is preserved.
To ensure any waste amenity facilities adhere to the Waste Regional
Offices Waste Management Infrastructure siting guidelines.
To develop a County wide network of multi material recycling centres,
bring centres and a re-use centre and to require the provision of
adequately-sized recycling facilities in new commercial and large-scale
residential developments, where appropriate.
To require the inclusion of such centres in all large retail developments to
maximise access by the public.
To ensure new developments are designed and constructed in line with
the Council’s Guidelines for Waste Storage Facilities (an excerpt of which
is contained in Appendix 6).

Response:
✓
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Please refer to the Resource and Waste Management Plan (AWN) and
Operational Waste Management Plan (AWN) submitted with this
application.
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10.4.2 Policy Objective EI15: Light Pollution
It is a Policy Objective to ensure that the design of external lighting schemes
minimise the incidence of light spillage or pollution in the immediate surrounding
environment and has due regard to the residential amenity of surrounding areas
Response:
✓

Please see the Outdoor Lighting Report and Public Lighting Layout (IN2)
submitted with this application under separate cover. Lighting associated
with the proposed development will not result in significant light spillage
outside of the development site and will therefore not impact the
surrounding areas' residential amenities.

10.5.2 Policy Objective EI19: Overhead Cables
It is a Policy Objective to seek the undergrounding of all electricity, telephone,
and television cables wherever possible, in the interests of visual amenity and
public health.
Response:
✓
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No overhead cables are identified within the site.
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1.9 Compliance with Chapter 11 of the Development Plan
Table 9. Compliance with Chapter 11 Policy Objectives & Relevant Sections
Chapter 11: Heritage & Conservation
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
Section 11.3 Archaeological Heritage (Chapter 11)
11.3.1.1 Policy Objective HER1: Protection of Archaeological Heritage
It is a Policy Objective to protect archaeological sites, National Monuments (and
their settings), which have been identified in the Record of Monuments and Places
and, where feasible, appropriate and applicable to promote access to and
signposting of such sites and monuments.
Response:
✓

An Archaeological Impact Assessment accompanies this application
under separate cover (Archer Heritage Planning). The assessment
undertaken determines that the proposed development will involve
considerable ground disturbance works across the subject site including
excavations and other groundworks (e.g. provision of access roads and
service trenches), movement of machines and storage of material in
sensitive areas. It is concluded that, in the absence of the mitigation
measures, significant impacts on the potential buried archaeological
remains at the site would be direct, negative and permanent. Accordingly,
the Archaeological Impact Assessment recommends:
“All ground disturbance works across the development site should be monitored
by a suitably qualified archaeologist. In the event that archaeological material is
recorded during monitoring, further discussion/consultation with the DHLGH
should be sought in order to ascertain the appropriate treatment (i.e. preservation
by record/preservation in situ) of any additional archaeological remains. Should
the DCHG recommend preservation by record/full archaeological excavation, this
work should be undertaken under the appropriate licence.”

11.3.1.2 Policy Objective HER2: Protection of Archaeological Material in Situ
It is a Policy Objective to seek the preservation in situ (or where this is not possible
or appropriate, as a minimum, preservation by record) of all archaeological
monuments included in the Record of Monuments and Places, and of previously
unknown sites, features and objects of archaeological interest that become
revealed through development activity. In respect of decision making on
development proposals affecting sites listed in the Record of Monuments and
Places, the Council will have regard to the advice and/ or recommendations of the
Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (DCHG).
Response:
✓

See above response.

11.3.1.3 Policy Objective HER15 Historic Burial Grounds
It is a Policy Objective to protect historical and/or closed burial grounds within the
County and encourage their maintenance in accordance with good conservation
practice and to promote access to such sites where possible.
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Response:
✓

See above response.

1.10 Compliance with Chapter 12 of the Development Plan
Table 10. Compliance with Chapter 12 Policy Objectives & Relevant Sections
Chapter 12: Development Management
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
Ch. 12 - Section 12.1.1 Planning Process5
12.1.1.1 Pre-Application Consultation
(…) a prospective applicant shall have consulted with the Planning Authority in
respect of the development that comprises:
o

residential development of more than 10 housing units.

o

Non-residential development of more than 1,000 square metres gross
floor space.

o

Other development as may be prescribed in legislation.

Response:
In accordance with S.247 of the Planning and Development Act 2000 (as
amended) a pre-planning meeting was held with Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown
County Council on Tuesday 29 June 2021. Full details of the meeting are
included in this application's Planning Statement (MH Planning). Further, a
Section 5 pre-application consultation (PAC) request was submitted to An
Bord Pleanála (ABP) and after the consultation meeting took place, an
Opinion was issued.
12.1.1.2 Design Statements
A Design Statement which is an outline of the proposal’s context and aims, and
how it responds to Development Plan objectives and surroundings, should be
submitted for all applications of 1000+sq.m. commercial development or
applications of 30+ residential units (refer also to Policy Objective PHP44 and
Section 12.3.1 below).
Response:
✓

Please see the Architectural Design Report (CCK) is submitted with this
application.

12.1.1.3 Landscape Plans

5

Page 227: To assist applicants in preparing a planning application, a ‘Thresholds Information Document’ is provided
in Appendix 3. Some of the requirements are set out below. Applicants are advised to consult with Development Plan
maps together with the policies and guidance provided herein, in order to ascertain if there may be additional reports
/ details required. A pre-planning consultation may help identify specific requirements for a site.
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Planning applications for 1000+sq.m. commercial development, 10+ residential
units, or smaller developments (as deemed appropriate by the Planning
Department), should submit a landscape design rationale prepared by a qualified
Landscape Architect or other suitably competent landscape professional (as
deemed appropriate by the Planning Authority).
Response:
✓

Please see the Landscape Report (BRR) submitted with this application.

12.1.2.1 Environmental Impact Assessment
o

The Local Authority, (or An Bord Pleanála) may require an EIAR to be
prepared if a proposal is likely to have a significant effect on the
environment, even if the development is below the threshold.

o

The Planning and Development Regulations 2001, as amended, specify
mandatory thresholds above which Environmental Impact Statements
(EIAR) are required in relation to types and scale of development
proposals).

o

All Planning applications undergo EIAR screening or preliminary
assessment.

Response:
✓

This application is accompanied by an Environmental Impact Assessment
Screening Report (MH Planning).

12.1.2.2 Appropriate Assessment
Under Article 6 of the Habitats Directive there is a requirement to establish
whether, in relation to Plans and Projects, Appropriate Assessment (AA) is required.
If, following screening, it is considered that AA is required, then the proponent of
the Plan or Project must prepare a Natura Impact Statement.
Response:
✓

This application is accompanied by an Appropriate Assessment (AA)
Screening Report (Altemar) submitted under separate cover.

12.1.2.3 Ecological Impact Assessment
An Ecological Impact Assessment may be required to be submitted with any
proposed development should the Planning Authority consider that there is
potential to impact upon an environmentally sensitive area such as a wildlife
corridor, a site adjoining or adjacent to a proposed National Heritage Area, along
the coastline or a river. The requirement for an ecological impact assessment will
be determined on a case by case basis.
Response:
✓

This application is accompanied by an Ecological Impact Assessment
(Altemar) submitted under separate cover.

Ch. 12 - Section 12.2. Climate Action
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12.2.1 Built Environment
An Energy Statement should be included for all applications of 1000+ sq.m.
commercial development or applications of 30+ residential units to demonstrate
what energy efficiency and carbon reduction design measures are being
considered.
Response:
✓

Please refer to the Energy and Sustainability Report (OCSC) and Building
Lifecycle Report (CCK) submitted with this application for further details.

12.2.1 Urban Greening
Applicants should explore the potential for urban greening in developments
including:
o

High quality landscaping (including tree planting), that make use of a
diverse range of species of plants – consistent with the National Pollinator
Plan, site appropriate and irrigated by rainwater.

o

Incorporating Nature-Based Solutions (NBS) into the design of buildings
and layout – living/green walls, living/green and or blue roofs including in
the design of small buildings and shelters, other soft Sustainable urban
Drainage Systems (SUDS) measures such as swales, rain gardens, using
trees for urban cooling and the reduction of wind tunnel effect (Refer also
Section 12.8.6). The Council is investigating developing a green factor
method through a multi-disciplinary approach as set out in Section 3.4.4
Urban Greening. Data on all surface cover types is required. All
applications that submit a stormwater audit shall submit the surface
cover types as part of the storm water audit process (see 7.1.5 Storm
Water Audit Procedure Appendix 7: Sustainable Drainage Systems).

Response:
✓

The proposed residential scheme will provide public and communal open
spaces, including tree planting, which will integrate with the receiving
landscape. These spaces vary in size, scale and programme. They have been
designed to facilitate children’s play, exercise and passive recreation where
residents and visitors can interact, all underpinned by the need to promote
biodiversity, urban greening and sustainable practices.

✓

The Landscape Report (BRR) accompanying this application provides a more
detailed description of the open space and greening rationale throughout the
site, including details on tree planting and natural solutions following SUDS
principles.

Ch. 12 - Section 12.3.2 Sustainable Neighbourhood Infrastructure
12.3.2.1 Development within Sustainable Neighbourhood Infrastructure
Lands
All proposed development on lands with a ‘Sustainable Neighbourhood
Infrastructure’ (SNI) zoning objective or Specific Local Objective (SLO) 10 or 22:
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o

Shall be required to identify all existing and any permitted
uses/structures within the overall SNI zoning objective lands of which the
proposal is a part and demonstrate how the proposed development will
protect and/or improve existing SNI facilities and uses including their
associated amenity / recreational facilities and uses.

o

Without prejudice to the above, shall maintain the recreational value of
the overall SNI zoning objective lands of which the proposal is a part by
retaining 20% or more usable open space in development proposals. A
derogation may only apply where an existing facility is located within a
more urban, mixed-use setting. Such facilities and uses will typically be
as identified by SLO 10 and SLO 22.

o

Should incorporate measures to improve public use of the site and/or
facilities as appropriate and be required to maximise improvements to
walking and cycling permeability and accessibility both within and
through the site and linkages to adjoining lands especially related to
access to active travel and public transport stops.

o

Shall be well designed having regard to the site context, landscape
features and any heritage within or adjoining the site. M Should be
compatible with or complement the existing SNI facilities and uses. M
Shall ensure that the amenities currently enjoyed by the existing SNI use
/ facilities are adequately protected in terms of noise, daylight / sunlight
and, overlooking as appropriate.

o

Should seek to share facilities as appropriate. Such facilities might include
car parking, pitches, sports halls, etc.

o

Shall submit a detailed justification for any non-SNI uses (SNI uses are
defined above) demonstrating how the proposed development will
protect and/or enhance the existing SNI use and function of the overall
SNI zoning objective lands of which the proposal is a part.

o

All proposals within the Sandyford Urban Framework Plan area shall also
refer to the objectives set out in Appendix 16 SUFP with respect to the SNI
zoning (including section 2.3.6 of the SUFP).

For the avoidance of any doubt, all development proposals shall demonstrate that
there is sufficient spatial capacity to accommodate the future needs of the existing
and/or any proposed SNI facilities within the overall SNI zoning objective lands of
which the proposal is a part. In this regard, a Masterplan may be required.
When assessing any proposal, the Planning Authority will consult with any relevant
authority.
Response:
✓

The proposed development is situated on lands zoned Objective A. Thus,
specific requirements set out in the above section (12.3.2.1) of the
Development for the provision of sustainable neighbourhood infrastructure
on SNI zoned lands identified with SLO 10 and SLO 12 do not apply to the
proposal.

✓

Notwithstanding, a SNI facility is proposed to comply with section 12.3.2.2 (i)
of the Development Plan. As set out in the Landscape Report (BRR), it
comprises a central neighbourhood gathering area at the south-western
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edge of the open space. This gathering area and the base of the slope, equal
5% of the total site area provision (985 sqm).
✓

Please see the Planning Statement (MH Planning), Architectural Design
Statement (CCK) and Landscape Report (BRR) submitted with this
application for full details of the extent of social infrastructure and amenities
proposed within the scheme.

12.3.2.2 Sustainable Neighbourhood Infrastructure – Future Provision
(i) New residential communities
Planning applications for residential development on sites greater than 1ha or
more than 50 residential units located in new residential communities (as set out
in Figure 2.9, Chapter 2) will be required to facilitate sustainable neighbourhood
infrastructure (SNI) (see Policy Objective PHP2 for a definition of SNI) through one
or more of the following ways:
o

Reserve an area of not less than 5% of the site area for a future SNI facility.
The site reservation may be part of the 15% public open space
requirement (see Section 12.8.3.1) and may be subject to a Section 47
agreement with the Planning Authority. The area to be reserved shall be
located in a manner that can be readily amalgamated with similar
reservations within adjoining lands.

o

Provide an appropriate SNI facility (see definition in Policy Objective
PHP2) with a floor area of 130 sq.m. per 1,000 population equivalent. The
type of facility must have regard to the demographic of the emerging area
and any existing and planned facilities and services within a 1km distance
/ 10 minute walk of the site. It should be noted that a commercial
childcare facility shall not be considered to be an SNI facility for the
purposes of this Section.

o

Provide a development contribution under Section 48 of the Planning and
Development Act 2000 towards the provision and/or improvement of a
community, cultural or civic facility that the residents of the proposed
development will benefit from.

For sites less than 1ha or less than 50 residential units, the Council may consider
attaching a development contribution under Section 48 of the Planning and
Development Act 2000 for the provision and/or improvement of community,
cultural or civic facility that the residents of the proposed development will benefit
from.
(ii) Existing Built-Up Area
For residential schemes within the existing built-up area, the Council will consider
a development contribution under the Council Section 48 Levy Scheme for the
provision and/or improvement of community, cultural or civic facility that the
residents of the proposed development will benefit from.
Where the Community Audit (See Section 4.2.1.4 Policy Objective PHP5:
Community Facilities) has identified a deficit in an area the Council may require the
applicant to accommodate an SNI facility to address this deficit.
Response:
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✓

The subject site is located in lands identified as ‘new residential
communities’ in Figure 2.9 of the Development Plan.

✓

A central neighbourhood gathering area, equalling 5% of the total site
area provision (985 sqm) is provided at the south-western edge of the
public open space, designated as a Sustainable Neighbourhood
Infrastructure (SNI) facility that will promote interaction and community
activities to form stronger and connected neighbourhoods.

1.10.1.4 Childcare Facilities
Where it is proposed or required to provide a new childcare facility as part of a new
residential or commercial development, the facility shall be constructed in tandem
with the overall scheme. To address the need for childcare and make childcare
more accessible to everybody in the County, the developer shall seek to secure an
operator and open the facility at an early stage preferably prior to the occupation
of the residential units. In this regard, the developer shall submit phasing details
for the development, including the childcare facility and include details of the
intended operation of the facility, including details of the intended operator (where
feasible) relative to the completion and occupation of dwellings / commercial
buildings.
Response:
✓

The proposal also provides for the construction of a childcare facility and
associated play area. Please see the Architectural Design Report (CCK) and
associated architectural drawings for further details.

✓

A Childcare Assessment Report (MH Planning) is also submitted with this
application.

Ch. 12 - Section 12.3.3 Quantitative Standards for All Residential Development
12.3.3 Quantitative Standards for All Residential Development
“Applications for residential schemes shall comply with all relevant requirements
set out in PHP20: Protection of Existing Residential Amenity (see Section 4.3.1.3).”
That the requirement for certain percentages of 3-bed units in apartments shall
apply to Build To Rent developments to accord with mix on page 233.
Response:
✓

The proposed residential development incorporates a diverse range of
dwelling typologies and social housing units.

✓

The scheme includes 1-bed and 2-bed apartment types that differ in size and
layout, offering a range of solutions to respond to the varying needs of
different households. The provision of 3 and 4 bedroom houses will
complement this.

✓

Table 12.1 of the Development Plan includes a requirement for a minimum
of 40% of 3-bedroom units in apartment schemes within areas identified New
residential Community, where the subject site is located.
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✓

While the proposal is consistent with the maximum threshold of 30% for 1bedroom units in apartment schemes, there are no 3-bedroom apartments
proposed and so the allowable threshold of 60% for 1 and 2-bedroom units
is exceeded. A justification is provided in the Material Contravention
Statement that accompanies this application.

✓

Please also refer to the Housing Quality Assessment (CCK) and Unit Mix
Justification Report (MH Planning), which provide further detail on the
proposed unit mix.

12.3.3.1 Residential Size and Mix
The findings of the Housing Strategy and HNDA have informed policy PHP27 in
relation to mix (refer to Appendix 2 Housing Strategy and HNDA 2022 – 2028).
In order to demonstrate compliance with Policy Objective PHP27 and based on the
findings of the Housing Strategy and HNDA, planning applications received for 50+
residential units either individually or cumulatively with lands located within the
neighbourhood (10-minute walk) will be required to incorporate a variety and
choice of housing units by type and size so as to meet the differing household need
in the County.
The proposed provision of residential units (both houses and apartments), shall
provide a mix that reflects existing, and emerging household formation, housing
demand patterns and housing demand patterns and trends identified locally and/
or within the County. New residential communities (as set out in the Core Strategy
and Figure 2.9 of the Core Strategy Map) shall ensure an appropriate mix including
a proportion of larger units. Applications received in both new residential
communities and within the residual built up area shall include:
o

Details of existing and permitted unit types within a 10-minute walk of the
proposed development.

o

A detailed breakdown of the proposed unit type and size including a
percentage split between 1/2/3+ bed units which in the case of
apartments (and duplexes) shall generally be in accordance with Table
12.1.

o

A site and/or floor plans that clearly identify proposed units that:
Are designed and located having regard to the needs of older people
and/or persons with a disability.
o Are designed having regard to the concept of lifetime adaptable
and/or multigenerational homes.
A statement outlining how the scheme has been designed for the needs
of older people and / or persons with a disability and / or lifetime homes.
o

o
o

No more than 10% of the total number of units in any private residential
development may comprise of two-bedroom three-person apartment
types.

Table 12.16 sets out the mix requirements for apartment developments. Duplexes
are considered to be apartments for the purposes of mix.

6

p. 237
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In schemes of 50+ units, where a mixture of housing and apartments or a scheme
comprising solely of houses is being provided on a site the housing offering must
ensure a mixture that includes a proportion of housing units that are 3 beds or
less. In new residential community areas, it is appropriate that schemes generally
include houses in addition to apartment/duplexes. In deciding on the mix of house
and apartments in these areas regard shall be had to the details of existing and
permitted unit types within a 10-minute walk of the proposed development (see
bullet point above). The apartment element, if in excess of 50 units, shall comply
with the table above. Where a question arises as to whether a site falls within the
built up area or within a new residential community area, as set out in the Core
Strategy and Figure 2.9, the decision shall be solely at the discretion of the Planning
Authority.

Response:
✓

Please refer to the response Section 12.3.3, Policy Objective PHP27 and
PHP28 in this document.

12.3.3.2 Residential Density
In general, the number of dwellings (houses or apartments) to be provided on a
site should be determined with reference to the Government Guidelines
documents:
o

‘Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas – Guidelines for
Planning Authorities’ (2009).

o

Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments –
Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2020).

As a general principle, and on the grounds of sustainability, the objective is to
optimise the density of development in response to type of site, location, and
accessibility to public transport. (See policy PHP18, Chapter 4).”
Response:
✓

See response to Policy Objective PHP18 in this document.

Ch.12 - Section 12.3.4 Residential Development – General Requirements
12.3.4.1 Road and Footpath Requirements
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The requirements set down in the Council’s ‘Taking in Charge Policy Document’,
and ‘The Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets’, (DMURS), 2019, will generally
apply.
Continuous footpaths shall be provided at junctions, and vehicular entrances, to
facilitate people with ease of movement. At any such junctions where continuous
footpaths are neither feasible nor appropriate, dished kerbs with tactile paving
shall be provided to facilitate people with ease of movement.
Response:
✓

The scheme prioritises pedestrians and cyclists’ mobility within the internal
layout to ensure desire lines within the subject site are accommodated.

✓

The proposal provides for continuation of pedestrian and cycle paths along
the proposed section of the Clay Farm Loop Road, connecting with that part
under construction as part of the Clay Farm Phase 2 development. The new
section of the Loop Road will consist of a 6m wide carriageway with 2m wide
footpaths and 2m wide cycle tracks each side of the road.

✓

The proposed carriageways at the local streets are typically 5.5m wide with
2m wide footpaths each side of the road throughout the development.
Pedestrian linkages will be provided to connect the new development and its
open spaces to the established residential area of Stepaside Park.

✓

Please refer to the Taking in Charge drawing no. 1806-SHD-107 prepared by
CCK for further information.

✓

Please also refer to the separate Statement of Consistency (MH Planning)
with national and regional planning policy and relevant Section 28 Guidelines
submitted with this application. This statement demonstrates that the
proposal complies with the aims, objectives, and principles of ‘The Design
Manual for Urban Roads and Streets’, (DMURS), 2019. In addition, the DMURS
Design Compliance Statement prepared by DBFL demonstrates how the
proposed development layout is consistent with both the principles and
guidance outlined in DMURS.

12.3.4.2 Habitable Rooms
o

The minimum size of habitable rooms for houses/apartments/and flats shall
conform with appropriate National guidelines/ standards in operation at the
date of application for planning permission, including the minimum
dimensions as set out in ‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for
New Apartments Guidelines for Planning Authorities’ (2018), and ‘Quality
Housing for Sustainable Communities: Best Practice Guidelines for Delivering
Homes Sustaining Communities’ (2007).

o

All habitable rooms within new residential units shall have access to
appropriate levels of natural /daylight and ventilation. Development shall be
guided by the principles of Site Layout Planning for Daylight and Sunlight, A
guide to good practice (Building Research Establishment Report, 2011)
and/or any updated, or subsequent guidance, in this regard. A daylight
analysis will be required for all proposed developments of 50+ units, or as
otherwise required by the Planning Authority. The impact of any
development on existing habitable rooms should also be considered.
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Response:
✓

This application is accompanied by a Housing Quality Assessment (CCK).

✓

The location, heights, and orientation of the apartment block within the
development has been carefully considered to maximize daylight levels
within the apartments.

✓

A Daylight/Sunlight/Overshadowing Assessment (Passive Dynamics) has
been carried out, and accompanies this application under separate cover.
The report concludes that the proposed development is acceptable and
meets the relevant standards concerning sunlight and daylight.

12.3.4.4 Phased Development
o

No large developments over 100 residential units shall be permitted unless
it can be demonstrated that adequate provisions for specified physical and
social infrastructural requirements, including: roads, sewers, water mains,
community, recreational and sporting facilities (indoor and outdoor), public
transport, first and second level schools and shops are available at
completion to support development.

o

In addition, when considering proposals for development within the curtilage
of Protected Structures a proposed phasing agreement should be provided
(refer to Section 12.11.2.3).

o

A phasing schedule for any such development shall be submitted with a
planning application.

Response:
✓

Please refer to the Infrastructure Design Report (DBFL) submitted with this
application, which provides details of existing and proposed water, drainage
and foul infrastructure within the subject site.

✓

An audit of local services and amenities was undertaken as part of the design
process and informed the proposed development. Please see this
application's Social Infrastructure Assessment (MH Planning) submitted
under separate cover. It examines existing social infrastructure in the area,
demonstrating that future developments are well served by existing
community and neighbourhood facilities.

✓

Together with the proposed childcare facility, the proposal will deliver a
comprehensive schedule of communal and open amenity areas which will all
contribute to implementing the design principles of sustainable
neighbourhoods.

✓

The scheme is proposed to be constructed in one phase and as such, no units
will be available for occupation until such time as the site services and
infrastructure are in place.

✓

The Construction & Environmental Management Plan (DBFL) confirms the
phasing approach and indicates a construction timeline of 18 to 24 months.

12.3.4.5 Management Companies and Taking in Charge
In residential developments, which are not proposed to be Taken in Charge by the
Council, evidence will be required that private Management Companies are to be
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set up by time of completion of the estate, and of which membership shall be
compulsory for all purchasers of property.
Response:
✓

The proposed road and footpath arrangements at the entrance to the site
have been agreed upon with representatives of DLR County Council’s Roads
section.

✓

Details of proposed areas to be taken in charge are set out in the suite of
drawings submitted with this application.

12.3.4.7 Refuse Storage and Services
o

Adequate refuse storage, recycling and composting areas, and future
expansion of separated waste disposal for residential developments shall be
adequately catered for. In the case of communal refuse storage provision,
the collection point for refuse should be accessible both to the external
collector and to the resident and be secured against illegal dumping by nonresidents.

o

In the case of individual houses, the applicant shall clearly show within a
planning application the proposed location and design of bin storage to serve
each dwelling and having regard to the number of individual bins required to
serve each dwelling at the time of the application and any possible future
requirements for refuse storage/collection. (See also Appendix 6).

Response:
✓

This application is accompanied by an Operational Waste Management
Plan (AWN), which provides details on how waste generated within the
development will be segregated and stored and how the waste will be
collected from the development.

✓

One dedicated shared Waste Storage Area (WSA) has been allocated within
the development design for the residential apartment units. This shared
residential WSA is located at the ground floor of the apartment block. One
WSA has been allocated within the development design for the childcare
facility unit. The childcare facility WSA is located at ground floor adjacent to
the unit. The waste receptacles from the shared WSAs will be collected
directly from the WSAs by facilities management or the waste contractor and
taken to the staging area for collection. Residents in houses with their own
individual WSAs will be responsible for moving their waste receptacles to the
curb for collection and returning them to their individual WSAs in line with
the DLRCC waste-bye laws.

Ch – 12 - Section 12.3.5 Apartment Development
12.3.5.1 Dual Aspect in Apartments
Specific Planning Policy Requirement (SPPR) 4 of the Sustainable Urban Housing:
Design Standards for New Apartments, Guidelines for Planning Authorities’ (2018),
provides guidance with respect to the minimum number of dual aspect apartments
that may be provided in any single apartment schemes. In accordance with this
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guidance, DLR as a County is classified as a suburban or intermediate location and
therefore:
o

There shall generally be a minimum of 50% dual aspect apartments in a single
scheme.

o

For building refurbishment schemes on sites of any size or urban infill
schemes on sites of up to 0.25ha, DLR may exercise discretion to consider
dual aspect unit provision at a level lower than the 50% minimum outlined
above on a case-by-case basis, but subject to the achievement of overall high
design quality in other aspects.

Response:
✓

Overall, 60% of the proposed apartment units across the scheme are dual
aspects and all proposed houses. There are 58 no. dual-aspect apartments
proposed.

✓

A Daylight, Sunlight & Overshadowing Analysis has been carried out by
Passive Dynamics, and it accompanies this application under separate cover.
As a consequence of publication of the updated BRE Guidance document on
the 9th June 2022, a comprehensive daylight analysis has been carried out
using both standards, providing daylighting results in terms of Average
Daylight Factor (based on previous British Standard–BS 8206-2) and Spatial
Daylight Autonomy (based on current European Standard–EN 17037) and the
National Annex within the British implementation of the European Standard
(BS EN 17037) which has been adopted as the daylighting standard for the
updated BRE Guidance document (BR209-Site Layout Planning for Sunlight
and Daylight: A Guide to Good Practice’ (2022).
The internal daylight amenity assessment indicates that 99.62% of the
habitable rooms assessed will meet the minimum targets set out in BS EN
17037, as referenced in the 2022 BRE Guidelines, of 100 lux for bedrooms,
150 lux for living rooms and 200 lux for LKD’s, to 50% of the area of each
room, for 50% of daylight hours. The Proposed Development therefore
represents an excellent level of daylight performance, with all but one
bedroom meeting the minimum recommended BRE / BS EN 17037 targets.

12.3.5.2 Separation Between Blocks
All proposals for residential development, particularly apartment developments
and those over three storeys high, shall provide for acceptable separation
distances between blocks to avoid negative effects such as excessive overlooking,
overbearing and overshadowing effects and provide sustainable residential
amenity conditions and open spaces.
o

A minimum clearance distance of circa 22 metres, in general, is required,
between opposing windows in the case of apartments up to three storeys in
height.

o

In taller blocks, a greater separation distance may be prescribed having
regard to the layout, size, and design. In certain instances, depending on
orientation and location in built-up areas, reduced separation distances may
be acceptable.
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o

In all instances where the minimum separation distances are not met, the
applicant shall submit a daylight availability analysis for the proposed
development

Response:
✓

The proposed development has been designed to maintain future residents'
privacy and prevent overlooking. Windows and balconies have been placed
to provide adequate access to sunlight/daylight whilst preventing overlooking
where separation distances are smaller.

✓

The scheme achieves good separation between Block 1 and surrounding
houses, both existing and proposed. The gable ends of the apartment
building are 3-storeys in height and are below 22 metres to neighbouring
dwellings but the design approach is in accordance with the Development
Plan which requires 22 metres between opposing windows. To mitigate
undue overlooking, there are no windows proposed along these elevations.

✓

Please see the Architectural Design Report (CCK) and the suite of
architectural drawings submitted with this application for details on
separation distances between blocks.

✓

A Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing report (Passive Dynamics)
accompanies this application. The assessment demonstrates that the scheme
will not detract from residents’ amenities or the area's character. This is fully
supported by the inclusion of a suite of photomontages and visual impact
assessment within the application.

12.3.5.3 Internal Storage and External Storage
Internal storage standards for apartments shall accord with, or exceed the levels
outlined in Table 12.3 below:

o

Storage should be additional to kitchen presses and bedroom furniture.

o

Hot press/boiler space will not count as general storage.

o

No individual storage room should exceed 3.5sq.m. and shall be provided
within the apartment unit.

Apartment schemes should provide external storage for bulky items outside
individual units (i.e. at ground or basement level), in addition to the minimum
apartment storage requirements. These storage units should be secure, at ground
floor level, in close proximity to the entrance to the apartment block and allocated
to each individual apartment unit.
Response:
✓
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Internal storage is available in all apartments and is in accordance with the
quantitative standards set out in the Development Plan and Appendix 1 of
the Apartment Guidelines (2020). Please refer to the Housing Quality
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Assessment (CCK) submitted with this application for further details on the
storage provision.
✓

The Development Plan does not include quantitative standards for external
storage. External storage areas in this proposed development are limited to
bicycle parking storage. The Material Contravention Statement (MH
Planning) that accompanies this application sets out a justification in respect
of external storage provision.

12.3.5.5 Minimum Apartment Floor Areas
All apartment developments shall accord with or exceed the minimum floor areas
indicated in the Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New
Apartments, Guidelines for Planning Authorities’, (2018), as set out in the Table
12.4 below. In this regard, the areas listed are minimum standards and should not
be taken as the norm for all developments; higher floor areas will be encouraged
throughout the County.

In order to safeguard standards, the majority of apartments in any proposed
scheme of 10 or more shall exceed the minimum floor area standard for any
combination of 1, 2 or 3 bed, by a minimum of 10%* (excluding studios).
* Not applicable to BTR development in accordance with SPPR 8.
Response:
✓

The minimum apartment floor areas set out in Table 12.4 and Appendix 1 of
the Apartment Guidelines have been met and/or exceeded.

✓

The requirement for the majority of all apartments to exceed the minimum
floor area by a minimum of 10% is met, 75% of the proposed apartment units
(73 no. apartments) will exceed this requirement.

✓

Please refer to the accompanying Housing Quality Assessment (CCK
Architects) and suite of architectural drawings submitted with this application
under separate cover.

12.3.5.6 Additional Apartment Design Requirements
Ground level apartment floor to ceiling heights shall be a minimum of 2.7 metres
and shall be increased in certain circumstances, particularly where necessary to
facilitate a future change of use to a commercial use. For building refurbishment
schemes on sites of any size or urban infill schemes on sites of up to 0.25ha,
Planning Authorities may exercise discretion on a case-by-case basis, subject to
overall design quality.
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A maximum of 12 apartments per floor per core may be provided in apartment
schemes.* This maximum provision may be increased for building refurbishment
schemes on sites of any size or urban infill schemes on sites of up to 0.25ha,
subject to overall design quality, and compliance with building regulations.
* Not applicable to BTR development in accordance with SPPR 8.
Response:
✓

The proposed development comprises 118 residential units, including 97
apartments and 21 houses. The proposed development meets the
minimum requirement of 2.7m floor to ceiling heights for ground floor
apartments. Ground floor units shall have a floor to ceiling height of 2.9
metres and upper floor units have floor to ceiling heights of 2.65 metres.

✓

Furthermore, the apartment building (Block 1) is in accordance with the
requirement of a maximum of 12 apartments per floor per core, in line with
the standards outlined in the Development Plan and in SPPR 6 of the
Apartment Guidelines.

Ch. 12 - Section 12.3.8 Housing for All
12.3.8.1 Age Friendly Housing
To promote an age friendly approach by ensuring that both existing and proposed
residential developments are future proofed for an ageing population.
Response:
✓

The scheme has been designed with reference to the following documents:
•
•
•

✓

Building for Everyone, a Universal Design Approach(National Disability
Authority)
Universal design Guidelines for Homes in Ireland (National Disability
Authority)
Technical Guidance Document Part M 2010 (Department of the
Environment & Local Government).

The E6 and E6A house type have been designed in accordance with Universal
Design Guidelines for Homes in Ireland developed by the Centre For
Excellence in Universal Design (National Disability Authority). The B house
type can also be easily adapted over its lifetime to allow for a multigenerational home. The rear of the house could be extended for additional
living space and the front living room converted to bedroom use. The
downstairs WC and utility can be reconfigured to be used as a wet room and
Part M accessible toilet with grab rails.

Ch. 12 - Section 12.4 Transport
12.4.1 Traffic Management and Road Safety
o
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The road layout of new residential, commercial, and/or mixed-use
developments shall be designed in accordance with DMURS which seeks to
create self-enforcing 30km/h zones. This Manual sets out design guidance
and standards for constructing new, and reconfiguring existing, urban roads
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and streets, incorporating a multidisciplinary approach to the design of low
speed environments in urban areas.
o

All works carried out shall meet the requirements of the Council’s ‘Taking in
Charge Policy Document’, ‘Development Works Guidance Document’, and any
successor guidance with respect to taking-in-charge.

o

All new development will be required to maximise permeability and
connectivity for pedestrian and cyclists and to create direct links to adjacent
roads and public transport networks in accordance with the provisions of the
‘Urban Design Manual – A Best Practice Guide’ (2009), ‘Sustainable Urban
Housing: Design Standards for Apartments’ (2018) and the ‘Design Manual
for Urban Roads and Streets’ (DMURS, 2019).

o

To ensure that the needs of all road’s users are considered, a Quality Audit
may be required for major developments that impact on the road network
and for all new road and traffic schemes.

Potential applicants for planning permission should engage in pre-planning
discussions to ascertain which audits, if any, should be submitted with the
application. Further details on the guidance on the audit thresholds can be found
within the ‘Development Management Thresholds Information Document’ in
Appendix 3.
Response:
✓

Please see the Statement of Consistency (MH Planning) with national and
regional planning policy and relevant Section 28 Guidelines submitted with
this application. This statement demonstrates that the proposal complies
with the aims, objectives, and design principles of the provisions of the ‘Urban
Design Manual – A Best Practice Guide’ (2009), ‘Sustainable Urban Housing:
Design Standards for Apartments’ (2018) and the ‘Design Manual for Urban
Roads and Streets’ (DMURS, 2019).

✓

A Quality Audit has been produced by Bruton Consulting Engineers and is
submitted as part of the planning application documentation. Items raised in
the Quality Audit were considered in the final scheme layout.

✓

The proposed layout incorporates four pedestrian/cycle access points in the
south and west of the site, connecting with the existing adjoining residential
estate of Stepaside Park. It also ensures that the proposed section of Clay
Farm Loop Road will provide for continuation of pedestrian and cycle paths
which will be delivered under that part of the road being constructed within
Clay Farm Phase 2. Internally, a high degree of pedestrian permeability
throughout the site is created by providing footways that connect the spaces
between the proposed apartment block, houses and open space amenity
areas.

✓

DBFL Drawing No. 200165-X-04-Z00-DTM-DR-DBFL-CE-1201 entitled
“Proposed Road Layout” shows the proposed layout including vehicle tracking
at key locations. Traffic calming has been achieved through the
implementation of horizontal and vertical deflections including tight corner
radii and raised tables. The provision of on street further aids in achieving
reduces vehicular speeds. In addition, tree planting is proposed on both sides
of the roads within the subject site boundary which reduced the perceived
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width of the carriageway thereby creating a narrowing effect which further
aids in speed reduction.
12.4.2 Traffic and Transport Assessment
Where new development has significant car trip potential, a detailed assessment
of:
o

The transportation systems available and

o

The impact of the proposed development on the surrounding environment
and transportation network, should be appraised through the submission
of a Traffic and Transport Assessment (TTA), in accordance with Transport
Infrastructure Ireland (TII) ‘Traffic and Transport Assessment Guidelines’,
(2014). The requirements for a TTA should be ascertained at pre-planning
stage.

Traffic and Transport Assessments shall project forward 5 years and 15 years after
opening date in accordance with the TII Traffic and Transport Assessment
Guidelines and the UK’s Institution of Highways and Transportation Guidelines, and
shall, in their analysis, consider all major road and traffic schemes and existing and
proposed developments in an area (Refer also to Appendix 3 Development
Management Thresholds).
Response:
✓

A Traffic & Transport Assessment (DBFL) accompanies this application
under separate cover.

12.4.3 Travel Plans
Preparation of a Travel Plan should be considered at the earliest possible stage of
the planning process (pre- planning) with the Travel Plan demonstrating that it is
an integral part of the development.
Response:
✓

A Mobility Management Plan (DBFL) accompanies this application under
separate cover.

12.4.4 Street Lighting
The lighting of roads and public amenity areas shall be provided in accordance with
the requirements of Public Lighting Standards BS5489-1 EN 13201:2015 and
further updates and also the Council’s ‘Public Lighting Installations in Residential
and Industrial Areas Guidance Document’
Response:
✓
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Please see the Outdoor Lighting Report and Public Lighting Layout (Sabre)
submitted with this application under separate cover, demonstrating that the
lighting proposal has been designed in accordance with the relevant
guidance.
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Ch. 12 -Section 12.4.5 Car Parking Standards7
12.4.5.1 Parking Zones
Parking Zone 1 This zone generally comprises the Major Town Centre areas of
Dún Laoghaire and Dundrum together with the Blackrock District Centre area.
These are areas, which are generally characterised by:
o

Access to a high level of existing and planned public transport services (rail
and bus) with good interchange potential.

o

A high level of service accessibility, existing and planned, by walking or
cycling.

o

A capacity to accommodate high density retail, office and residential
developments. Within parking zone 1 Maximum car parking standards have
been set for all uses including residential.

Parking Zone 2 This zone generally includes areas, which are within the following
walking bands/catchments:
o

10 minute walk of the proposed CBC 13 (Core Bus Corridor) from DCC
boundary along the N11 to Kill Lane.

o

5 minute walk of the N11 proposed CBC from Kill Lane Junction to Bray.

o

10 minute walk of the proposed CBC 15 from DCC boundary to Blackrock.

o

5 minute walk of Kill Lane/Avenue/Mounttown bus route. M 10 minute walk
of Dart and Luas stations.

o

Note: The N11 Quality Bus Corridor (QBC) and the Rock Road QBC will be
replaced by CBC 13 and 15.

Note: Within parking zone 2 maximum standards shall apply for all uses except for
residential where the standard is required. For residential uses reduced provision
may be acceptable dependent on criteria set out in Section 12.4.5.2 below.
(iii) Parking Zone 3 This zone generally comprises the remainder of the County,
excluding rural areas. These are areas, which are generally characterised by:
o Access to a level of existing or planned public transport services
o

A reasonable level of service accessibility, existing and planned, by walking or
cycling

o

A capacity to accommodate a higher density of development than rural areas.

o

Within parking zone 3 maximum standards shall apply to uses other than
residential where the parking standard shall apply. In zone 3 additional
parking shall be provided for visitors in residential schemes at a rate of 1 per
10. In some instances, in zone 3 reduced provision may be acceptable
dependent on the criteria set out in 12.4.5.2 (i) below with particular regard
to infill/brownfield developments in neighbourhood or district centres.

Page 257: ‘The standards have also been informed by the ‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New
Apartments – Guidelines for Planning Authorities’ (2018) including SPPR 8 and SPPR 9.’
7
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Response:
✓

A total of 153 on-site car parking spaces are proposed comprising 42 spaces
for the housing units (2 in-curtilage spaces per house), 97 spaces for the
apartments, 10 visitor spaces for the apartments and 4 spaces for the crèche.
Of the 153 spaces, 4 are universal access spaces, and 22 are dedicated electric
vehicle (EV) spaces. 4 motorcycle spaces are also proposed.

✓

The site is located in Parking Zone 3 and the proposed car parking provision
for the development complies fully with the applicable development plan
standards. The Traffic and Transport Assessment (DBFL) submitted with
this application provides full details regarding the proposed quantum of car
parking spaces.

✓

A Mobility Management Plan (DBFL) also accompanies this application.

12.4.5.3 Car-Parking General
For both residential and non-residential car parking, 4% of car parking provision
shall be suitable for use by disabled persons.
A minimum of 4% of car parking spaces provided shall be reserved for parent and
child parking for commercial, retail, health, childcare, hotels, medical and leisure
uses.
Response:
✓

The number of accessible parking spaces in the development complies with
the 4% minimum requirement. 4 no. universal access spaces are provided.

✓

Please also refer to the Traffic & Transport Assessment (DBFL) and Mobility
Management Plan (DBFL) submitted with this application under separate
cover for further details.

12.4.5.6 Residential Parking
o
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For the purposes of the parking standards set out in Table 12.5 below Built
to Rent development are considered to be residential apartments. Where a
Built to Rent scheme avails of lower car parking based on the nature of the
use a condition should be attached to any grant of permission to state that
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planning permission shall be sought for a change of tenure to another tenure
model following the period specified in the covenant.
o

For apartment developments, car parking spaces should be allocated to
residential units and visitor car parking. All visitor car parking is to be for short
term use and not to be used by residents. Car parking shall be managed as
such by a management company. For apartment developments car parking
spaces associated with residential units must be sold in conjunction with the
units and not sold separately, or let, to avoid take-up by non-residents and
will be conditioned as such in the development management process.

Response:
✓

See above response to section 12.4.5.1.

12.4.5.7 Parking and Loading Bays
o

In general, Parking bays shall be a minimum 2.4 metres in width and 4.8
metres in length.

o

Parking bay widths suitable for people with disabilities shall be a minimum
of 2.4 metres wide – with a 1.2 metres buffer on both sides - and 6.0 metres
in depth.

o

Parking bay widths suitable for parent and child parking shall be a minimum
of 3.3 metres wide, or 5.7 metres if paired with 0.9 metres hatching between
the parking spaces.

o

Parking bays for people with disabilities or parent and child shall be located
on firm, level ground, preferably at ground floor level, be in close proximity
to access points/lifts and avoid potential conflict points such as ramps, steps
etc.

o

Where there is a need for loading and unloading in a development, additional
parking bays suitable for loading should be provided in addition to the
parking requirements set out in Table 12.5.

o

Residential developments of more than 50 units should have at least one
loading bay and there shall be a ratio of not less than 1 loading bay per 100
units in larger developments.

Response:
The proposed development is in line with the standards specified in this section
of the Development Plan. Please refer to the Traffic & Transport Assessment
(DBFL) submitted with this application under separate cover for further details.
Ch. 12 – Section 12.4.6 Cycle Parking
12.4.6 Cycle Parking
Cycle parking should accord with the Council published – ‘Standards for Cycle
Parking and Associated Cycling Facilities for New Developments’ (2018) or any
subsequent review of these standards. These are minimum cycle parking
standards. In car parking Zones 1 and 2 these minimum standards should be
exceeded. It is intended that the next review of the Council’s cycle parking
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standards would be aligned with the 4 parking zones set out in Section 12.4.5.1
above.
These are minimum cycle parking standards. In car parking Zones 1 and 2 these
minimum standards should be exceeded.
It is intended that the next review of the Council’s cycle parking standards would
be aligned with the 4 parking zones set out in Section 12.4.5.1 above
Response:
✓

Cycling is positively encouraged within the proposed development. Secure,
covered, bicycle parking is incorporated into the design and distributed at
surface and undecroft level.

✓

The proposal includes for a total of provides a total of 248 dedicated cycle
parking spaces (excluding cycle parking opportunities in rear gardens of
houses), which is fully compliant with the Development Plan requirements.
✓

170 long stay and 50 short stay spaces for the apartment units;

✓

6 short stay cycle spaces for the houses and,

✓

6 long stay and 16 short stay spaces for the creche facility.

Please refer to the Traffic & Transport Assessment (DBFL) and Mobility
Management Plan (DBFL) submitted with this application.
12.4.6.1 Requirements for new development
It is a requirement that, new residential developments of 5 residential units or
more or non-residential type developments of 400 sq. m. or over, submit a Cycle
Audit as part of the planning application. The Cycle Audit must be prepared by a
suitably qualified person and shall clearly demonstrate, in plan format, how all the
requirements of Council’s Standards for Cycle Parking and Associated Cycling
Facilities for New Developments, are met within the development.
Response:
✓

Please refer to the Engineering Drawings, Mobility Management Plan
and Traffic and Transport Assessment prepared by DBFL Consulting
Engineers.

✓

The Quality Audit prepared by Bruton Consulting Engineers includes a
Cycle Audit and is submitted with this application under separate cover.

12.4.6.2 Cycle Parking Assessment Criteria
In general, new residential developments of 5 units or more or non-residential of
400 sq. m. or over will be assessed in accordance with the following criteria:
o

Is the number of cycle parking spaces and footprint adequate and is there
suitable provision for parking of outsized formats (cargo bikes etc)?

o

Is the location of cycle parking convenient, appropriate and secure with
adequate provision for covered parking?

o

Is the cycle parking area accessible in terms of dedicated access routes with
ramps and/or kerb dishing where required?
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o

Do the internal cycle access routes connect well with off-site cycle facilities –
existing and proposed?

o

Is there adequate and appropriately designed and integrated provision for
ancillary cycling and pedestrian facilities including showers, locker / changing
rooms and drying areas?

Where cycle parking cannot be conveniently provided within the development, a
financial contribution of €500 per cycle parking stand will be required to provide
alternative on-street cycle parking provision in the vicinity of the development.
Consideration should be given to requiring the provision of cycle parking-related
directional signage, in particular for storage and commercial parking facilities. Bike
lockers, showers and changing rooms should be available at final destination
storage facilities (private).
For short-term cycle parking (e.g. for customers or visitors), cycle parking is
required at ground level. This should be located within 25 metres of the destination
in an area of good passive surveillance. Weather protected covered facilities should
be considered where appropriate. Consideration should be given to using green
roofs in the design of standalone cycle parking shelters. Appropriate cycle parking
signage may also be required to direct cyclists to the end destination.
For long-term cycle parking (e.g. for more than 3 hours for residents, staff,
students), secure covered cycle parking is a requirement. This should be
conveniently located within 50 metres of the destination and located near building
access points where possible. In all cases it is a requirement to provide showers,
changing facilities, lockers and clothes drying facilities, for use by staff that walk or
cycle to work. CCTV cameras or passive surveillance of car parks and cycle parks
may be required for personal safety and security considerations. All cycle facilities
in multi-storey car parks shall be at ground floor level and completely segregated
from vehicular traffic. Cyclists should also have designated entry and exit routes at
the car park and with minimum headroom of 2.4 metres to facilitate access by
cyclists. Within larger new developments cycle routes shall link to the existing cycle
network where possible and maintain a high degree of permeability through
developments. Cycle Audits may be required in such developments.
Response:
✓

Please see the response to Section 12.4.6 above.

12.4.7 Motorcycle Parking
It is an objective of the Council to require developments to provide motorcycle
parking spaces at a minimum of four or more spaces per 100 car parking spaces
Response:
✓

The scheme includes the provision of a total of 4 motorcycle parking spaces
which is in line with the development plan requirement.

✓

Please refer to this application's Traffic & Transport Assessment (DBFL).

Ch. 12 - 12.4.8 Vehicular Entrances and Hardstanding Areas
12.4.8.1 General Specifications
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(…) for a single residential dwelling, the maximum width of an entrance is 3.5
metres. For a shared entrance for two residential dwellings, this may be increased
to a maximum width of 4 metres. Each car parking space for a residential dwelling
shall have a minimum length of 5.5 metres depth to ensure the parked car does
not overhang onto the existing public footway and a minimum width of 3 metres
to allow for clearance from nearby wall/steps/boundary.
Proper provision shall be made for sightlines at the exit from driveways in
accordance with the requirements in DMURS, and as appropriate to the particular
road type, and speed being accessed.
Automatic electronic gates into residential developments are not favoured and
should be omitted. Electronic or automatic gates are not acceptable in terms of
road safety unless the entrance is set back 6.0m from the back of the footway to
avoid the roadway or footway being obstructed by a vehicle while the gate is
opening.
In general, outward opening gates will not be considered acceptable. A minimum
of a 1.2 metres access path shall be provided for each dwelling. Sufficient space
shall also be provided for refuse storage and service metres (Section 12.3.4.7) cycle
storage (Section 12.4.6) and urban greening and SUDS (see Section 12.4.8.3).
Response:
✓

Road layout, sightlines and access paths have been designed according to
DMURS requirements.

✓

This application is accompanied by a separate Statement of Consistency
(MH Planning) with national and regional planning policy and relevant Section
28 Guidelines. This statement demonstrates that the proposal complies with
the aims, objectives, and principles of DMURS.

✓

All 21 houses are provided with adequate areas for bin storage, cycle storage
and include generous rear gardens. Please see the Architectural Design
Report (CCK) and the Housing Quality Assessment (CCK), together with the
suite of architectural drawings.

12.4.8.2 Visual and Physical Impacts
Vehicular entrances and on-curtilage parking should not normally dominate a
property’s frontage.
Response:
✓

The inclusion of an undercroft car park in Block 1 with units at ground floor
level will ensure the proposed development presents a modern and attractive
edge to the new section of Clay Farm Loop Road, as well as a marker at the
termination of the linear tree stand.

✓

To the south, the proposed houses will create an attractive streetscape
setting. While in-curtilage car parking is provided, the houses are generally
positioned fronting the public open spaces ensuring that cars do not
dominate the streetscape.

12.4.8.3 Driveways/Hardstanding Areas
A minimum of one third of front garden areas should be maintained in grass or
landscaped in the interest of urban greening and SUDS. In the case of smaller
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properties - such as small terraced dwellings this requirement may be relaxed.
Each driveway, parking and hardstanding area shall be constructed in accordance
with SuDS and include measures to prevent drainage from the driveway entering
onto the public. Where unbound material is proposed for driveway, parking and
hardstanding areas, it shall be contained in such a way to ensure that it does not
transfer on to the public road or footpath on road safety grounds.
Response:
✓

Please see the Architectural Design Report (CCK), the Landscape Report
(BRR) and suite of architectural drawings submitted with this application for
details.

12.4.8.4 ACAs/Protected Structures
Boundary features such as walls, railings and gardens contribute to character and
setting of Protected Structures and those areas which have been identified as ACAs
and cACAs. Poorly designed off-street parking which involves the removal of
boundary walls, gate piers, railings and gates can have an effect on the setting and
appreciation of the building, groups of buildings and the wider streetscape and will
not generally be permitted.
All other criteria for car parking within Section 12.4.8 shall also apply to parking
within ACAs/ Protected Structures.
Response:
✓

The application area is not located within an ACA or a cACA.

12.4.8.5 Financial Contributions
Where an existing on-street car parking space requires removal to facilitate a new
or widened vehicular entrance, and cannot be conveniently relocated within the
public domain, then a financial contribution will be required in accordance with
the terms and conditions of the Transportation Section and Water Services
Department.
Likewise, where a tree, located on-street, requires removal to facilitate a new or
widened vehicular entrance and cannot be conveniently relocated within the
public domain then a financial contribution will be required in lieu.
Response:
✓

The proposed development will not cause the removal of existing parking
spaces or trees located on-street.

Ch. 12 – Section 12.4.9 Design of Underground and Multi- Storey Car Parks
12.4.9 Design of Underground and Multi- Storey Car Parks
Multi-storey or underground basement car parks shall generally meet the
requirements set out in the UK’s Institution of Structural Engineers booklet entitled
‘Design Recommendations for Multi Storey and Underground Car Park Fourth
Edition’ (2011) and any subsequent updates.
Multi-storey or underground car parks shall be well lit and brightly painted, with
CCTV cameras provided to ensure personal safety and security. In general, one-
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way traffic routing is preferred. A splayed entrance with a 6.0 metres flat area shall
be provided at the exit point from a basement car park onto a main road with
adequate pedestrian and vehicular sightlines available in each direction. Sufficient
headroom clearance (minimum 2.4 metres), should be provided to allow access
for cyclists and high mobility vehicles for the mobility impaired. In car parks which
include cul-de-sac parking, a maximum length of 6 parking spaces may be
considered acceptable.
In larger developments consideration shall be given to specific access and egress
routes for cyclists including segregated routes or bicycle lifts. Cycle parking shall
generally be at the upper level of any basement car park and located close to lifts
or stairwells. Clearly marked well-lit pedestrian routes shall be identified within
underground and multistorey car parks.
(…)
Where an underground car park is provided specifically for a residential
development, the car park must be universally accessible by all with the provision
of pedestrian ramps and/or lifts into each block located above ground.
Response:
✓

The scheme includes car parking spaces at undercroft level. The
recommendation set out above is incorporated into the design of the
undercroft car parking. Please refer to the architectural and engineering
drawings submitted with this application.

✓

Cycle parking at the undercroft level is readily accessible to residents,
conveniently located close to lift cores and building entrances and will meet
all technical requirements.

Ch. 12 - Section 12.4.10 Childcare Facilities – Parking/ Access
12.4.10 Childcare Facilities – Parking/ Access
o

All pedestrian routes leading to a childcare facility from any parking area,
play area, or nearby road and footpath shall be suitably designed to meet
specified accessibility requirements in accordance with Part M of the
Building Regulations. Car parking and for childcare facilities are set out in
the table 12.5 above. Cycle parking standards are set out in the ‘Council
Cycle Standards’ (2018).

o

For new childcare facilities, the availability of existing on-street car parking
spaces and any parttime hours of operation will be considered as part of
the Development Management process

Response:
✓

The childcare facility will be provided with 2 staff car parking spaces, 2
dedicated drop-off spaces, and 6 long stay and 16 short stay bicycle parking
spaces.

✓

Please refer to this application's Traffic & Transport Assessment (DBFL).

Ch. 12 – Section 12.4.11 Electrically Operated Vehicles
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12.4.11 Electrically Operated Vehicles
o

Residential multi-unit developments both new buildings and buildings
undergoing major renovations (with private car spaces including visitor car
parking spaces) - a minimum of one car parking space per five car parking
spaces should be equipped with one fully functional EV Charging Point.
Ducting for every parking space shall also be provided.

o

New dwellings with in-curtilage car parking - the installation of appropriate
infrastructure to enable installation at a later stage of a recharging point for
EVs

Response:
✓

Please refer to this application's Traffic & Transport Assessment (DBFL).
Regarding electric vehicle infrastructure, the proposal will accommodate
electric vehicle (EV) charge points for residents of the scheme, as follows;
✓

Houses. Whilst it is not proposed to provide an EV charge point at
individual house units, it is considered that residents of the houses
which benefit from in-curtilage parking can utilise their private electricity
source to charge electric vehicles.

✓

Apartments. Electric vehicle (EV) parking spaces will be provided at a
rate of 1 space per 5 units for the apartments and visitor parking,
equating to 22 dedicated EV charging spaces. In addition, ducting will be
provided throughout the apartment car parking areas.

Ch. 12 - Section 12.4.13 Emergency Access
12.4.13 Emergency Access
(…) residential developments greater than 300 units shall provide for duplicate
access or other means approved by the Planning Authority for emergency
use/access. This shall also allow access for pedestrians and cyclists. The Councils
Transportation Section will ascertain whether additional access is required.
Response:
✓

Emergency vehicle access is provided to serve the proposed development.
Please refer to the Traffic and Transport Assessment and suite of engineering
drawings for details.

Ch. 12 – Section 12.7 Green Infrastructure
12.7.1 Green Infrastructure
(…)
o
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(…)
o

Where a proposed development results in a loss of or impact on existing
trees or on a wildlife corridor, potentially resulting in an adverse impact on
dependant flora and fauna, developers/applicants shall undertake an
Ecological Impact Assessments and provide mitigation measures associated
with these to address any such impacts if they are identified on site.

Response:
✓

Please refer to the accompanying Ecological Impact Statement and Bat
Fauna Impact Assessment (Appendix I of EcIA) prepared by Altemar which
are submitted with this application under separate cover.

12.7.2 Biodiversity
o

Any development proposals for sites designated as, or immediately adjacent
to, a pNHA, SPA or SAC shall be accompanied by an EIS and/or Appropriate
Assessment and shall be referred to the NPWS.

o

An Ecological Risk Assessment may be required in relevant planning
applications for both designated and/or non-designated sites (as
appropriate) to ensure that the proposed development does not undermine
or impact on the conservation objectives of these sites.

o

Planning applications for development, which may impact on European sites
should be screened for Appropriate Assessment and accompanied by a
Natura Impact Statement if required.

o

In accordance with Policy Objective GIB29 – Nature Based Solutions (NBS), to
encourage environmentally friendly solutions, new development proposals
shall also incorporate NBS, where relevant, such as landscaping, SuDs,
creating permeable green areas, providing green roofs and flood risk
management can be included in the NBS approach.

o

Developments proposed on sites where invasive species are or were
previously present shall have regard to the forthcoming ‘Invasive Alien
Species Action Plan’ for the County, which will provide guidance with respect
to the management of alien species (Section 8.7.1.11 Policy Objective GIB28).
Applicants may be required to submit a control and management program
at application or compliance stage for sites where invasive species are or
were previously present.

Response:
✓

An Appropriate Assessment (AA) Screening Report (Altemar) accompanies
this application. It determines that the proposed development is not likely to
give rise to effects on identified Designated sites either alone or incombination with other plans or projects.

✓

This application is also supported by an Environmental Impact Assessment
Screening Report (MH Planning) and Ecological Impact Statement
(Altemar).

✓

The Landscape Report (BRR) accompanying this application provides a
detailed description of the open space and greening rationale throughout the
site, including details on tree planting and SUDS measures. This report should
be read in conjunction Infrastructure Design Report (DBFL) which also
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provides details on the suite of SUDS solutions recommended to be included
within the scheme.
12.7.3 Sensitive Landscapes and Site Features
To protect and enhance the character and amenities of the County’s rural or
sensitive open areas, all new developments of any scale shall incorporate high
quality landscape design and shall ensure that:
o

Existing site features such as specimen trees, stands of mature trees,
hedgerows, rock outcrops and water features are properly identified and
retained where appropriate and new planting or other landscaping
appropriate to the character of the area will be provided.

o

Existing significant on-site natural features must influence the layout. M
Developers should consult the Planning Authority at an early stage in relation
to landscaping and planting proposals. M Landscaping in new developments
shall include planting of native Irish flora.

o

Developers will be responsible for the grading, hard landscaping, planting,
and further development of open space, including the provision of
pedestrian paths and other facilities. Developers will be required to provide
roadside trees, street planting and screen planting where necessary.

To protect and enhance the character and amenities of the County’s rural or
sensitive open areas, all new developments of any scale shall incorporate high
quality landscape design and shall ensure that:
o

Existing site features such as specimen trees, stands of mature trees,
hedgerows, rock outcrops and water features are properly identified and
retained where appropriate and new planting or other landscaping
appropriate to the character of the area will be provided.

o

Existing significant on-site natural features must influence the layout.
Developers should consult the Planning Authority at an early stage (as part
of the pre-planning process) in relation to landscaping and planting
proposals. M Landscaping in new developments shall include planting of
native Irish flora. M Developers will be responsible for the grading, hard
landscaping, planting, and further development of open space, including the
provision of pedestrian paths and other facilities. M Developers will be
required to provide roadside trees, street planting and screen planting where
necessary. The Planning Authority encourages developers to plant suitable
tree species in front gardens before dwelling occupation

Response:
✓

The internal open spaces are provided as part of an exemplary open space
and landscaping strategy to create different character areas within the
proposed development. Care has been taken to ensure that the landscape
strategy will contribute positively to enhance biodiversity.

✓

A qualified arborist has surveyed the trees on the subject site. It is noted that
the proposed development will require the removal of selected trees (a
double line of Monterey cypress). Please refer to the Arboricultural Report
(CMK) accompanying this application for further details.

✓

A comprehensive landscape proposal and tree planting schedule is included
in the Landscape Report and Outline Landscape Specifications (BRR) are
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informed by the Arboricultural Report (CMK) submitted with this application
under separate cover.
12.7.4 High Amenity Landscapes, Views and Prospects
Planning applications that have the potential to adversely impact upon landscapes
attributed with a High Amenity Zoning Objective - or upon Protected Views or
Prospects - shall be accompanied by an assessment of the potential landscape and
visual impacts of the proposed development, including photomontages –
demonstrating that landscape impacts have been anticipated and avoided to a
level consistent with the sensitivity of the landscape (Refer to Section 8.4.5 Policy
Objective GIB6 – Views and Prospects).
Response:
✓

A Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment (Mitchell + Associates) is
submitted with this application under separate cover. It concludes:
“The proposed development represents a relatively modest insertion into the
existing residential area. The design incorporates many aspects of mitigation of
the potential or high levels of visual impact due to height or massing and would
appear to be successful in appropriately integrating the proposed buildings into
their local landscape and the emerging context of Clay Farm Loop Road. This is
most pertinent in relation to neighbouring residential occupiers. The views of the
proposed development also reveal a well-conceived and considered design which
successfully mitigates potential visual impacts, and will continue to do so as the
planting scheme matures.”

Ch. 12 – Section 12.8 Open Space & Recreation
12.8.1 Landscape Design Rationale
Planning applications for both residential (10+ units or as required by the Planning
Authority) and commercial (1,000 sq.m. or as required by the Planning Authority),
including leisure and recreational facilities, should submit a landscape design
rationale prepared by a qualified Landscape Architect or other suitably competent
landscape professional (as deemed appropriate by the Planning Authority), for the
consideration of the Parks and Landscape Services Department. Smaller schemes
may also require a Landscape Plan to be submitted. All such requirements should
be ascertained at pre-planning stage.
The design rationale shall set out and specifically indicate how the overall approach
is ecologically resilient and provides varied landscapes that reflect the character of
the area.
The landscape design rationale should also address the following:
o

Ecosystems services and carbon capture approach.

o

Urban Greening.

o

Biodiversity including pollinator friendly approach.

o

Sustainable Drainage Systems.

o

Maintenance without the use of chemical. M Nature Based Play.

(…)
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Response:
✓

A Landscape Report (BRR) is submitted with this application under separate
cover including details on the landscape design rationale adopted.

12.8.2 Open Space Categories for Residential Development
(…) there are three categories of open space: public open space, communal open
space, and private open space. This is provided or conditioned by way of a grant of
planning permission, to serve the needs of the local population, and is categorised
in the table below.

The following will not normally be considered as part of any Open Space provision:
o

Car/bus parking.

o

Bin/fuel stores.

o

Bicycle parking structures.

o

ESB substations or other service infrastructure.

o

Underground flood attenuation tanks.

All applications for residential schemes (including Built to Rent) should include a
clear written schedule and colour coded drawing with public, private and
communal open space provision identified. The written schedule shall include the
County Development Plan requirements, the proposed provision and full details of
any short fall.
Response:
✓

Throughout the development, the proposed open spaces exceed the open
space categories (public, communal and private) set out in Table 12.7 and
provisions under Section 12.8.2 of the Development Plan.

✓

This application is accompanied by an Architectural Design Report (CCK)
and Landscape Report (CCK), including a colour code drawing showing the
extent of proposed public, private and communal open space.

Ch. 12 -12.8.3 Open Space Quantity for Residential Development
12.8.3.1 Public Open Space
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All residential schemes must provide a minimum provision of public open space in
accordance with the table above, which has regard to the content of the Section 28
Guidelines ‘Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas’ (2009).
To qualify as public open space the area must be designed and located to be
publicly accessible and useable by all in the County; generally free from attenuation
measures; and capable of being taken in charge (i.e. must accord with the Council
policy on taking in charge of open spaces).
It is acknowledged that in certain instances it may not be possible to provide the
above standards of public open space. High density urban schemes and/or smaller
urban infill schemes for example may provide adequate communal open space but
no actual public open space. In these instances where the required percentage of
public open space is not provided the Council will seek a development contribution
under Section 48 of the Planning and Development Act 2000, as amended. The
contribution in lieu to be paid for any shortfall in the quantum of public open space
to be provided will be used for the provision of improved community and civic
infrastructure and/or parks and open spaces, in the vicinity of the proposed
development for use of the intended occupiers of same.
On overall sites of less than 0.25 ha, the Council may also consider levying a
contribution in lieu of public open space.
Public Open Space may be taken-in-charge, by the Local Authority, or may be
privately managed.
Response:
✓

The requirements for public open space set out in Table 12.8 of the
Development Plan are exceed in the proposed design. A total of 4,002 sqm of
public open space is provided which accounts for 20% of the site area.

✓

For full details of consistency with the quantitative and qualitative standards
for public open space, please see the Architectural Report (CCK).

✓

Please also refer to the Landscape Report (BRR) and associated plans
accompanying this application for greening and landscape details on the
proposed public open spaces.

12.8.3.2 Communal Open Space
In addition to Public Open Space, provided by the Developer, communal open
space must also be provided for apartments and in some instances for houses, in
accordance with the minimum standards set out in Table 12.9 above in accordance
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with the standards in the ‘Sustainable Urban Housing, Design Standards for New
Apartments’ Section 28 Guidelines, (2018). Communal open space may also be
provided for houses if the proposal does not meet the full private amenity space
standards for private gardens as set out below. Communal open space is for the
exclusive use of the residents of the development and should be accessible, secure,
and usable outdoor space which is inclusive and suitable for use by those with
young children and for less mobile older persons. Whilst an element of roof garden
may be acceptable, the full quantum of communal open space should not take the
form of being solely roof gardens (See also Section 12.8.5.4). While public and
communal open space may adjoin each other, there should generally be a clear
distinction with an appropriate boundary treatment and/or a ‘privacy strip’
between the two.
In very high density schemes (in excess of 100 units per hectare), the Council may
seek a development contribution under Section 48 of the Planning and
Development Act 2000, as amended, for the shortfall in communal open space
provision.
The provision and proper future maintenance of well-designed communal open
space will contribute to meeting the amenity needs of residents. Communal open
space will be privately managed.
For building refurbishment schemes on sites of any size or urban infill schemes on
sites of up to 0.25ha, the quantity of Communal amenity space, to serve the
residents, may be relaxed in part or whole, on a case-by-case basis, however this is
subject to overall design quality.

Response:
✓

As with the provision of public open space, the proposed development
incorporates generous communal amenity space that exceeds the
requirements of Table 12.9 of the Development Plan. A total of 1,454 sqm of
communal open space is provided which accounts for 8% of the site area.

✓

For full details of consistency with the quantitative and qualitative standards
for communal open areas, please see the Architectural Design Report
(CCK).

✓

Please also refer to the Landscape Report (BRR) and associated plans
accompanying this application for greening and landscape details on the
proposed communal open areas.

12.8.3.3 Private Open Space
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Private Open Space for Houses: All houses (terraced, semi-detached, detached)
shall provide an area of good quality usable private open space behind the front
building as follows (Table 12.10).

Any provision of open space to the side of dwellings will only be considered as part
of the overall private open space calculation where it is useable, good quality space.
Narrow strips of open space to the side of dwellings shall not be included within
any of the above calculations.
In instances where an innovative design response is provided on site, particularly
for infill and corner side garden sites, a relaxation in the quantum of private open
space may be considered, however this is on a case-by- case basis. The provision
of open space to the front and side of the site to serve the proposed dwelling may
also be considered acceptable, subject to design, residential amenity, etc.
This Section should be read in conjunction with Development Management
requirements i.e. infill, backland, side garden development, etc. (Section 12.3.7.1
and also Section 12.8.8 below on quality of private amenity space).
Private Open Space for Apartment Developments: Table 12.11 below sets out
minimum requirements in line with the Sustainable Urban Housing: Design
Standards for New Apartments Guidelines for Planning Authorities, 2018.

Private amenity space for apartments shall accord with the requirements set out
in Table 12.11, above.
Every apartment shall have private amenity space in the form of gardens or
patios/terraces for ground floor apartments and balconies at upper levels. Where
provided at ground level, private amenity space shall incorporate boundary
treatment appropriate to ensure privacy and security. Private amenity space
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should be located to optimise solar orientation and designed to minimise
overshadowing and overlooking.
In certain circumstances, apartments which have limited or no individual private
open space - for example where it is proposed to sub-divide an existing building
into apartments - communal and private open space requirements may be
combined (partially or otherwise) to provide for communal amenity areas.
In exceptional cases in ‘urban centres’, for reasons of maintenance of streetscape
character, or the preservation of residential amenity of adjoining property, the
Planning Authority may accept the provision of communal open space in lieu of
private open space.
In exceptional cases, where the Planning Authority accepts the provision of private
open space in the form of semi-private/communal space - the provision of at least
‘balconettes’ (with inward opening ‘French’ doors) and/or access to winter gardens,
for access to the open air – will be required. This would only be accepted in
developments where an existing building is converted for apartment use and the
building could not support balcony structures (e.g. a Protected Structure).
Such developments may also be required to contribute financially towards open
space being provided elsewhere in the area in accordance with Development Plan
standards.
For building refurbishment schemes on sites of any size or urban infill schemes on
sites of up to 0.25ha, the quantity of Communal amenity space, to serve the
residents, may be relaxed in part or whole, on a case-by-case basis, however this is
subject to overall design quality.
Where a Built to Rent scheme avails of lower private amenity space based on the
nature of the use a condition should be attached to any grant of permission to state
that planning permission shall be sought for a change of tenure to another tenure
model following the period specified in the covenant.
Response:
✓

All proposed apartments are provided with private amenity space in line with
the Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments
Guidelines for Planning Authorities, 2020.

✓

All private outdoor space is directly accessed from the unit's main living
space. At ground level, residents enjoy a private terrace screened by planting.
At upper levels, residents can avail of generous balconies.

✓

The proposed houses include generous rear gardens.

✓

Please see the Architectural Design Report, Housing Quality Assessment
and architectural drawing suite submitted with this application (CCK), which
provide further details on the provision of private amenity space.

Ch. 12- Section 12.8.5 Public Open Space - Quality
12.8.5 Public Open Space – Quality
Open space is fundamental in contributing to a high quality of life for those living,
working and visiting the County. It provides a basis for active and passive
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recreation, creates urban focus, fosters community spirit, and helps mitigate the
impacts of climate change.
It can also improve the public realm and urban image, provides for inclusivity, adds
to the liveability, sense of identity and define the quality of the area.
For this reason, public open space should be accessible, inclusive, secure, and
usable. In accordance with the ‘Guidelines on Sustainable Residential Development
in Urban Areas’, public open space on greenfield sites in the County’s new
development areas should be in the form of useful open spaces and where
appropriate larger neighbourhood parks to serve the wider community.
Where public open space is to be provided on foot of a planning permission, the
space in question should be well designed, and located to sympathetically
complement the layout of the development. Public open spaces should be
overlooked and designed to ensure that potential for antisocial behaviour is
minimised through passive surveillance. The open space should be visible from,
and accessible to, the maximum number of dwellings/units within the proposed
scheme. Inaccessible, hidden or otherwise backland open space, and narrow linear
strips of open space will not be acceptable.
For public open space proposed roof gardens will not be acceptable. Fragmented
open spaces within a development layout, which result specifically from the
necessity to protect existing site features (for example a stand of mature trees) may
not be included in the calculation of open space requirements, as they are
necessary to ensure the protection of existing amenities.
Age friendly measures should also be incorporated into the design of public open
space, such as the provision of suitable benches at appropriate intervals.
‘Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas - Guidelines for Planning
Authorities’ provides detailed guidance on the provision of open space for new
residential developments while the ‘Retail Design Manual’ (2012) provides guiding
principles on how landscaping and open spaces can assist improved public realm
and promote attractive retailing centres.
Response:
✓

A total of 4,002 sqm of public open space is provided which accounts for 20%
of the site area.

✓

The aim of the design team from the outset was to create a quality layout that
provides for high-quality large apartments with access to generous private
and public open space. Thus, Public open space is at the heart of this scheme
and central to the site's organisation, with an ample green space retained as
a publicly accessible amenity between the apartments and the houses. As
such the public open space drives the development layout, with a generous
offering of quality, landscaped space to encourage passive and active
recreational opportunities and spaces for community interaction.

✓

The development adheres to best practice in providing comfortable access
for elderly and both ambulant and non-ambulant users. Clear public paths
have been provided through the development, designed to comply with Part
M and provide access to all buildings, the communal courtyard and gardens,
for all residents regardless of age, size, or ability.
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✓

The Sun Hours on Ground assessment is included within the Daylight,
Sunlight and Overshadowing Analysis (Passive Dynamics). In terms of
sun hours on ground overshadowing, the assessment confirms that with the
exception of proposed houses 38-40, all of the proposed amenity areas
assessed will meet the sun hours on ground criteria. In the case of houses
38-40, the amenity spaces are north facing and so the shortfall is not as a
result of the proposed development.

✓

Please see the Architectural Design Report (CCK) and Landscape Report
(BRR) submitted with this application which provide further details on the
quality, quantity and design of the communal open spaces across the
scheme.

12.8.5.1 Design
o

The layout of public open space and its associated facilities/ infrastructure as
delivered by the residential development – particularly in larger areas of open
space - should be designed to meet a range of user needs, including both
active and the passive recreation to maximise accessibility and should strive
to incorporate universal design.

(…)
o

Public open spaces, within new development should be capable of providing
opportunities for play e.g. playgrounds, small pitches, etc. Playgrounds on
public open space should be carefully sited within residential areas to ensure
they are both easily accessible and overlooked by dwellings, while not
causing a nuisance to nearby residences

(…)
Response:
✓

See above response.

12.8.5.2 Accessibility, Permeability, Security and Privacy
Where pedestrian and cycleway opportunities are presented, substantial links
between developments will be encouraged.
Response:
✓
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The site’s accessible location will also be enhanced as the proposal includes
pedestrian and cycle routes throughout the subject site. Please refer to the
Traffic & Transport Assessment (DBFL) submitted with this application,
which provides details on the proposed site access arrangements.
✓

Vehicular access. This application provides for delivery of a 137 metre
section of the Clay Farm Loop Road which will enable it to be extended
further north-west of its currently permitted location within the Clay
Farm Phase 2 development (currently under construction). This
proposed extension of the road will facilitate vehicular access to the
development site via the Clay Farm / Ballyogan Road / Leopardstown
Valley junction along the newly constructed section of the Clay Farm
Loop Road.

✓

Pedestrian & Cyclist access. Extension of the Clay Farm Loop Road
through the application site will facilitate direct connections from the
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established residential area of Stepaside Park with Ballyogan Road.
Consistent with the aim of developing a network of walking and cycling
routes that will deliver an alternative to the private car by providing a
permeable, legible pedestrian and cyclist network which connects
existing and proposed residential areas. A total of 4 no. pedestrian/cycle
connections with the adjacent Stepaside Park housing estate are
proposed, providing for filtered permeability and associated cycle and
pedestrian facilities.
✓

A Mobility Management Plan (DBFL) also accompanies this application
under separate cover. Briefly, it outlines a programme of measures to
encourage sustainable mobility among future residents and promote the use
of public transport, walking and cycling.

12.8.5.3 Communal Open Space – Quality8
o

Communal amenity space within apartment and/ or housing developments
should be provided as a garden within the courtyard of a perimeter block or
adjoining a linear apartment block.

o

(…) ensure that the heights and orientation of adjoining blocks permit
adequate levels of sunlight to reach communal amenity space throughout
the year in accordance with BRE 209 ‘Site Layout Planning for Daylight and
Sunlight: A Guide to Good Practice’, (2011)

o

The communal open space should be visible from, and accessible to, the
maximum number of units within the proposed scheme.

Response:
✓

A total of 1,454 sqm of communal open space is provided which accounts for
8% of the site area. The courtyard space is located above the undercroft
parking. The courtyard features a large lawn, a central gathering space,
smaller activity areas and seating zones, as well as a play area suitable for
younger children. Around the perimeter of the courtyard, private terraces at
courtyard level overlook the space. Screen planting is provided, along with
extensive roof garden planting such as sedum, to help provide a separation
for the apartment terraces from the more public courtyard space. A
perimeter path connects each terrace and building door to the landscaped
courtyard.
In terms of sun hours on ground overshadowing, the assessment confirms
that with the exception of proposed houses 38-40, all of the proposed
amenity areas assessed will meet the sun hours on ground criteria. In the
case of houses 38-40, the amenity spaces are north facing and so the shortfall
is not as a result of the proposed development.
The sunlight availability to the balconies of the proposed development was
also assessed for sunlight availability. Although there is no recommendation
within the BRE Guide regarding suitable levels of sunlight availability to a
private balcony, a target of 2 hours of direct sunlight on the 21 of March was
adopted in line with the recommended level of sunlight availability to
communal open spaces. The level of sunlight available to each balcony is

8

Page 284: Inaccessible, hidden or otherwise backland open space, and narrow linear strips of open space will not
be acceptable.
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largely dependent on the orientation of each balcony and proximity to other
building elements such as surrounding balconies. In general, the majority of
balconies achieve at least 2 hours of sunlight over at least 50% of their areas.
Many of the balconies that do not achieve this adopted target are north
facing, shaded from the sun by the proposed development itself. It should be
noted that there is no recommendation for sunlight availability within a
private balcony and so, the recommended sunlight target for communal
open spaces has been adopted. This target will be more onerous for
balconies that are shaded or have a northerly orientation.
The sun hours on ground overshadowing assessment demonstrates that the
Site will provide future occupants with good access to sun on ground amenity
throughout the year.
Please see the Architectural Design Report (CCK) and Landscape Report
(BRR) submitted with this application which provide further details on the
quality, quantity and design of the communal open spaces across the
scheme.
12.8.5.4 Roof Gardens
For larger apartment schemes in excess of 50 units no more than 30% of the
communal open space shall be provided by way of a roof garden.
Roof gardens will be considered subject to the following –
o

Safety consideration including safe access by children.

o

Wind and climate assessment.

o

Daylight and sunlight assessment (on small town centre infill schemes, where
all communal open space is provided by way of a roof garden, daylight and
sunlight standards should be higher than minimum standards for more than
50% of the development).

o

Maintenance issues.

o

Provision of suitable landscaping plans which provide for a diverse range of
plants which have year round interest, pollinator friendly and are suitably
adapted to the rooftop conditions.

o

Visual assessment.

o

Proximity to vents.

Response:
✓

Sustainable urban drainage systems have been employed in the design of the
scheme for rain water management. The Block 1 green roof extents total 75%
to reduce storm water runoff but do not form part of the overall open space
(public or communal) provision. Please refer to the Infrastructure Design
Report (DBFL) accompanying this application for further details.

Ch. 12 - Section 12.8.6 Biodiversity & SUDS in both Public and Communal Open
Space
12.8.6.1 Biodiversity
All proposals should be pollinator friendly, that is providing sufficient year-round
diverse flowering plants to address the decline of pollinators.
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Response:
✓

The Landscape Design Report (BRR) accompanying this application provides
a full details of the biodiversity and greening rationale for the site, including
details on tree planting and nature-based solutions.

12.8.6.2 SuDS (Sustainable Drainage Systems)
SuDS measures, such as attenuation storage systems, including detention basins
that come into regular operation after rainfall events, shall not normally be
included in the calculation of open space provision.
Where a SuDS scheme provides biodiversity and amenity value and is readily
accessible for either use or enjoyment in most weather conditions, a proportion of
the SuDS area could be incorporated as a component part of the communal or
public open space provision.
Response:
✓

A comprehensive surface water drainage system with an uplift for climate
change is proposed. The design includes a comprehensive SuDS train and
discharge is limited to greenfield runoff rates.

✓

The Landscape Report (BRR) accompanying this application provides a
detailed description of the open space and greening rationale throughout the
site, including details on tree planting and natural solutions in line with SUDS
principles.

12.8.6.3 Green Roofs /Blue roofs
The provision of green and blue roofs within any development, however, shall not
normally form part of the overall minimum open space (public or communal)
provision but should complement the required open space provided within the
site. Applications for developments with a roof area ≥ 300sq.m. shall provide Green
Roofs in accordance with ‘Dún Laoghaire – Rathdown County Council’s Green Roof
Policy’ (2020).
Response:
✓

Sustainable urban drainage systems have been employed in the design of the
scheme for rain water management. The Block 1 green roof extents total 75%
to reduce storm water runoff but do not form part of the overall open space
(public or communal) provision. Please refer to the Infrastructure Design
Report (DBFL) accompanying this application for further details.

Ch. 12 – Section 12.8.7 Private Amenity Space – Quality Standards
12.8.7.1 Separation Distances9
A minimum standard of 22 metres separation between directly opposing rear first
floor windows should usually be observed, for new developments. This normally
results in a minimum rear garden depth of 11 metres. However, this required rear

Page 285: In an exceptionally well-designed scheme providing an otherwise very high-quality living environment
and that is in close proximity to existing public open spaces, the above standards may be relaxed.
9
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garden depth may be prior to any domestic rear extensions, which may require
planning permission or be exempted development being carried out. Adequate
separation distances, between directly opposing rear first floor windows, should
be provided when extending existing dwellings at first floor level, to ensure the
retention of adjoining residential amenity. For single storey dwellings, a reduction
in the rear garden depth may be considered, subject to the protection of adjoining
residential amenity.
However, where sufficient alternative private open space (e.g. to the side) is
available, the required separation distance for new developments may be reduced,
subject to the maintenance of privacy and protection of adjoining residential
amenities.
(…)
Any relaxing of standards will be assessed on a case by-case basis and should not
be seen as setting a precedent for future development.
Response:
✓

Separation distances between directly opposing rear first floor windows
exceed 22m as illustrated on the proposed layout plan, compliant with
development management standards.

✓

The scheme achieves good separation between Block 1 and surrounding
houses, both existing and proposed. The gable ends of the building are 3storeys in height and are below 22 metres to neighbouring dwellings but the
design approach is in accordance with the Development Plan. To mitigate
undue overlooking between units at these locations, there are no windows
proposed along these elevations.

12.8.7.2 Boundaries
o

In all cases, suitable boundary treatments both around the side and between
proposed dwellings shall be provided. In this regard, boundary treatments
located to the rear of dwellings should be capable of providing adequate
privacy between properties.

o

Boundaries located to the front of dwellings should generally consist of
softer, more open boundary treatments, such as low-level walls/railings
and/or hedging/planted treatments.

o

Provision of ‘defensible’ space, e.g. a planting strip, to the front of dwellings
should be provided to contribute towards a sense of security within the
home. Bin storage and/or utility meter alone, should not form any proposed
defensible space areas.

o

Details of all existing and proposed boundary treatments, including vehicular
entrance details, should be submitted as part of any planning application.
These shall include details in relation to proposed materials, finishes, and, in
the case of planted boundaries, details in respect of species together with a
planting schedule.

Response:
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✓

Full details on the boundary treatments please refer to the Landscape
Report (BRR) and associated plans submitted with this application under
separate cover.

Ch. 12 – Section 12.8.8 Financial Contributions in Lieu of Open Space
12.8.8 Financial Contributions in Lieu of Open Space
o

Where the required open space standards cannot be provided, the
Developer should indicate what is required as per the requirements of the
County Development Plan (Section 12.8.), and what is to be provided to serve
the development. Applicants should submit a clear schedule with public,
private and communal open space requirements and proposals set out along
with any short fall. Where the required open space cannot be achieved, the
applicant shall provide a contribution in lieu of providing the full quantum of
public open space. This shall apply to both residential (including Built to Rent)
and non residential/commercial developments. In some instances, this may
relate to a more urban context, which allows the development to contribute
to the urban realm and the liveability value of the development in the context
of its location by way of a financial contribution. This will take the form of a
contribution towards capital investment in improving the urban realm by
creating and/or upgrading local parks and spaces and revenue costs for the
maintenance of these spaces.

Response:
✓

The proposed development is fully compliant with the open space
requirements set out in the Development Plan; therefore, the flexibility
afforded by Section 12.8.8 above is not sought.

Ch. 12- Section 12.8.9 Play Facilities for Apartments and Residential Developments
12.8.9 Play Facilities for Apartments and Residential Developments
Design details relating to play areas shall be submitted as part of any relevant
planning application to include a detailed specification of any playground to be
provided and incorporate natural play, wherever possible.
Play Facilities should incorporate the Nature-based play philosophy and approach
to play provision throughout the County (see Policy Objective OSR14: Play Facilities
and Nature Based Play).
The Council will endeavour to ensure that all play facilities will be accessible and
provide inclusivity. The Council will have regard to changing demographics in how
and where it provides for play. Multiple Use Games Areas (MUGA) incorporating,
for example basketball and 5-a-side facilities will be considered in any calculation
of the ‘Equipped Play Space’ standards. In terms of play facilities for children regard
shall be had to the ‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New
Apartments Guidelines for Planning Authorities, 2018’, (or any superseding
document), which request consideration of the recreational needs of children in
the design of apartment schemes. Safety of children needs to be taken into
consideration and protected throughout the entire site, particularly in terms of
safe access to larger communal play spaces.
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Children’s play needs around the apartment building should include:
o

Within the private open space associated with individual apartments.

o

Within small play spaces (about 85 – 100 sq. metres) for the specific needs of
toddlers and children up to the age of six, with suitable play equipment,
seating for parents/guardians, and within sight of the apartment building, in
a scheme that includes 25 or more units with two or more bedrooms; and,

o

Within play areas (200–400 sq. metres) for older children and young
teenagers, in a scheme that includes 100 or more apartments with two or
more bedrooms.

The perimeter block with a central communal open space is particularly
appropriate for children’s play, especially if access from the street is controlled.
The landscape design and orientation of play areas can contribute significantly to
their amenity value. However, the noise from courtyard play areas can diminish
residential amenity, particularly in smaller schemes, and this should be designed
appropriately.
Response:
✓

Throughout the scheme a series of attractive and usable open spaces,
communal and public, are created that respond to the needs of the residents,
including play areas for children. A designated area with nature-based play
opportunities has been provided adjacent to the central gathering area and
the podium courtyard of the apartment building includes a play area suitable
for younger children.

✓

In addition, the proposed childcare facility will incorporate an associated play
area.

✓

Please see the Landscape Report (BRR) submitted with this application
under separate cover setting out details of the proposed play areas.

Ch. 12 – Section 12.8.11 Existing Trees and Hedgerows
12.8.11 Existing Trees and Hedgerows
o

New developments shall be designed to incorporate, as far as practicable,
the amenities offered by existing trees and hedgerows.

o

New developments shall, also have regard to objectives to protect and
preserve trees and woodlands (as identified on the County Development Plan
Maps).

o

Decisions on preservation are made subject to full Arboricultural Assessment
and having regard to other objectives of the Plan.

o

Arboricultural Assessments carried out by an independent, qualified Arborist
shall be submitted as part of planning applications for sites that contain trees
or other significant vegetation. The assessment shall contain a tree survey,
implications assessment and method statement.

o

Tree and hedgerow protection shall be carried out in accordance with BS
5837 (2012) ‘Trees in Relation to Design, Demolition and Construction –
Recommendations’, or any subsequent document.
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o

The retention of existing planted site boundaries will be encouraged within
new developments, particularly where it is considered that the existing
boundary adds positively to the character/visual amenity of the area. New
developments should have regard to the location of new buildings/
extensions relative to planted boundaries. Prior to construction, the
applicant shall provide details of adequate measures on site to protect all
planting/ trees to be retained and this protection shall be maintained
throughout the development during the construction period.

o

An ecological assessment of existing hedgerows shall be required where new
developments potentially impact on their ecological importance. In addition,
the approach set out in the ‘How to Guide Hedgerows for Pollinators’ should
be followed, as appropriate.

Response:
✓

A comprehensive landscape proposal which provides greening and tree
planting across the site form part of this application.

✓

A qualified arborist has surveyed the trees on the subject site. It is noted that
the proposed development will require the removal of selected trees (a
double line of Monterey cypress). Please refer to the Arboricultural Report
(CMK) accompanying this application for further details.

✓

Furthermore, please refer to the accompanying Ecological Impact
Assessment (Altemar) that is submitted with this application under separate
cover.

Ch. 12- Section 12.9 Environmental Infrastructure
12.9.2 Noise Pollution and Noise Nuisance
Residential development should be set back from roads/rail lines such that
amenities of residents are not unduly impacted upon by reason of noise. To
address potential noise issues at post development stage, mitigation measures
should be undertaken, where appropriate, between the residential development
and road/rail line. At design stage consideration should be given to the location of
bedrooms so as to ensure the least possible impact from noise sources. Similar
mitigation measures may also be required when dealing with commercial
development in close proximity to residential areas where there may be noise
generated from the completed development – such developments will be assessed
on a case by case basis.
The Planning Authority will use the Development Management process for larger
developments or developments close to residential developments:
o

To attach planning conditions on relevant permissions granted to reduce or
prevent the development from causing any noise or vibration that might give
reasonable cause for annoyance to persons in any premises in the
neighbourhood, as per Section 34(4)(c) of the Planning Act.

o

To require developers to produce a Sound Impact Assessment and Mitigation
Plan where a noise-generating use is proposed and specialist input is
deemed necessary, for any new development that the Planning Authority
considers will impact negatively on pre-existing environmental sound levels.
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o

To require developers to produce an Acoustic Design Assessment (informed
by guidance such as is set out in ‘ProPG Planning and Noise’, 2018, as
referenced in the ‘Dublin Agglomeration Noise Action Plan 2018 – 2023’),
where a noise-sensitive use is proposed in an area that may have high preexisting environmental sound levels.

o

To ensure that future developments are designed and constructed in such a
way as to minimise noise disturbances and prevent noise nuisance.

o

Placing acoustic barriers between the noise source and residential units.

o

Locating bedrooms as far away from noise sources as possible without
compromising passive design principles.

o

Locating windows away from noise sources if possible.

o

Avoid hard exterior surfaces such as concrete paving that reflect sound
rather than absorbing it.

o

Locating noise sources away from property boundaries and noise sensitive
areas.

o

To incorporate ‘Shared Spaces’/ ‘Home Zones’/ or ‘Streets for People’ in new
developments, which recognize that residential streets have multi- function
uses for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles - in that priority order.

o

To interposing less-sensitive uses between noise sources and sensitive uses.

Response:
✓

The proposal’s layout and arrangement of the proposed houses and
apartment block, provides sufficient separation distances from nearby roads,
mitigating any adverse effects arising from traffic noise in the surrounding
area.

✓

All units will comply with the requirements of Part E of the Building
Regulations in terms of noise insulation.

✓

The proposed landscape strategy will provide for planting and vegetation
along the site boundaries which will enhance natural screening to mitigate
further any adverse effect from traffic noise.

12.9.4 Construction Management Plans
Construction Management Plans (CMP) for developments generating construction
activity - containing measures to mitigate against the effects of the construction shall accompany planning applications for development of 3 residential units or
more and for all other developments measuring more than 500 sq.m. gross floor
area.
Response:
✓

Please refer to the Construction & Environmental Management Plan
(DBFL) submitted with this application.

12.9.6 New Development/Change of Use - Environmental Impacts
The Development Management Thresholds Information Document 2022 - 2028
(Appendix 3), a tool to assist in the preparation of Planning Applications, identifies
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thresholds for both residential and commercial development and outlines the
package of environmental information that will be required at application stage.10
Applications for developments with a site area measuring 0.5ha, or greater and
above 50+residential units shall include a Stormwater Audit in accordance with the
Council’s Stormwater Management Policy. (See Appendix 7.1 Stormwater
Management Policy)
(…)
Applications for developments of 50+ residential units or ≥1000sq.m. commercial
shall (in addition to the above):
o

Incorporate where appropriate land for the development of local ‘Bring
Centres’ for recyclable materials, accessible to the general public. The
location of “bring centres” shall have regard to the impact on surrounding
residential areas.

o

Include an assessment of the impacts of climate change on their
development and make provision for these impacts - particularly relating to
drainage design, waste management, and energy use.

o

Be designed and constructed in accordance with the provisions of the
Greater Dublin Strategic Drainage Study policy document titled ‘New
Development’.

All developments shall incorporate:
o

Designs and layouts for basements and underground car parks that do not
result in any potential for them to flood from within or without with particular
emphasis on venting arrangements and access ramps.

o

Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) that balances the impact of urban
drainage through the achievement of control of run-off quantity and quality
and enhances amenity and habitat. The requirements of the UK’s
Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA) ‘SuDS
Manual’, shall be followed unless specifically exempted by the Planning
Authority.

o

Waste storage facilities that are suitably located and designed and shall meet
accessibility requirements in accordance with Part M of the Building
Regulations and the provisions of Appendix 6 Waste Storage Facilities.

Response:
✓

Specific environmental information included with this application is as
follows;
✓

Appropriate Assessment (AA) Screening Report (Altemar)

✓

Environmental Impact Assessment Screening Report (MH Planning)

✓

Ecological Impact Assessment (Altemar)

This application is also accompanied by supporting assessment as follows:

While construction management plans may be submitted at application stage the final Construction Management
Plan is usually agreed by way of compliance condition as details such as location of compounds, construction traffic
flow etc. are only finalised upon appointment of a contractor.
10
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✓

Appropriate Assessment Screening Report

✓

Arboricultural Assessment

✓

Archaeological Assessment

✓

Bat Fauna Impact Assessment

✓

Energy & Sustainability Report

✓

Traffic and Transport Assessment

✓

Site Specific Flood Risk Assessment

✓

Daylight, Sunlight & Overshadowing Analysis

✓

Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment

✓

Microclimate Assessment

✓

Telecommunications Assessment

12.9.9 Development and Overhead Power Lines
In relation to high voltage overhead electricity lines, development proposals within
the distances specified below should contact the ESB in advance of completing or
finalising designs etc. (i.e. prior to pre planning stage), so as to ensure that the
relevant clearances are maintained from any High Voltage Overhead Electricity (HV
OHL) Infrastructure.
o

For buildings in proximity to a 110kv overhead line, 23 metres either side of
the centre line of a pylon.

o

For buildings in proximity to a 220kv overhead line, 30 metres either side of
the centre line or around a pylon.

o

For buildings in proximity to a 400KV line, distance of 35 metres either side
of the centre line or around a pylon.

For buildings in proximity to a 10kv or a 38 For buildings in proximity to a 10kv or
a 38kv overhead line, no specific distance is specified. However, a site specific
clearance may be required.
Response:
✓

No overhead cables are identified within the site.

12.9.10.1 Light Pollution
Lighting fixtures should provide only the amount of light necessary for the task in
hand and shield the light given out in order to avoid creating glare or emitting
light above a horizontal plane.
Response:
✓

Please see the Outdoor Lighting Report and Public Lighting Layout (Sabre)
submitted with this application under separate cover. Lighting associated
with the proposed development will not result in significant light spillage
outside of the development site and will therefore not impact the
surrounding areas' residential amenities.

12.9.10.2 Street Lighting
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o

The lighting of roads and public amenity areas shall be provided in
accordance with the requirements of Public Lighting Standards BS5489-1 EN
13201:2015, and further updates.

o

In general, for security and road safety reasons, street lighting may be
provided for car and cycle parking areas, new access roads and along cycle/
pedestrian routes within new developments, all as per the Council
requirements. Details of the column height and spacing, and lantern type,
lighting class and lux levels and energy efficiencies shall be provided. Low
pedestrian lighting bollards (1 metre to 2 metre height), under rail lighting
and low-level wall mounted lighting (below 4m) are not recommended along
pedestrian routes on electrical safety and maintenance grounds. Where new
junctions are created as a result of new developments, additional lighting
poles may be required on the public roads opposite the junction. In such
cases an assessment of the adequacy of the street lighting should be
undertaken with details of light intensity/ lux levels provided.

o

Street Lighting shall also be considered having regard to any signage,
associated lighting or any other structure along roads running parallel to or
buildings alongside the railways. In this regard reference, to and
requirements of TII’s ‘Code of engineering practice for works on, near, or
adjacent the Luas light rail system’ and TII’s Light Rail Environment - Technical
Guidelines for Development PE-PDV-00001 December 2020

Response:
✓

See above response.

Ch. 12- Section 12.10 Drainage, Flood Risk and Coastal Erosion
12.10 Drainage and Water Supply
All planning applications submitted shall clearly show existing and proposed water
supply arrangements and surface and wastewater drainage proposals having due
regard to SuDS (Refer also to Section 10.2.2.6)
Response:
✓

Please see the Infrastructure Design Report (DBFL) submitted with this
application under separate cover for details about proposed water supply
arrangements and surface and wastewater drainage. The proposed layout of
the drainage and SUDS is detailed on drawing 200165-X-05-Z00-DTM-DRDBFL-CE-1301.

✓

The SUDS strategy for the site will aim to attenuate surface water run-off,
reduce surface runoff, reduce pollution impact, replicate the natural
characteristics of rainfall runoff for the site and recharge the groundwater
profile. SUDS elements that have been considered applicable to the proposed
scheme design include green roofs, rain gardens, green roofs, green podium,
swales, above ground detention/infiltration basin, petrol interceptor,
hydrobrake flow control and permeable paving.

Ch. 12- Section 12.11 Heritage
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Chapter 12: Development Management
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
All development proposals that may (due to their location, size, or nature) have
implications for archaeological heritage shall be accompanied by an Archaeological
Impact Assessment and Method Statement.
Response:
✓

An Archaeological Impact Assessment accompanies this application under
separate cover (Archer Heritage Planning). The assessment undertaken
determines that the proposed development will involve considerable ground
disturbance works across the subject site including excavations and other
groundworks (e.g. provision of access roads and service trenches), movement
of machines and storage of material in sensitive areas. It is concluded that, in
the absence of the mitigation measures, significant impacts on the potential
buried archaeological remains at the site would be direct, negative and
permanent. Accordingly, the Archaeological Impact Assessment
recommends:
“All ground disturbance works across the development site should be monitored
by a suitably qualified archaeologist. In the event that archaeological material is
recorded during monitoring, further discussion/consultation with the DHLGH
should be sought in order to ascertain the appropriate treatment (i.e. preservation
by record/preservation in situ) of any additional archaeological remains. Should
the DCHG recommend preservation by record/full archaeological excavation, this
work should be undertaken under the appropriate licence.”.
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1.11 Compliance with Chapter 13 of the Development Plan
Table 11. Compliance with Chapter 13 Policy Objectives & Relevant Sections
Chapter 13: Land Use Zoning
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
Zone: Objective A

Response:
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✓

The subject lands are primarily zoned Objective A ‘To provide residential
development and improve residential amenity while protecting the existing
residential amenities.’. Residential use and Childcare Service are both
‘Permitted in Principle’.

✓

The north western portion of the site is bounded by lands zoned Objective
F – which seeks ‘To preserve and provide for open space with ancillary active
recreational amenities.’ Along this strip of zoned open space is an existing
tree belt for which there is an objective ‘To protect and preserve trees and
woodlands’. There is no development proposed to be situated on these
lands but the red line extends slightly into the zoned open space in two
locations. This is to provide for connection to and continuation of the
existing pedestrian/cycle path which traverses the zoned open space in
the north-west corner, as well as connection to existing foul services in this
part of the site. Neither of these connections will result in impacts to the
existing tree belt.

✓

As demonstrated in the suite of documentation supporting this
application, proposed residential scheme will comply with the objective
for lands zoned Objective A.
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1.12 Compliance with Appendix 2 of the Development Plan
Table 12. Compliance with Appendix 2 (Policy Objectives & Relevant Sections
Appendix 2 Housing Strategy and HNDA
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
Section – 2.9.2 Housing Type and Mix
Based on the analysis in this HNDA it is recommended that policy in the Plan
require planning applications for residential schemes over a certain threshold (see
table 9.1) in both new growth areas and within more mature suburban areas to
include the following:
• Details of existing and permitted unit types within a 10-minute walk of the
proposed development.
• A detailed breakdown of the proposed unit type and size including a percentage
split between 1/2/3+ bed units which in the case of apartments (and duplexes) shall
generally be in accordance with Table 9.1.
• A site and/or floor plans that clearly identify proposed units that:
o Are designed and located having regard to the needs of older people and/or
persons with a disability.
o Are designed having regard to the concept of lifetime adaptable and/or multigenerational homes.
• A statement outlining how the scheme has been designed for the needs of older
people/ or persons with a disability and or lifetime homes.

In schemes of 50+ units, where a mixture of housing and apartments or a scheme
comprising solely of houses is being provided on a site the housing offering must
ensure a mixture that includes a proportion of housing units that are 3 beds or
less.
In new residential community areas, it is appropriate that schemes include houses
in addition to apartment/duplexes. In deciding on the mix of house and apartments
in these areas regard shall be had to the details of existing and permitted unit types
within a 10-minute walk of the proposed development (see bullet point above). The
apartment element if in excess of 50 units shall comply with the table above.
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Appendix 2 Housing Strategy and HNDA
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
Council Part 8 or Part 10 residential schemes may propose a different mix having
regard to the specific needs of the Council Housing Department.
Response:
✓
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Please refer to the response Section 12.3.3, Policy Objective PHP27 and
PHP28 in this document.
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1.13 Compliance with Appendix 5 of the Development Plan
Table 13. Compliance with Appendix 5 Policy Objectives & Relevant Sections
Appendix 5 Building Height Strategy
Compliance of the Proposed Development with relevant Section / Policy
Policy Objective BHS 2 – Building Height in areas covered by an approved Local
Area Plan or Urban Framework Plan (UFP must form part of the County Plan).
It is a policy objective to promote and support proposed heights as set out in any
approved statutory Local Area Plans and as set out for certain areas in this
County Development Plan (Sandyford Urban Framework Plan area, Dundrum
Urban Framework Plan Area and Dun Laoghaire Urban Framework Plan area).
Having regard to the Building Height Guidelines and more specifically in order to
apply SPPR 3 there may be instances where an argument can be made for
increased height and/or taller buildings in the areas mentioned above on the
basis of placemaking. In those instances, any such proposals must be assessed in
accordance with the performance based criteria set out in table 5.1 which is
contained in section 5. The onus will be on the applicant to demonstrate
compliance with the criteria. Within the built up area of the County increased
height can be defined as buildings taller than prevailing building height in the
surrounding area. Taller buildings are defined as those that are significantly taller
(more than 2 storeys taller) than the prevailing height for the area.
Response:
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
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The applicable policy in respect of building height is set out in the approved
Ballyogan and Environs Local Area Plan 2019-2025 under Policy BELAP RES5
which provides for buildings in excess of 4 storeys, subject to compliance with
a range of performance-based criteria. In line with the approach provided for
under Policy BELAP RES5, there is no maximum height limit prescribed for the
subject lands, rather building heights in excess of 4-storeys are permitted
subject to the relevant assessment criteria being satisfactorily addressed. An
assessment that responds to each of the criteria is included further below in
this Statement of Consistency.
Whilst the proposal provides for a medium-rise residential scheme, the
design approach has ensured the protection of surrounding amenities.
The scale, massing and urban grain have been developed to integrate
sympathetically with the prevailing context and receiving landscape.
The suite of supporting assessments that accompany this application
demonstrate the proposed height of 3 to 6 storeys for Block 1 will not
adversely impact the receiving natural and built environment and will make a
positive contribution to placemaking.
The proposed height of the apartment block is consistent with emerging
trends for development in the area to ensure consolidation of the urban
footprint and efficient use of land.
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2. Compliance with Ballyogan and
Environs Local Area Plan
In addition to the Development Plan, the Ballyogan and Environs Local Area
Plan (LAP) was adopted in 2019 to ensure the successful development of the
area. The subject site is situated in both the Kilgobbin Quarter and Stepaside
Quarter as indicated in Figure 1.5 of the LAP. The primary land use within the
area is residential, and areas have been zoned to serve what is an evergrowing residential area of Dublin.
Within this context, the application site straddles two distinct neighbourhood
areas, Neighbourhood 11 - Kilgobbin South and Neighbourhood 13 Stepaside East, see Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Map Extract from Figure 1.5 of Ballyogan and Environs LAP with site layout
overlaid (Source: BELAP, CCK Edit)

2.1 Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges
– SWOC Analysis
Chapter 2 of the LAP sets out a SWOC analysis of the lands. This identifies the
strong infrastructure presently found within the LAP area (both social and
physical).
2.1.1

Strengths

In terms of strengths inherent in the area at present, the following are
considered to be of relevance:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
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Significant Land Bank of undeveloped, zoned and serviced lands;
Established Neighbourhood Centres;
Served by 4 stops on the Luas Green Line providing excellent linkages;
Majority of BELAP lands within 1km of a Luas;
Good Road Access with 2 motorway junctions to/from the M50;
Significant Retail Diversity at a local level;
Excellent provision of Sports and Recreation facilities;
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➢
➢
➢
➢

Attractive Natural Environment at the foothills of the Dublin mountains;
High Quality of Life and an attractive setting for family living;
Access to Employment clusters such as Dublin City, Sandyford,
Cherrywood;
Capacity for Water Supply and Wastewater disposal.

Response:
The strengths as outlined by the LAP are important in the context of the
proposed development, which seeks to provide for new residential
development in a location which is well served by these strong existing
pieces of infrastructure and supporting facilities. Many of the strengths
identified in the LAP represent very significant public expenditure, in terms
of developing a strong transport network, high quality social and
recreational facilities, and services to enable development (including water
supply).
In this context, it is considered that development must proceed in a way
which makes best use of these resources in the area, thereby justifying this
infrastructure and supporting the continued development of the area. The
proposed development is orientated towards the public transport in the
immediate vicinity of the subject site, and the retail, recreational, and
employment opportunities in the area.
2.1.2

Weaknesses

With regard to the identified weaknesses in the LAP area, the following are
considered most relevant:
➢
➢
➢
➢
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Existing Local Access Issues to zoned residential land;
Poor Permeability between areas;
Road-Focussed movement patterns with a high car dependency rate;
Low network density of Pedestrian/Cyclist Routes.”
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Response:
These weaknesses are considered to be most relevant to the current
proposal, as the scheme which has been designed on the subject site
goes some way toward improving these existing issues in the area (or at
least contributing to addressing them). The proposed development
represents development on zoned lands which are highly accessible by a
range of transport modes. The Luas Green Line runs along Ballyogan
Road with 2 no. stops located in close proximity to the development
lands.
The development also seeks to promote the use of non-road-based
transport modes, through the delivery of important new pedestrian and
cycle linkages through the site, which will come to form part of an overall
active-transit network traversing the entire LAP area. The proposal
improves the network of cycle and pedestrian facilities and improves
permeability by introducing routes through the subject site which at
present must be circled by people on foot or on bicycles.

2.1.3

Opportunities

Several opportunities are recognised within the LAP area which are of
relevance:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
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Delivery of a significant number of Residential Units to meet housing
demand;
Scope to provide Higher Residential Densities near public transport;
The provision of Appropriate Housing Mix to meet the area’s needs;
Integration of land uses through Improved Permeability;
A living environment that affords a High Quality of Life to its
residents;
Increased employment and Economic Opportunities;
Delivery of Pedestrian and Cycle infrastructure;
Creation of a Greenway Spine and Green Infrastructure Network.
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Response:
The current proposal actively delivers on several of these opportunities,
including the provision of a significant number of high-quality residential
units at a highly accessible location in close proximity to public transport
provision.
An appropriate housing mix is provided and which is cognisant of the
prevailing demographics and market demand in the area. The
development proposal will also include for the construction of a section
of the Clay Farm Loop Road. The 137m extension of the Loop Road from
Clay Farm Phase 2 will support and promote better permeability and
connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists throughout the wider area and
will create pedestrian and cyclist connectivity links to Ballyogan Road. This
will also enable easy access to the Luas Greenline stops for residents at
Stepaside Park and Stepaside Village.

2.1.4

Challenges

The SWOC analysis also identifies challenges including the following:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Integration of land use and transportation
Delivery of Road Infrastructure required to enable development
Delivering safe and vibrant Communities
Reconnecting of Neighbourhoods within the Plan area
Provision of Social Infrastructure in tandem with development

Response:
The current proposal helps to address these key challenges, by providing
for an integrated land use and transportation response to the site
location and context, providing for a compact, dense, public transport
orientated scheme, which is cognisant of and will not prejudice the
delivery of adjoining planned road infrastructure. Furthermore, the
development as proposed promotes safety both within the scheme and
on surrounding routes, via the inclusion of active frontages with ‘eyes on
the street’ or passive surveillance on all key routes and spaces as well as
connections being promoted with surrounding neighbourhoods and
social infrastructure is built into the scheme, including generous public
open spaces, a designated SNI facility and a crèche.

2.2 Vision of the LAP
As set out in Chapter 3 of the BELAP, the overarching vision is for “the area to
develop as a good quality place to live, work, and visit. It is recognised that
the existing communities within the area represent around half the future
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population, based on the extent of zoned land. The needs of both the existing
and future communities of this area will be catered for under this Plan.”
In relation to the Kilgobbin Quarter, the LAP states:
“The Plan will guide the further sustainable developm ent of Kilgobbin East
and Kilgobbin South as a high-quality residential area and will seek to
preserve where possible the sylvan character of Kilgobbin West, and in
particular the central section of Kilgobbin Road. A Site Development
Framework for the western portion of the Quarter will be prepared.
Delivering pedestrian and cycle links along the Ballyogan Stream corridor and
to Stepaside will be a focus of the plan”.
The current application provides an opportunity for sustainable
development which will integrate with both the existing, permitted, and
planned context, while also facilitating future development of these lands by
delivering a further section of the Clay Farm Loop Road, a vital piece of
enabling infrastructure.
In relation to the Stepaside Quarter, the LAP states:
“The Plan will seek to preserve and enhance the village character and
function of Stepaside, as well as delivering pedestrian and cycle linkages
through to Ballyogan Road. The repurposing of the former Ballyogan Landfill
as Jamestown Park, with linkages to surrounding areas, will be a primary
focus of the plan. This project will complement the other recreational uses in
this neighbourhood.”
The scheme responds to this vision by providing for a significantly enhanced
network of pedestrian and cycle routes that will link the established areas of
Stepaside Park and Stepaside Village to Ballyogan Road via new connections
through the site.

2.3 Movement and Transportation
Chapter 4 of the LAP relates to Movement and Transportation.
The following key policies from this chapter relating to pedestrian and cycle
policy are considered to be of particular relevance:
“Policy BELAP MOV1 – Pedestrian and Cycle Network: To provide for a new
high quality pedestrian and cycle network within the LAP area which will
connect existing and new communities and redefine the character of the LAP
area; including (i) creation of new segregated green routes within the LAP
area; (ii) improvement and upgrading of existing routes; (iii) improvement
and increased number of pedestrian/cycle crossings on main roads; and (iv)
connect into existing and planned networks surrounding the LAP area.

Policy BELAP MOV3 – Onward Connections: To ensure integration between
the LAP lands with initiatives such as ‘Smarter Travel’ and strategic cycle
routes connecting Dun Laoghaire-Rathdown and Dublin City and to develop
improved connectivity to surrounding communities including Sandyford,
Cherrywood and Kiltiernan/Glenamuck.
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Policy BELAP MOV4 – Cycling Infrastructure: To ensure that all new cycling
infrastructure be provided in accordance with the standards set out in the
National Cycle Manual (2012) published by the NTA, where practicable,
recognising the challenges in retrofitting infrastructure within the existing
road network.”
As noted above in the context of the SWOC analysis, the proposal
incorporates good quality pedestrian and cycle links, which will improve
permeability through the site and the surrounding area. New segregated
pedestrian and cycle routes are included in the development, which will
promote connections with existing, planned and permitted infrastructure.
The cycle infrastructure has been designed to the standards and
specifications of the National Cycle Manual.
The following is considered relevant in relation to public transport:
“Policy BELAP MOV5 – Routes to Public Transport: To increase
permeability to existing public transport routes by providing attractive,
legible and direct walking and cycling links to bus and Luas stops”
The proposed development promotes improved linkages to the Ballyogan
Woods Luas stop from development to the east of the subject site and from
within the subject site itself, thereby promoting public transport use and
reduced car dependence.
The following is considered relevant in relation to roads:
Policy BELAP MOV8 – Balance between Movement and Place: To protect
the role of the key strategic roads within the LAP area so that they continue
to serve their movement function, whilst also seeking visual and
environmental improvements to these routes so that they contribute to a
sense of place and create a pleasant environment to spend time. Schemes
shall be designed in accordance with the Design Manual for Urban Roads and
Streets, or its successor policy.
Policy BELAP MOV9 – Facilitating ALL Modes: To ensure that all new routes,
inclusive of those accommodating traffic, shall be designed and constructed
in a manner that will facilitate the safe and easy movemen t of pedestrians
and cyclists. Schemes shall be designed on the principle of ‘filtered
permeability.
Delivery of a new section of the Clay Farm Loop Road and the internal local
access streets will ensure significant enhancements to the network of roads
serving the LAP area.
The Traffic and Transport Assessment (DBFL) that accompanies this
application sets out in detail how the scheme has been designed in line with
the overarching movement and transportation objectives for the LAP lands.
The DMURS Design Compliance Statement (DBFL) demonstrates that the
proposed development layout is consistent with the principles and guidance
outlined within the Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets (DMURS)
2019. As part of the design and development of the street network,
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pedestrian linkages were prioritised around the development to link the
existing and the future amenities in the area.
The following is considered relevant in relation to development standards:
Policy BELAP MOV11 – Mobility Management: It is an objective of the Plan
to foster and support a proactive mobility management approach and a
culture of sustainable travel in new and existing developments.
Policy BELAP MOV12 – Cycling Infrastructure: It is an objective of the Plan
to provide good quality end of trip facilities to encourage walking and cycling
such as secure and weather proof bike stands, lockers, showers, changing
and drying rooms.
An integral element of the scheme design has been to promote a modal shift
by prioritising pedestrian and cyclist activity through measures that prioritise
pedestrian/cycle travel and will support public transport use. Dedicated
pedestrian / cycle connections are proposed between the subject site and the
existing Stepaside Park housing estate allowing for the maximisation of
filtered permeability between Stepaside Park and the Clay Farm lands.
Well designed and frequently provided pedestrian crossing facilities are
provided along key travel desire lines throughout the scheme in addition to
those located at street nodes.
The provision of 248 no. cycle parking spaces is not only compliant but higher
than the DLRCC requirements which require a minimum of 146 no. cycle
parking spaces. Dedicated secure cycle parking areas to serve the residential
units and the crèche is consistent with the aim of encouraging sustainable
travel modes. The Traffic and Transport Assessment and Mobility
Management Plan prepared by DBFL should be referred to for full details.
In order to implement the objectives of the LAP, a number of new and/or
improved linkages are required under Policy BELAP MOV12 – New Linkages
which states:
To provide or facilitate the delivery of the new linkages shown in Table 4.6
and Figure 4.11 – Movement Strategy.
Table 4.6 of the LAP lists new linkages to be facilitated within the LAP area.
The linkages from Table 4.6 pertaining to the application site are Link No. 4
and Link No. 16, shown below.
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Figure 2 Extracts from Table 4.6 of BELAP (‘Proposed Linkages’) relevant to application
site

The two proposed linkages (No. 4 and No. 16) of relevance to this site are
indicated in the below extract of Figure 4.11 of the BELAP ‘Movement Strategy
– Planned Linkages’.

Figure 3 Extract from Figure 4.11 of BELAP (‘Movement Strategy – Planned Linkages’)

It is noteworthy that Figure 4.11 makes clear “The lines of the road proposals
shown are indicative only and may be subject to change as detailed design
is advanced” . (emp. added)
In this instance, although Link No. 4 and the proposed cul-de-sac of the road
further to the south do not strictly adhere to the locations shown in Figure
4.11, the associated objective will be achieved. Extension of the Clay Farm
Loop Road through the application site will facilitate direct connections from
the established residential area of Stepaside Park with Ballyogan Road. In so
doing, pedestrian and cycle access will be made available for existing
residents to access the Luas, schools, Samuel Beckett Campus and
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neighbourhood centre facilities. This is in line with the overall transportation
and movement objective for the LAP area which seeks to develop a network
of walking and cycling routes that will provide an alternative to the private
car by providing a providing a permeable, legible pedestrian and cyclist
internal and external network which connects existing and proposed
residential areas. Notwithstanding, the proposal is not in accordance with
Policy BELAP MOV12 and a justification is set out in the Material
Contravention Statement (MH Planning) that accompanies this application
under separate cover.

2.4 Residential Development and Built Form
Chapter 5 of the LAP relates to residential development and the physical form
of such development.
Section 5.1.2 sets out approximate capacities for new residential
development in the LAP area (noting that these values are only indicative). A
potential capacity in the region of 800 units is envisaged for the Kilgobbin Site
Development Framework (SDF). Accordingly, this proposed development
would contribute to the achievement of the projected housing delivery within
the SDF lands.
The LAP recognises the prevailing policy context in relation to residential
development. The current proposal duly accords with the relevant policies,
including in particular, the National Planning Framework, the Regional Spatial
and Economic Strategy, the Design Standards for New Apartments
Guidelines and Urban Development and Building Heights Guidelines.
The proposed development complies with Policy BELAP RES1 (Density
General) which is “to achieve residential densities within the BELAP area
sufficient to generate a critical mass of population to support and sustain
commercial and community services and quality public transport
infrastructure. Higher densities of population should be focused on services
and not transport corridors alone.”
The proposed development will support the delivery of critical mass at a
strategic location to support nearby existing and permitted services and
public transport infrastructure. As confirmed in the Social Infrastructure
Audit, the subject site is served well by existing and permitted services, in
addition to being highly accessible by public transport.
In addition, target densities apply to LAP neighbourhoods, subject to the
provisions of any Site Development Framework.
Policy BELAP RES2 – Density by Neighbourhood: Any residential scheme
within each of the Neighbourhoods shall as a general rule have a target net
density as set out in Table 5.4, subject to the provisions of any Site
Development Frameworks, where applicable. Within the site boundary, any
major and local distributor roads; primary schools, churches, local shopping
etc.; open spaces serving a wider area; and significant landscape buffer strips
shall be deducted from gross site area to give a figure for net site area.
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As set out above, the site straddles two neighbourhood areas,
Neighbourhood 11 - Kilgobbin South and Neighbourhood 13 - Stepaside East.
Table 5.4 of the LAP includes target densities for these distinct
neighbourhood areas, with a supporting rationale reproduced in the Table
below. A planning response demonstrating how the proposed density is
appropriate for each neighbourhood area is also included.
BELAP
Neighbourhood
& Target Net
Density

Neighbourhood
11 – Kilgobbin
South
60 uph

Neighbourhood
13 – Stepaside
East
35 uph
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LAP Rationale

Planning Response

Similar
Neighbourhood
to Kilgobbin East,
but somewhat
further from
Luas with more
challenging
topography.

The proposed density (200 uph) is
considered appropriate in this
part of the site where there is
carrying capacity for greater
height due to the site topography.
The apartment block makes use
of the slope of the site to
concentrate its massing on the
Loop Road and step its wings up
in response to the slope. The
positioning of the apartment
building assists in the appropriate
visual assimilation of their mass,
protecting existing residential
amenities, while creating a strong
urban edge to the loop
road. Extension of the loop road
will ensure the Luas is easily
accessible to residents (less than
1km walking distance).

Is predominantly
established middensity housing
at a remove from
high-capacity
public transport.

The proposed density (37 uph) is
only marginally above the target
density. In this part of the site, the
scheme predominantly comprises
semi-detached and terraced
housing, although a portion of the
apartment block (22 units) also
falls within these lands. This
design approach ensures the
scheme responds sensitively to
the established context. The
dwellings along the southern
edge line the site boundary,
incorporating split-level house
types to follow the contours here
at the bottom of the hill. These
units also close off the exposed
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BELAP
Neighbourhood
& Target Net
Density

LAP Rationale

Planning Response

rear gardens of existing houses in
Stepaside Park. The houses face
directly onto the public open
space at this location, enhancing
security through passive
surveillance of this space.
Table 14 Target Residential Densities by Neighbourhood Area and Planning Response

In relation to Building Heights the following BELAP policies are relevant:
Policy BELAP RES3 – Building Height by Neighbourhood: The building
heights of residential schemes shall be informed by the considerations set
out in Table 5.5, unless otherwise indicated by the detailed provisions of any
Site Development Frameworks, where applicable, and subject to Policy BELAP
RES4 below.
Following in the Table below are the key considerations for building height
for Neighbourhood Areas 11 and 13 as set out in Table 5.5 of the LAP,
including a response that sets out how the design responds to these
considerations.
Neighbourhood

Neighbourhood
11 – Kilgobbin
South
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Key Considerations
Regarding Building
Height

Response

The distance to
established character
areas and the site’s
size and topography
gives capacity for
height.

Block 1 straddles the
boundary between
Neighbourhood 11 and
Neighbourhood 13 but is
predominantly situated within
Neighbourhood 11 which is
identified as having greater
capacity for height (see Figure
1 further above). The design
of the apartments has been
informed by the topography
in this part of the site which
allows for its assimilation with
existing low-rise neighbouring
properties to the west. The
nature of the site, being a hill
bottoming out to the Loop
Road, allows the building to
step with the contours and
present its full 6-storey height
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Neighbourhood

Key Considerations
Regarding Building
Height

Response

to the proposed Loop Road
and the zoned lands beyond
which are also within
Neighbourhood 11.
At ground floor the wings of
Block 1 recede into the hill.
The slope allows the
apartment car parking to be
provided at grade under a
podium. This podium
provides a large communal
amenity space at around the
same level as the existing rear
gardens of the nearby
houses. The composition of
the elevations on the hill
follows this progression, with
the roof steps and material
change allowing it to be read
in parts, up to the vertical
punctuation of the corner to
the Loop Road, where the
building presents a 6-storey
edge ensuring a strong urban
form and creating a visual
marker.

Neighbourhood
13 – Stepaside
East

99

This Neighbourhood
has a mix of low and
medium height
buildings which sets
the context for
additional buildings.

Proposed development in this
Neighbourhood Area
primarily comprises houses in
semi-detached and terraced
form which are split-level to
follow the contours at the
bottom of the hill. The
inclusion of houses in this
part of the site allow the
exposed rear gardens of
established houses in
Stepaside Park to be closed
off and their height responds
directly to that of the
established context. The
proposed houses are 2storeys in height consistent
with the neighbouring
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Neighbourhood

Key Considerations
Regarding Building
Height

Response

properties to the south,
mitigating visual impacts and
potential overshadowing
effects. The houses are
organised around the
generous public open spaces,
including the central public
open space (‘B’) which will
connect with the existing
Stepaside Park playground to
the west and so extend the
established open space
network across the lands.
Table 15 Key considerations for building height by Neighbourhood including a
response that sets out how the design responds to these considerations.

Policy BELAP RES4 – Locations for Higher Buildings: The locations
identified as ‘RES4’ in Glencairn North, Kilgobbin South, Mimosa-Levmoss,
Racecourse South, The Park Carrickmines, and Old Glenamuck Road are
considered as suitable locations for higher buildings within the BELAP area
(see Figure 11.1). It is anticipated that all bar one of these locations would be
suitable for residential buildings, consistent with the prevailing zoning
objective. The designation at The Park Carrickmines is subject to ‘E’ Zoning
Objective, where residential is ‘open for consideration’ under the County
Development Plan and as such, any proposed use mix would need to display
compliance with this zoning objective.
Figure 11.1 ‘Specific Local Objectives’ does not identify the application site as
being subject to the designation ‘RES 4’, i.e. it is not indicated as a location for
taller buildings.

“Policy BELAP RES5 – Building Heights by Scheme: Building Height by
Scheme: Any planning application for a scheme which proposes buildings in
excess of 4 storeys shall be accompanied by an analysis of building height
and positioning of buildings with reference to the following issues:
•

Impacts on the immediate and surrounding environment
streetscape, historic character.

•

Impacts on adjoining structures, with a focus on o verlooking and
impact on residential amenity.

•

Relationship to open spaces and public realm.

•

Views and vistas.

•

Daylight and sunlight, including shadow analysis where appropriate.

•

Wind and microclimate analysis
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•

Impacts on residential amenity of these buildings from noise sources
such as motorway noise.

•

Placemaking and the ability of taller buildings to assist with legibility
and wayfinding within a Neighbourhood.

A response to the issues identified under Policy BELAP RES5 is set out in the
Table below.
Issues to be Addressed

Building Height Analysis Response
The height strategy across the scheme
differs substantially in response to the site
characteristics and receiving environment.
To the south, the maximum height is the 2
storey houses and crèche while the
apartment block in the northern part of
the site ranges from 3-6 storeys.

Impacts on the immediate
and surrounding
environment –
streetscape, historic
character.

The tallest elements are concentrated
toward the north in Block 1, in response to
the topography of the site and established
residential context. This approach makes
optimum use of the carrying capacity that
exists within the site, presenting a strong
urban edge to the new section of the Loop
Road, with a tapering down to 3 storeys
toward the western site boundary, mindful
of the scale of adjacent development.
The site is not located within either a
designated or proposed Architectural
Conservation Area. The scheme design
integrates the new development into the
established and relatively mature
residential landscape and the developing
character of the adjacent surrounding
housing schemes, transport and green
infrastructure.
The Architectural Design Report (CCK),
Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment
(Mitchell + Associates), Landscape Report
(BRR) and Archaeological Assessment
(Archer Heritage Planning) should be
referred, setting out in detail how the
proposed development responds to the
immediate surrounding environment.

Impacts on adjoining
structures, with a focus on
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Issues to be Addressed
overlooking and impact on
residential amenity.

Building Height Analysis Response
mitigate potential adverse impacts and
protect existing residential amenities.
The scheme achieves good separation
between Block 1 and surrounding houses,
both existing and proposed. The gable
ends of the apartment building are 3storeys in height near the western
boundary. To mitigate undue overlooking
from units at these locations, there are no
windows proposed along these elevations.
On the balance of the site, the proposed 2storey houses respond to the established
residential context, ensuring that privacy
within neighbouring properties will be
maintained.
A comprehensive Daylight, Sunlight and
Overshadowing analysis was carried out
for the proposed development (Passive
Dynamics). The gardens of the
neighbouring properties were assessed for
sunlight availability. These areas largely
receive sufficient levels of sunlight in line
with the BRE guidance, achieving 2 hours
of sunlight over the vast majority of their
total areas on the design day. Any instance
where the BRE recommended level of
sunlight is not achieved on the design day
occurs within north-facing gardens, where
the amenity area is shaded by the
neighbouring property itself rather than
the proposed apartment development.
The proposed development will not cause
a significant impact to the level of sunlight
in the neighbouring gardens.

Relationship to open
spaces and public realm.

The proposed open spaces, levels and
layout have been carefully considered to
accommodate passive recreation, play and
gathering spaces that will create
opportunities for community interaction.
Street tree planting has been provided for
throughout to create an attractive living
environment.
Desire lines through the landscape spaces
are reflected in the path layout and
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Issues to be Addressed

Building Height Analysis Response
integrate with the general street layout to
provide a high level of pedestrian and
cyclist permeability. Proposed pedestrian
and cycle routes provide for connection to
the adjoining lands to fully integrate the
scheme with the surrounding landscape.
Public spaces within the scheme are well
defined and the positioning of buildings,
together with circulation routes which
favour pedestrian movement will ensure
legibility and permeability.
The apartment building, Block 1, is
carefully designed to benefit from the site
topography which will reduce the visual
impact of the proposal on the established
housing in Stepaside Park.
A Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment (LVIA) prepared by Mitchell +
Associates accompanies this application.
The assessment is supported by
Photomontages prepared by Digital
Dimensions. The 13 no. viewpoints
represent near and longer-range views.

Views and vistas.

The LVIA confirms that there are no
designated protected views located within
an approximately 1km radius. It includes
an assessment of the effects on landscape
character, addressing:
•

The perceived character of the area –
how it is affected by the proposal

•

Effects of the proposed development
on social and cultural amenity

•

The proposed views of the
development, relative to the existing
site and the associated effects on
visual amenity.

The report incorporates an appraisal of the
receiving landscape character and visual
impacts, and concludes:
“The proposed development represents a
relatively modest insertion into the existing
residential area. The design incorporates
many aspects of mitigation of the potential
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Issues to be Addressed

Building Height Analysis Response
for high levels of visual impact due to
height or massing and would appear to be
successful in appropriately integrating the
proposed buildings into their local
landscape and the emerging context of
Clay Farm Loop Road. This is most
pertinent in relation to neighbouring
residential occupiers. The views of the
proposed development also reveal a wellconceived and considered design which
successfully mitigates potential visual
impacts, and will continue to do so as the
planting scheme matures.”

Daylight and sunlight,
including shadow analysis
where appropriate.

A comprehensive Daylight, Sunlight and
Overshadowing analysis was carried out
for the proposed development (Passive
Dynamics) and should be referred to for
full details. The study includes an
assessment of the daylight and sunlight in
line with the latest European standard
EN17037 and the recently published BR209
BRE Guidance Document based on the
British interpretation of this standard
found in the National Annex of BS
EN17037.
A Wind Microclimate Modelling Report
prepared by B-Fluid is included with this
application and should be referred to for
full details. The assessment concludes:

Wind and microclimate
analysis

“Therefore, the CFD study carried out has
shown that under the assumed wind
conditions typically occurring within Dublin
for the past 30 years:
The development is designed to be a highquality environment for the scope of use
intended of each areas/building (i.e.
comfortable and pleasant for potential
pedestrian), and,
The development does not introduce any
critical impact on the surrounding
buildings, or nearby adjacent roads.”

Impacts on residential
amenity of these buildings
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Issues to be Addressed
from noise sources such
as motorway noise.

Building Height Analysis Response
from nearby roads, will ensure any adverse
effect arising from traffic noise in the
surrounding area are mitigated.
All units will comply with the requirements
of Part E of the Building Regulations in
terms of noise insulation.
The proposed landscape strategy will
provide for planting and vegetation along
the subject site boundaries which will
enhance natural screening to mitigate
further any adverse effect from traffic
noise.
The proposed building heights across the
scheme have been utilised to create a
dynamic built environment with rich
character, variety and form in a highly
landscaped setting. The proposed
development incorporates a variety of
scales mindful of adjoining developments.

Placemaking and the
ability of taller buildings to
assist with legibility and
wayfinding within a
Neighbourhood.

The circulation routes through the scheme
will create a network of pedestrian
pathways and connections. Useable
landscaped open space is distributed
throughout the site. The landscape
strategy aims to integrate the buildings
into the sloping hillside, to provide high
quality open spaces, and to create
landscaped pedestrian and open space
connections.
Legibility within the built landscape is key
to aid wayfinding in the development.
Different road widths, on-street parking,
tree planting and the apartment block with
its siting as a landmark building have been
employed to aid legibility and wayfinding,
whilst slowing traffic. Emphasis has been
placed on creating a pedestrian and cycle
friendly neighbourhood, in line with
DMURS principles.
The placemaking strategy is based on the
following measures:
•
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Issues to be Addressed

Building Height Analysis Response

•

•

•

will be established here to facilitate
connections to the Luas line and wider
neighbourhood.
Enclosure - The buildings form a sense
of enclosure around the central public
open space helping to establish the
unique character of the new
neighbourhood.
Active Edge - The apartment block is
sited along the primary route, the Loop
Road, with active frontage at ground
floor level. The crèche and adjacent
houses will form the northern edge to
the Loop Road.
Pedestrian Activity/Facilities - The
playground adjoining Public Open
Space B is located at the top of the hill
at the most central point of the
scheme. The generous open space will
form a focal point for new and existing
residents locally and add into the
existing network of green space in
adjacent developments.

Table 16 Response to issued identified in Policy BELAP RES5

The proposal also accords with LAP policies related to housing mix and
design, as set out below.
Policy BELAP RES6 – Housing Mix: Any planning application for new
residential development within the BELAP area shall provide for a suitable
mix of house types and sizes that meet the needs of a range of households
and that both complement and enhance the existing residential mix. In
locations where there is a dominance of any particular unit size or type,
developments which contribute to a diversification of the housing stock shall
be encouraged.
This application provides for a residential development that will ensure an
appropriate range of housing typologies and sizes by providing for a range
of 1-bedroom and 2-bedroom apartments and 3-bedroom and 4-bedroom
houses. The proposed housing mix (apartments and houses) will enhance the
range and diversity of houses available and contribute to the establishment
of sustainable residential communities in the LAP area by ensuring that a
wide variety of housing and apartment types, sizes and tenures is provided.
Policy BELAP RES7 – Housing Design: To promote quality innovative
housing designs that respect the particular character of an area and create a
sense of place. Residential schemes of greater than 30 units shall be
accompanied by a design statement.
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The 2007 Quality Housing for Sustainable Communities and section 8.2.3.2,
Quantitative Standards of the Development Plan establish the design
standards for houses.
The Housing Quality Assessment (CCK) demonstrates that the proposed
houses meet or exceed all requirements for 3 and 4-bedroom houses. The
houses are generously sized and significantly exceed minimum
requirements. They will thus compliment the wider apartment units within
the scheme and offer choice for future occupants.
The distinctiveness of the house design is its consistent design approach and
palette of materials. Houses set on the slope are mostly split-level to follow
the contours, while brick façades with discrete render parts make
recognisable traditional streetscapes, and varying use of elements such as
double-height bays, single-height bays and render/brick ratios allow variety
in the street composition while retaining its familiarity.
An Architectural Design Report (CCK) accompanies this application and
should be referred to for full details of the house design approach and the
scheme’s contribution to placemaking.
Policy BELAP RES9 – Social Housing: To support the delivery and integration
of the proposed Council housing scheme at Ballyogan Court South (see
Figure 11.1), and to pursue further opportunities for social housing
throughout the BELAP area in an integrated manner, through ‘Part V’ housing,
Council own build, delivery by approved housing bodies, or otherwise, in line
with the council’s Housing Strategy, and to support any Affordable Housing
schemes that might be introduced by the Department of Housing, Planning,
and Local Government.
The composition of the proposed social and affordable units is as follows:
•

•

12 no. apartments including;
- 5 x 1-bedroom (2 person) units – 33%
- 7 x 2-bedroom (4 person) units - 47%
3 no. 3-bedroom houses (4 person) unts – 20%

A Part V Proposal is included with this application under separate cover. It
includes a letter from the Housing Section of DLRCC confirming that the
Applicant has submitted a proposal for build and transfer of 12 no.
apartments for social housing and 3 no. houses for affordable housing and
they are satisfied that the proposal can form the basis of further compliance
discussions, subject to planning permission.

2.5 Built Heritage and Archaeology
The LAP policies from Chapter 5 of relevance in respect of built heritage and
archaeology are addressed below.
Policy BELAP BH1 – Urban Design: To promote high quality urban design
with particular reference to the ‘12 Criteria’ outlined in the ‘Urban Design
Manual - A Best Practice Guide’ (2009).
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The Architectural Design Report (CCK) that accompanies the application
sets out how the principles of high quality urban design have informed the
design approach and includes a response to the 12 criteria in the Urban
Design Manual.
Policy BELAP BH2 – Protected Structures: To ensure that new development
respects the significance of the Protected Structures within the BELAP area
and responds to their historic spatial context and landscape setting and the
opportunity presented by these buildings to create a unique feature and
setting that enhance the sense of place for new communities.
Section 7 ‘Built Heritage and Archaeology’ of the LAP confirms that the local
area contains only a few buildings pre-dating the middle 20th Century,
however, most buildings are semi-detached houses and apartment blocks
from the decades either side of the turn of the 21st Century. The introductory
paragraphs in this section include the statement:
“In terms of built heritage, there are some isolated examples of high
architectural quality, but no character areas or ‘set pieces’ that would require
specific protection as might be found elsewhere in the County. Similarly,
there are no significant areas of urban public space or publically accessible
open spaces of heritage value. The broad thrust of this LAP will be to afford
due protection to the historic and archaeological heritage of the area while
providing a policy platform to support the complementary development of
quality built heritage and public realm.“
As set out in the Archaeological Assessment prepared by Archer Heritage
Planning, the proposed development site does not contain any protected
structures and the nearest ACA is Arkle Square, Brewery Road, Stillorgan
located c.1km to the north of the subject area and Foxrock village located
c.2.5km to the east. There will be no direct impact or indirect impact from
development on the nearest ACA.
Policy BELAP A1 – Archaeological Assessment: To require Archaeological
Impact Assessments, including an archaeological geophysical survey, with
any Planning application for future redevelopment within lands containing,
or adjoining, sites of archaeological interest, including recorded monuments .
Policy BELAP A1 – Archaeological Assessment: To require Archaeological
Impact Assessments, including an archaeological geophysical survey, with
any Planning application for future redevelopment within lands containing,
or adjoining, sites of archaeological interest, including recorded monuments .
In accordance with the Policy BELAP A1, archaeological test excavation was
undertaken on 23rd June 2022 by Maeve McCormick of Archer Heritage
Planning Ltd under licence (22E0446) from the Department of Housing, Local
Government and Heritage (DHLGH) in consultation with the National
Museum of Ireland (NMI). A metal detection device license no 22R0210 was
used to facilitate finds retrieval. An Archaeological Impact Assessment
accompanies this application which employs a variety of sources in
conjunction with non-intrusive surveys and archaeological test excavation to
make a coherent assessment of the cultural heritage risk associated with
future development at the subject site. Geophysical survey of the site was
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unviable due to the disturbed nature resulting from previous construction
activity undertaken in connection with adjacent housing estates.
The assessment undertaken determines that the proposed development will
involve considerable ground disturbance works across the subject site
including excavations and other groundworks (e.g. provision of access roads
and service trenches), movement of machines and storage of material in
sensitive areas. The potential impact is based on Guidelines for the
Information to be contained in Environmental Impact Assessment Reports
(EPA 2022) and Appendix 4 of the Guidelines for the Assessment of
Archaeological Heritage Impact of National Road Schemes (Anon. 2006, 54).
It is concluded that, in the absence of the mitigation measures, significant
impacts on the potential buried archaeological remains at the site would be
direct, negative and permanent. Accordingly, the Archaeological Impact
Assessment recommends:
“All ground disturbance works across the development site should be
monitored by a suitably qualified archaeologist. In the event that
archaeological material is recorded during monitoring, further
discussion/consultation with the DHLGH should be sought in order to
ascertain the appropriate treatment (i.e. preservation by record/preservation
in situ) of any additional archaeological remains. Should the DCHG
recommend preservation by record/full archaeological excavation, this work
should be undertaken under the appropriate licence.”
Policy BELAP A2 – Archaeological Features: To incorporate historic
features and archaeological remains into the design and layout of new
development areas so as to link new development with its historical context
and enhance the sense of unique identity. (See Figure 11.1).
A Recorded Monument (026-123) ‘Urn Burial’ is located to the north-east of
the proposed development lands but outside the area where development
will take place. A set out in the response to Policy BELAPA1 above, an
archaeological assessment has been undertaken and recommends that
ground disturbance works be monitored by a suitably qualified archaeologist
to ascertain the appropriate treatment (i.e. preservation by record/
preservation in situ) of any additional archaeological remains in the event of
that any are uncovered on site.

2.6 Community Facilities
Chapter 6 of the LAP deals with community facilities. The key LAP policies of
relevance in respect of community facilities are addressed below.
Policy BELAP COM2 – Co-location of Community Facilities: To promote
optimum use of community and social infrastructure facilities and encourage
the co-location of existing and future facilities including community centres,
schools, childcare facilities, healthcare services, playgrounds and amenity
spaces. Shared facilities such as car and cycle parking shall be explored in
such layouts.
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The proposed public open spaces have been positioned within the
development to ensure they are readily accessible by existing residents and
future occupants.
The public open spaces have been carefully designed so that they are
accessible to and will integrate with existing development in Stepaside Park,
including the existing playground to the west of the site. The central
neighbourhood gathering area is provided at the southwestern edge of the
public open space, designated as a Sustainable Neighbourhood
Infrastructure (SNI) facility that will promote interaction and community
activities to form stronger and connected neighbourhoods.
Policy BELAP COM3 – Integration: To require the provision of community
facilities such as multi-purpose community rooms as part of any residential
development applications of greater than 50 units unless it can be shown
that there is sufficient provision of such facilities in close proximity.
As indicated in the response to Policy BELAP COM2 above, the scheme
benefits from a designated SNI facility that will create opportunities for
community interaction and expand the network of community facilities
available in the LAP area.
Policy BELAP COM7 – Childcare Facilities: That all planning applications for
larger residential developments to be required to provide one childcare
facility (equivalent to a minimum of 20 child places) for every 75 dwelling
units unless it can be satisfactorily demonstrated that there is already
adequate childcare provision in the area. The provision of childcare facilities
within the Plan area shall be carried out in accordance with the provisions set
out in Section 8.2.4.11 ‘Childcare Facilities – Parking/Access’ and Section
8.2.12.1 ‘Childcare’ of the County Development Plan 2016-2022 and the
provisions of the DoEHLG ‘Childcare Facilities Guidelines for Planning
Authorities’ (2001).
A Childcare Demand Report accompanies this application under separate
cover and includes an assessment of the local pre-school and after school
need. The assessment identifies a deficit in existing childcare provision locally
and determines that it is appropriate that the proposed development
includes a creche.
The scheme therefore includes a proposed crèche which has capacity for 27
no. children, providing for an additional 10 no. spaces over the demand that
will be generated by the scheme.
This approach is consistent with the 2001 Childcare Guidelines which
advocate that the threshold for provision should be established having had
regard to the existing geographical distribution of childcare facilities and the
emerging demographic profile of the area.
Policy BELAP COM11 – Housing for All: To facilitate the provision of
independent and/or assisted living for older people and people with
disabilities/mental health issues by supporting the provision of purpose built
accommodation, or adaptation of existing properties, and promoting the
development of residential schemes capable of adapting to changing
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household needs in line with the principles of ‘Lifetime Homes’, or providing
opportunities for older people to ‘downsize’ within their community by
ensuring that a wide variety of housing and apartment types, sizes and
tenures is provided within the BELAP area. (See also BELAP COM13 –
Universal Design). It is accepted that the provision of such housing types may
reduce residential densities within schemes. Developments proposed as
purpose-built accommodation for a specific group must demonstrate how
this objective can be secured long-term.
The proposed development will provide a mix of unit types and sizes,
including apartment units and houses, which will address a deficit of
accommodation suitable for smaller and larger households within the local
area. Thus, the proposal includes a mix of 1 and 2-bed apartments and 3 and
4-bed houses that will respond to the local community's changing life cycles
and household needs.
The proposed development is designed with reference to Building for
Everyone, a Universal Design Approach (National Disability Authority),
Universal Design Guidelines for Homes in Ireland (National Disability
Authority), and the standards of Part M of the Building Regulations, i.e. so
that it can be readily accessed and used by everyone, regardless of age, size,
ability or disability.
Policy BELAP COM13 – Universal Design: That all proposals for
development have regard to the provisions of the ‘Building for Everyone: A
Universal Design Approach’ series of booklets by the National Disability
Authority and Centre of Excellence in Universal Design in order to ensure that
all buildings and associated areas of public realm can be used to the greatest
extent possible by all people, regardless of age, ability or disability.
See response to Policy BELAP COM11 above.
Policy BELAP COM14 – Public Realm: To facilitate the delivery of
improvements to the public realm, with particular focus on Stepaside Village
Centre, Leopardstown Valley, The Park Carrickmines, and in the vicinity of the
Samuel Beckett Civic Campus. (See Figure 11.1).
The public realm is designed in accordance with DMURS standards, creating
a safe environment for pedestrians and prioritising pedestrian movement.
The Block 1 apartments and houses are positioned around a network of
quality landscaped open spaces incorporating walking and cycling routes that
will create connections with adjoining development and promote sustainable
travel patterns. Parking is primarily proposed at undercroft level, hidden
from the public realm, thus allowing for high-quality car-free pedestrianfriendly landscaped space.

2.7 Leisure and Environment
The key LAP policies of relevance in respect of leisure and environment as set
out in Chapter 9 are addressed below.
Policy BELAP ENV3 – Hierarchy of Open Space: To ensure that an
appropriate hierarchy of open spaces is provided that is able to cater for a
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range of functions to meet the needs of the growing population in the BELAP
area.
Throughout the scheme a clear hierarchy of attractive and usable open
spaces have been incorporated which have been designed to respond to the
needs of the residents. These vary in size, scale, and programme such as a
natural children’s play area, open flexible space for residents to gather
underpinned by the need to promote biodiversity and sustainable practices.
Policy BELAP ENV4 – Residential and Non-Residential Development: To
promote the provision of high quality open space in residential schemes and
also in non-residential schemes, where it is important to provide
opportunities to socialise, recreate, and exercise.
The landscape strategy aims to integrate the buildings into the sloping
hillside, to provide high quality open spaces, and to create landscaped
pedestrian and open space connections, while contributing to the local
biodiversity. The proposed open spaces, levels and layout have been
carefully considered to accommodate passive recreation, play and gathering
spaces that will create opportunities for community interaction.
Policy BELAP ENV5 – Diversity of Users: To ensure that the layout and
provision of public, communal and private open space is clearly delineated,
offers adequate play opportunities and provides access to, and facilities for,
a diversity of users irrespective of age or ability, having regard to their safety,
comfort and enjoyment. Use of existing open spaces by community groups
and schools will be promoted.
Situated centrally within the site, generous landscaped open spaces will
provide residents with high levels of amenity, recreational opportunities and
link with the existing Stepaside Park playground, ensuring a cohesive and
connected development. The proposed crèche is situated in close proximity
to the central public open spaces to maximise accessibility to these
recreational areas and encourage play opportunities. The proposed
development is designed with a Universal Design Approach. The scheme
avoids steep ramps and slopes and stairs and provides clear, legible routes
through the site and the public / communal areas.
Policy BELAP ENV6 – Routes through Parkland: To improve, enhance and
develop green pedestrian and cycle routes within and adjacent to parkland
and amenity areas to create a network of green corridors across the Plan
area.
The proposed development has provided for pedestrian and cycle routes
within the site, including along the proposed central public open spaces
thinking to the proposed section of Clay Farm Loop Road which will connect
with the Clay Farm Phase 2 development and wider road network. It provides
for attractive, vibrant public spaces that integrate with the established
network of open spaces.
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Policy BELAP ENV7 – Links to Adjoining: That development proposals be
required to illustrate potential pedestrian/cycle links to adjoining lands in
order to create new connections to green areas within urban areas.
The landscape approach responds to the existing natural features and
character of the site and will create accessible open spaces that are
connected to new and existing residential neighbourhoods. Desire lines
through the landscape spaces are reflected in the circulation routes and path
layout and integrate with the wider street layout to provide a high level of
pedestrian permeability. Proposed pedestrian and cycle routes provide for
connection to the adjoining lands to fully integrate the scheme with the
surrounding landscape.
Policy BELAP ENV10 – County Development Plan Provisions: That all
proposals for development demonstrate compliance with relevant County
Development Plan provisions relating to sustainable development and the
protection of the environment, including those listed on Table 9.1 of the SEA
Environmental Report that accompanies this Plan.
The scheme has been designed to provide for a high quality sustainable
development. The application is supported by a comprehensive suite of
environmental assessments including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Screening Report and S.299B
Statement
Appropriate Assessment Screening Report
Arboricultural Assessment
Archaeological Assessment
Ecological Impact Assessment (EcIA)
Bat Fauna Impact Assessment
Traffic and Transport Assessment
Site Specific Flood Risk Assessment
Daylight, Sunlight & Overshadowing Analysis
Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment

Policy BELAP ENV11 – Construction Management Plans: That
Construction Management Plans include details of appropriate mitigation
measures for lighting specifically designed to minimise impacts to
biodiversity, including bats.
A Construction and Environmental Management Plan (DBFL)
accompanies this application. It provides for a range of mitigation measures
that will ensure protection of the receiving environment during the
construction phase, including measures to protect biodiversity.
Policy BELAP ENV12 – Badger Setts: That any badger setts within the Plan
area be protected insofar as possible through the provisions of adequate
buffers between the setts and proposed development or as otherwise agreed
by the National Parks and Wildlife Services prior to commencement of
development.
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The application is accompanied by an Ecological Impact Assessment
(Altemar) and should be referred to for details. The surveys undertaken on
site did not reveal the presence of badger setts.
Policy BELAP ENV13 – Habitats Survey: Planning applications for
development in areas of environmental sensitivity will be required to provide
an updated habitat and protected mammal survey.
The application is accompanied by an Ecological Impact Assessment
(Altemar) and should be referred to for full details of the habitat and
protected mammal surveys undertaken on site, including any proposed
mitigation measures.

2.8 Sustainable Infrastructure
The key policies of relevance in respect of infrastructure in Chapter 10 of the
LAP are addressed below.
Policy BELAP SI2 – Supporting Irish Water: To support Irish Water in the
provision of adequate water and waste water treatment infrastructure to
serve the needs of the existing and future population of the Plan area and
ensuring that such infrastructure is provided prior to, or in tandem with, new
development.
This is a matter for the Local Authority to support Irish Water in the
implementation of an adequate water and wastewater treatment. The
proposed site services including foul and surface water drainage and
watermains are in accordance with Development Plan requirements and
Irish Water’s Code of Practice for Water & Wastewater infrastructure (July
2020). Please refer to the Infrastructure Design Report prepared by DBFL
which accompanies this application for details. A Confirmation of Feasibility
and Statement of Design Acceptance issued by Irish Water and are appended
to the Infrastructure Design Report.
Policy BELAP SI3 – Wastewater Treatment: To facilitate Irish Water in
ensuring that all wastewater generated is collected, treated and discharged
after treatment in a safe and sustainable manner, having regard to the
standards and requirements set out in EU and national legislation and
guidance.
See response to Policy BELAP SI2 above.
Policy BELAP SI7 – SuDS: To ensure that Sustainable Drainage Systems
(SuDS) is applied to any development in the BELAP area and that site specific
solutions to surface water drainage systems are developed which meet the
requirements of the Water Framework Directive and associated River Basin
Management Plan. SuDS measures may include green roofs, permeable
paving, detention basins, water butts, infiltration etc.
Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS) measures are incorporated into
the surface water management system. These include permeable paving,
swales, rain gardens, green roofs, green podium, above ground
detention/infiltration basin and underground storage. Please refer to the
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Infrastructure Design Report prepared by DBFL which accompanies this
application for details.
Policy BELAP SI8 – Public Open Space: Where Sustainable Drainage Systems
(SuDS) measures are integrated successfully into the layout of public open
space in a comprehensive overall design, these areas may be counted as
satisfying part of the public open space requirement in quantitative terms up
to a maximum level of 20% of the overall public open space requirement.
Areas prone to periodic flooding may be incorporated within public open
space.
SuDS measures are incorporated into the public open space strategy
providing for nature-based drainage solutions such as rain gardens and
swales to improve point-source infiltration, filter runoff, and increase
biodiversity. The rain gardens and swales are planted with native seed mixes
and perennial pollinator species. The attenuation area on site (c. 0.9ha) has
been excluded from public open space calculations.
Policy BELAP SI9 – Groundwater: To ensure the protection of groundwater
resources within the BELAP boundary and associated habitats and species in
accordance with the EU Groundwater Directive. All new planning applications
within the BELAP boundary shall have regard to the likely impacts the
proposed development may have on groundwater resources.
The proposed development will not affect surface or groundwater status and,
importantly, will not cause any deterioration of the status of any water
bodies. The source-pathway-receptor analysis set out in the Site Specific
Flood Risk Assessment (DBFL) identifies the risk of groundwater flooding as
low. Previous site investigations revealed groundwater was not encountered
during trial pitting operations.
Policy BELAP SI10 – Flood Risk Assessment: To require all proposed
developments to carry out a Site-Specific Flood Risk Assessment that shall
demonstrate compliance with:
•

•
•

•

The Planning System and Flood Risk Management, Guidelines for
Planning Authorities (DEHLG /OPW, 2009), as may be revised and/or
updated.
The prevailing Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Development Plan.
Any SSFRA shall not be required to carry out a Plan-Making
Justification Test, given that this exercise was already carried out at
County Development Plan-level. A review of this process was also
undertaken as part of the preparation of this Local Area Plan (LAP).
The SSFRA shall pay particular emphasis to site specific mitigation
measures and any necessary management measures, as per
Appendix B4 of the above 2009 National Guidelines.

A Site-Specific Flood Risk Assessment Report prepared by DBFL Consulting
Engineers is included under separate cover.
The site is not located in an area at risk of flooding and the proposed
development will not result in any increased risk of downstream flood
impacts. A comprehensive surface water drainage system with an uplift for
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climate change is proposed. The design includes a comprehensive SuDS train
and discharge is limited to greenfield runoff rates. Having regard to the
design, the proposed development is acceptable and is compliant with the
Planning System and Flood Risk Management Guidelines, 2009.
Policy BELAP SI11 – Sediment Control: That best practice sediment control
measures will be used for all developments.
The Construction and Environmental Management Plan (DBFL) should be
referred to for details regarding proposed best practice sediment control
measures.

2.9 Specific Local Objectives
Chapter 11 of the LAP includes Specific Local Objectives (SLOs) for the LAP
area as indicated on Figure 11.1. These are policies that have a ‘spatial’ or
mapped component. As indicated by the Figure below (taken from Figure
11.1 of the LAP), the only SLO pertaining to the application site is that it is
subject of a Site Development Framework.

Figure 4 Relevant extract from Figure 11.1 of BELAP showing location of subject site

2.10 Site Development Frameworks
Chapter 12 of the LAP seeks to implement a more fine grain approach to new
development through Site Development Frameworks, in recognition of the
significant opportunity these lands present for change. As identified above,
the application site is within the area designated under the Kilgobbin SDF.
The policies of relevance to the Kilgobbin SDF are addressed below.
Policy BELAP SDF3 – Application of Guiding Principles: All planning
applications for development shall accord with the Guiding Principles set out
in this SDF and will be required to demonstrate considered and appropriate
integration with adjoining lands, with a particular emphasis on the timely
delivery of necessary access and permeability routes.
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The scheme design has been informed by the guiding principles for the SDF
lands. Sensitive integration with adjoining lands has been a particular focus,
in order that significant enhancements to accessibility and permeability are
achieved by the delivery of this proposed development in accordance with
the overarching movement and transport objectives. A response to each of
the guiding principles is set out further below in response to Policy BELAP
SDF4.
Policy BELAP SDF4 – Consistency Statement: All planning applications shall
be accompanied by a 'Consistency Statement' detailing how each of the
Guiding Principles in this SDF is to be delivered.
Following overpage is a response to each of the guiding principles identified
for the Kilgobbin SDF which forms the ‘Consistency Statement’ as required
under Policy BELAP SDF4.
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Consistency Statement Kilgobbin SDF Guiding Principles
SDF Guiding Principles
Vision
To provide for the development of a
significant new residential neighbourhood,
that develops its character and sense of
place in response to the existing
environmental features at Kilgobbin, and
which will successfully integrate with
surrounding established and developing
communities.
CDP 2016 Specific Objectives
The SDF area comprises lands zoned
Objective ‘A’ – “To protect and / or improve
residential amenity” and lands zoned
Objective ‘F’ – “To preserve and provide for
open space with ancillary active
recreational amenities”. The lands also
include a ‘PS’ Objective which makes
provision “To provide for a Primary
School”.
The CDP 2016 contains a ‘6 Year Road
Objective’ to deliver the Clay Farm Loop
Road that will serve the lands with 2 no.
access points onto Ballyogan Road. In
addition, it is a ‘Long Term Road Objective’
to retain Kilgobbin Road, between

Response
As set out in the Architectural Design Report (CCK) that accompanies this application, the vision for
the proposed development is “A connected, high quality sustainable residential development sensitive to
its context with its own character and sense of place forming a fitting edge to Stepaside Park.” This vision
has underpinned the development strategy for the application site and is consistent with the wider
LAP vision for the Kilgobbin SDF which seeks to ensure that new development responds to its existing
environment, integrates with established development and creates a sense of place.
As set out in the comprehensive suite of supporting documentation, the scheme has been designed to
respond sensitively to the surrounding natural and built environment and make a positive
contribution to placemaking.
The subject lands are primarily zoned Objective A ‘To provide residential development and improve
residential amenity while protecting the existing residential amenities.’. Residential use and Childcare
Service are both ‘Permitted in Principle’. The north western portion of the site is bounded by lands
zoned Objective F – which seeks ‘To preserve and provide for open space with ancillary active recreational
amenities.’ Along this strip of zoned open space is an existing tree belt for which there is an objective
‘To protect and preserve trees and woodlands’. There is no development proposed to be situated on
these lands but the red line extends slightly into the zoned open space in two locations. This is to
provide for connection to and continuation of the existing pedestrian/cycle path which traverses the
zoned open space in the north-west corner, as well as connection to existing foul services in this part
of the site. Neither of these connections will result in impacts to the existing tree belt. As
demonstrated in the suite of documentation supporting this application, proposed residential scheme
will comply with the objective for lands zoned Objective A.
The zoning map includes the indicative alignment for extension of the Clay Farm Loop Road in the
eastern part of the site, indicated as a ‘6 Year Road Objective’. The proposed site layout ensures
consistency with the road alignment provided for in the Development Plan (2022-2028). The proposal
includes that section of the loop road which is proposed within the application site (over which the
Applicant has control), and will facilitate connection with that part of the road being delivered in the
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Response

Ballyogan Road and Kilgobbin Lane, as an
attractive ‘country’ road.

Clay Farm Phase 2 development. Delivery of an additional section of the loop road will also facilitate
future development on the zoned lands to the north.

The CDP 2016 contains an objective to
protect and preserve trees and woodlands
at a number of locations throughout the
site.

Along the strip of zoned open space to the north of the site is an existing tree belt for which there is an
objective ‘To protect and preserve trees and woodlands’. There is no development proposed to be
situated on these lands but the red line extends slightly into the zoned open space in two locations.
This is to provide for connection to and continuation of the existing pedestrian/cycle path which
traverses the zoned open space in the north-west corner, as well as connection to existing foul
services in this part of the site. Neither of these connections will result in impacts to the existing tree
belt.

Land Uses
The primary land use at the Kilgobbin SDF
area will be residential. It is also an
objective to deliver a school at the lands
and the preferred location for the school,
as refined from the CDP designation, is
indicated on Figure 12.8.

This is a residential led scheme that incorporates 118 no. units (apartments and houses), together with
a crèche. Thus the proposed land uses are in accordance with the land use strategy for the Kilgobbin
SDF and the relevant zoning objectives. The preferred school location as indicated in Figure 12.8 of the
LAP is outside the application site.

Density

Figure 12.8 in the LAP identifies the whole of the subject site within the area indicated as ‘RES B’ with a
target residential density band of 55-80 dwellings per hectare (net). The net density proposed across
the whole of the development site is 79 uph (net) which is within the target residential density band
applicable to the site. While the scheme is consistent with this target density band, it is appropriate
that the density achieved will be at the upper end of the identified threshold, ensuring that the
objectives of increased housing delivery, reductions to the urban and carbon footprint of the County
and optimal use of zoned and serviced land are achieved.

Residential densities shall accord with the
ranges set out by way of the ‘Target
Residential Density’ bands indicated on
Figure 12.8. These are ‘net’ figures as per
the definitions in Chapter 5. Minor
deviations from these ranges may be
considered, at the discretion of the
Planning Authority, where it can be
demonstrated that the full range of

It is noted that the BELAP also identifies distinct density targets for Neighbourhood 11 - Kilgobbin
South and Neighbourhood 13 - Stepaside East which apply to the site. A separate response is provided
in Section 2.4 of this report which addresses the relevant policy.
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guiding principles set out in this SDF can
be delivered. The mapping of residential
density bands shown on Figure 12.8 is
indicative only and the boundaries
between these bands are not intended to
be absolute.
Building Height
Development at Kilgobbin shall
incorporate a range of building heights, in
accordance with the policies set out in
Chapter 4 of this LAP.
As identified on Figure 12.8, the area to the
north-east of the site is considered suitable
for taller buildings, providing they are of a
high architectural and design quality.
Transitions in height must be designed to
ensure excessive massing or bulk in the
overall design does not detract from the
architectural quality of taller buildings.
Building height and massing proximate to
existing housing shall be cognisant of the
established residential amenity of these
properties. Due regard shall also be given
to the potential impacts on Protected
Structures.

The height strategy across the scheme differs substantially in response to the site characteristics and
established residential development, particularly Stepaside Park. To the south, the maximum height is
the 2 storey houses and crèche while the apartment block in the northern part of the site ranges from
3-6 storeys. Section 2.4 of this report deals with the applicable policies in respect of building height
and addresses the key considerations by neighbourhood area (11 and 13 apply). The response
demonstrates that the building height strategy for this site responds to the established character and
site topography in Neighbourhood 11, and the prevailing low to medium rise building context in
Neighbourhood 13.
The site is not located within that part of the SDF lands shown in Figure 12.8 that are identified for
taller buildings. The applicable policy in respect of height is Policy BELAP RES5 – Building Heights by
Scheme.
As set out in Section 2.4, the proposed height provides for appropriate transitions in scale to avoid
excessive massing or bulk, mitigate potential adverse impacts and protect existing residential
amenities. The proposed development concentrates the apartment building to the north of the
development lands and will also include 21 no. two-storey houses along with the provision of openspace. It is envisaged that the proposed development will tie in with the emerging character of the
area that is defined by low rise housing in Stepaside Park to the south and west and the higher density
mixed-use Clay Farm development to the north-east and south-east (under construction) which
establish the setting and the character of the lands. The tallest elements (Block 1) are concentrated
toward the north, in response to the topography of the site and established residential context. This
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approach makes optimum use of the carrying capacity that exists within this part of the site, tapering
down to 3 storeys toward the western site boundary, mindful of the scale of adjacent development.
The Architectural Design Report (CCK) should be referred to for full details of the development
strategy, height strategy and design approach. As set out in the Archaeological Assessment prepared
by Archer Heritage Planning, the proposed development site does not contain any protected
structures and the nearest ACA is located c.1km to the north of the subject. There will be no direct
impact or indirect impact from development on the nearest ACA.

Housing Mix
Provision will be made for residential
accommodation of different sizes, types
and tenures across the site.
Design Guidance
High quality design shall be achieved, with
a focus on creating a strong sense of
place.
The design of higher buildings shall accord
with the Policies BELAP RES3,4,5.
The residential amenity of adjoining
properties shall be protected.
Any development in proximity of Oldtown
House will provide for the sensitive
protection of the Protected Structure.

The proposed residential development that will ensure an appropriate range of housing typologies
and sizes by providing for a range of 1-bedroom and 2-bedroom apartments and 3-bedroom and 4bedroom houses. The proposed housing mix (apartments and houses) will enhance the range and
diversity of houses available and contribute to the establishment of sustainable residential
communities in the LAP area by ensuring that a wide variety of housing and apartment types, sizes
and tenures is provided.
The Housing Quality Assessment (CCK) demonstrates that the proposed houses and apartments
meet or exceed all relevant requirements. The Architectural Design Report (CCK) should be referred
to for full details of the design approach, the scheme’s contribution to placemaking and how the
design responds to the 12 criteria in the Urban Design Manual.
The massing of the apartment block is such that the full floor plate extends to only 3 floors, with the
ground floor accommodation only at the bottom of the hill, and the fourth and fifth floors becoming
progressively Loop Road-weighted so that adjacent to the houses, the building is about the same
height as their ridges. The composition of the elevations on the hill follows this progression, with the
roof steps and material change lending it to be read in parts, up to the vertical punctuation of the
corner to the Loop Road, where the building presents a 6-storey edge, with changes in materials,
façade plane, window placement and balcony position lending variety to the composition set on a
strong brick base with full brick corners.
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SDF Guiding Principles
Passive surveillance of ecological
corridors, greenways and public open
spaces will be provided by overlooking so
as to create safe and secure routes.
Existing views from, to, and through the
site shall as a key input to the overall
design process.
Given the extent of archaeological findings
both within, and in the vicinity of, the SDF
area it will be a requirement that planning
applications are accompanied by an
Archaeological Impact Assessment.

Response
The houses are generously sized and significantly exceed minimum requirements. They will thus
compliment the wider apartment units within the scheme and offer choice for future occupants. The
distinctiveness of the house design is its consistent design approach and palette of materials. Houses
set on the slope are mostly split-level to follow the contours, while brick façades with discrete render
parts make recognisable traditional streetscapes, and varying use of elements such as double-height
bays, single-height bays and render/brick ratios allow variety in the street composition while retaining
its familiarity.
The relevant policies BELAP RES3, RES4, RES5 are each addressed in Section 2.4 of this report.
Careful consideration has been given to the design approach to ensure existing residential amenities
are protected and the proposed development will not create adverse overshadowing or overlooking
effects. The suite of supporting documentation that accompanies this application should be referred
to for full details, including the Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing Analysis (Passive Dynamics)
which includes an assessment of sunlight on the rear gardens of neighbouring residential properties.
The site is not proximate to Oldtown House and thus the proposed development will not adversely
impact upon its character or setting.
The development as proposed promotes safety both within the scheme and on surrounding routes,
via the inclusion of active frontages with ‘eyes on the street’ or passive surveillance on all key routes
and spaces as well as connections being promoted with surrounding neighbourhoods. Houses front all
public open spaces within the scheme, and the apartments overlook the communal courtyard,
maximising passive surveillance opportunities of all amenity areas within the development.
The proposed development will tie in with the emerging character of the area that is defined by low
rise housing in Stepaside Park and the higher density mixed-use Clay Farm development which
establish the setting and the character of the lands. The Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
(Mitchell + Associates) that accompanies the application confirms that there are no designated
protected views located within an approximately 1km radius. It includes an assessment of the effects
on landscape character, stating that the scheme design “seeks to integrate the new development into the
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established and relatively verdant and mature residential landscape and the developing character of the
adjacent surrounding housing schemes, transport and green infrastructure.” The assessment concludes
“The views of the proposed development also reveal a well-conceived and considered design which
successfully mitigates potential visual impacts, and will continue to do so as the planting scheme matures.”
The application is accompanied by an Archaeological Assessment (Archer Heritage Planning) as set
out in Section 2.5 of this report.

Movement
Vehicular access for all new residential
development within the SDF will be
provided via the Loop Road and/or its
feeder routes.
The internal road layout of the area shall
prioritise permeability throughout.
Development proposals shall prioritise the
pedestrian and cyclist in the layout and
design of the public realm. Layout shall
demonstrate connectivity with nearby
schools, shops, recreational amenities,
community facilities and public transport
routes.
Key routes and linkages for pedestrians
and cyclists shall be delivered throughout
the SDF area, as illustrated on Figure 12.8.
Of particular importance are key northsouth connectivity between Ballyogan
Road and Enniskerry Road and east-west

A response to the Movement and Transportation objectives for this site is provided in Section 2.3 of
this report. There are 2 no. linkages provided for in Table 4.6 and Figure 4.11 of the LAP which are
relevant to the application site, Link No. 4 (Ballyogan Road to Stepaside Park) and Link No. 16 (Clay
Farm Loop Road). This application provides for delivery of a 137 metre section of the Clay Farm Loop
Road (Link No. 16) in line with the Movement guiding principle, enabling it to be extended further
north-west of its currently permitted location within the Clay Farm Phase 2 development to the southeast currently under construction. This proposed extension of the road will facilitate vehicular access
to the development site via the Clay Farm / Ballyogan Road / Leopardstown Valley junction along the
newly constructed section of the Clay Farm Loop Road. Delivery of this critical piece of enabling
infrastructure will contribute to unlocking the development potential of the wider zoned lands in
Kilgobbin South, facilitating the further progression of a long-held ‘6 year road objective’ which has
been identified in successive development plans.
Extension of the Loop Road through the application site will also facilitate direct connections from the
established residential area of Stepaside Park with Ballyogan Road. In so doing, pedestrian and cycle
access will be made available for existing residents to access the Luas, schools, Samuel Beckett
Campus and neighbourhood centre facilities. This is in line with the overall transportation and
movement objective for the LAP area which seeks to develop a network of walking and cycling routes
that will provide an alternative to the private car by providing a providing a permeable, legible
pedestrian and cyclist internal and external network which connects existing and proposed residential
areas.
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connectivity between the Clay Farm lands
and recently established communities and
facilities to the west of Kilgobbin Road.

Extension of the Loop Road through the application site will facilitate direct connections from the
established residential area of Stepaside Park with Ballyogan Road. This will facilitate pedestrian and
cycle access for existing residents to access the Luas, schools, Samuel Beckett Campus and
neighbourhood centre facilities. This is in line with the overall transportation and movement objective
for the LAP area which seeks to develop a network of walking and cycling routes that will provide an
alternative to the private car by providing a providing a permeable, legible pedestrian and cyclist
internal and external network which connects existing and proposed residential areas.

The existing tree-lined country laneway to
the west of the Clay Farm Loop Road, as
identified on Figure 12.8, shall be retained
and incorporated as a key feature of
pedestrian and cyclist movement through
the area.
Traffic safety measures shall be put in
place at Kilgobbin Road to ensure the safe
east-west pedestrian and cyclist greenway
crossing of the Kilgobbin Road.
The existing bus stop at Kilgobbin Road
shall be upgraded and improved access
and integration is to be achieved with the
SDF lands.

The internal road layout has been designed to prioritise permeability throughout. The movement
function and design of the internal street network has sought to respect the different levels of
motorised traffic whilst optimising access to/from public transport and prioritising the movement of a
higher number of pedestrians. In parallel, the adopted DMURS design philosophy has sought to
consider the context / place status of each residential local street in terms of level of connectivity
provided, quality of the proposed design, level of pedestrian activity and vulnerable users
requirements whilst identifying appropriate ‘transition’ solutions between different street types.
The Traffic and Transport Assessment (DBFL) that accompanies this application should be referred
to for full details of road proposals, and the DMURS Design Compliance Statement (DBFL) sets out
how the road proposals have been designed in accordance with DMURS principles.
The proposed development has provided for pedestrian and cycle routes within the site, including
along the proposed section of Clay Farm Loop Road which will connect with the Clay Farm Phase 2
development and the wider road network. Extension of the Loop Road will also provide direct cycle
and pedestrian links between Luas services at Leopardstown Valley and neighbouring residential
development in Stepaside Park. The proposed layout includes four cycle and pedestrian access points
to the adjoining Stepaside Park. These connections will facilitate access for existing Stepaside Park
residents and future residents within the subject development, ensuring increased permeability
between the site and surrounding area.
The site layout proposed provides for the proposed key route/linkage for pedestrians and cyclists that
is of relevance to the subject lands, as illustrated on Figure 12.8 of the LAP, facilitating east-west
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connectivity between the Clay Farm lands and recently established communities. The existing
pedestrian/cycle path on the zoned open space to the north-west of the site will be extended north of
Block 1 to connect with the pedestrian/cycle paths on the new section of Clay Farm Loop Road
facilitating onward travel to Ballyogan Road in the east. There are also 3 no. additional connections
being provided for pedestrians and cyclists at the application site, creating further links for residents in
established Stepaside communities.
The existing tree-lined country laneway (shown as SDF Objective 7 on Figure 12.8) is outside the
application site and will not be impacted by the proposed development.
Traffic safety measures and upgrade of the existing bus stop on Kilgobbin Road (indicated as SDF
Objectives 4 and 5 respectively on Figure 12.8) are outside the application site and cannot be
implemented as part of this proposed development.

Landscape and Spaces
The quantum of open space provided will
be assessed in accordance with CDP
standards and/or appropriate national
policy guidance. A range of casual open
spaces suitable for smaller children’s play,
informal kick-about and passive amenity
are to be provided throughout the site.
The mature hedgerows/tree belts, both
within and along the boundaries of the
SDF area, form a notable and integral part
of the landscape. Development shall be
designed to incorporate, as far as
practicable, the ‘amenities’ offered by the
existing trees and hedgerows and planning

The proposed landscape plan incorporates significant areas of high quality and secure open spaces
(public and communal open spaces). Overall, the proposal will provide 5,456 sq.m of communal and
public open spaces, which equates to 28% of the total site area.
The proposed public and communal open spaces, including tree planting, will integrate with the
receiving landscape. These spaces vary in size, scale and programme. They have been designed to
facilitate children’s play, exercise and passive recreation where residents and visitors can interact, all
underpinned by the need to promote biodiversity, urban greening and sustainable practices.
Public open spaces throughout the scheme will account for 20% of the development site (excluding
attenuation area) in excess of the Development Plan standard. Public open space is at the heart of this
scheme and central to the site's organisation, with an ample green space retained as a publicly
accessible amenity between the apartments and the houses. 2 no. large open spaces form to create
the Neighbourhood Park. At the lower elevations of the Western Neighbourhood Park, generous
areas for informal play are provided within the lawn. The Eastern Neighbourhood Park is located along
a key pedestrian and bicycle link within the site, has excellent views and natural sunlight, and is near
the recently completed playground in Stepaside Park. This eastern space provides a range of play
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applications will be required to submit an
Arboricultural Assessment in accordance
with the provisions of Section 8.2.8.6 of the
CDP 2016.

opportunities for all ages, as well as with a central gathering area. Sloped embankments, amphitheatre
style retaining walls, and large flat grass lawn at the base of the slopes will provide a rich environment
for play and large area for kickabout. Together with the existing playground, this space will create a
hub of activity for the community. A designated area with nature-based play opportunities has also
been provided for adjacent to the central gathering area.

It is an objective to retain / enhance a
number of ecological corridors throughout
the lands, as identified on Figure 12.8 in
order to preserve existing natural heritage,
promote a sense of place, and encourage
the movement of wildlife through the area.
The Green Infrastructure corridor along
the Ballyogan Stream will provide an
important amenity space, in addition to
serving as a key movement route through
the area.

As with the provision of public open space, the proposed quantum of communal amenity space
exceeds the requirements of the Development Plan. A total of 1,454 sqm of communal open space is
provided which accounts for 8% of the site area. The communal amenity space features a large lawn, a
central gathering space, smaller activity areas and seating zones, as well as a play area suitable for
younger children. Around the perimeter of the courtyard, private terraces at courtyard level overlook
the space.
Please see Landscape Report (BRR) and Architectural Design Report (CCK) submitted with this
application for further details on the provision of public open space.
Along the strip of zoned open space to the north of the site is an existing tree belt for which there is an
objective ‘To protect and preserve trees and woodlands’. There is no development proposed to be
situated on these lands. The proposal provides for connection to and continuation of the existing
pedestrian/cycle path which traverses the zoned open space in the north-west corner, as well as
connection to existing foul services in this part of the site. Neither of these connections will result in
impacts to the existing tree belt. A qualified arborist has surveyed the trees on the subject site. It is
noted that the proposed development will require the removal of selected trees (a double line of
Monterey cypress). Please refer to the Arboricultural Report (CMK) accompanying this application for
further details.
Retention of an existing ecological corridor is provided for under SDF Objective 6 as shown on Figure
12.8. It extends in a south-east to north-west alignment further north of the application site and thus
will not be impacted by the proposed development. The zoned open space to the north of the
application site extends west to the north of the existing Stepaside Park housing estate. As indicated
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above, there is no development proposed on these lands, only continuation of an existing pedestrian
and cycle path, and the protected tree belt will not be impacted.
The Eco Park provided for under Clay Farm Phase 1 follows the alignment of Ballyogan Stream,
situated outside the application site to the north and east. This greenway will provide an important
amenity for future residents of the new development. In addition, delivery of a further section of the
Clay Farm Loop Road, together with enhanced connections through the application site to Stepaside
Park will also facilitate pedestrian and cycle access for established Stepaside communities to the west.

Phasing
Development within the SDF area is
contingent on commitment to the
completion of the Loop Road and key
pedestrian and cyclist linkages (see
detailed phasing set out in Section 12.1).

Section 12.1 of the LAP sets out phasing requirements regarding infrastructure and services, seeking
to restrict development of the Kilgobbin lands until such time as either the Clay Farm Loop Road is in
place or the Applicant can provide evidence that the road will be available to serve the development as
homes are completed. As set out earlier in the Movement section of this Statement of Consistency
with the SDF Guiding Principles, this proposal provides for delivery of a 137 metre section of the Loop
Road, extending it further north-west of its currently permitted location within the Clay Farm Phase 2
development (under construction).
The Clay Farm Loop Road has been identified as a 6 year road objective in successive development
plans and was also an objective of the 2000 Stepaside Action Plan. It is also a requirement of the
Development Plan that the road be delivered through the development management process and
thus its delivery, while incremental to date has been facilitated by the granting of planning
permissions. In the absence of new development proposals that would extend the Loop Road, its full
delivery is likely to be further undermined and potentially unviable. The Loop Road is a critical piece of
enabling infrastructure required to unlock the development potential of these zoned Kilgobbin lands
which are strategically located within Dublin City and Suburbs and are situated within a strategic
development corridor as per the MASP.
This application is accompanied by a Traffic and Transport Assessment (DBFL) which includes a
network impact assessment and junction analysis and should be referred to for further details. The
TTA confirms that the impact at all junctions on the local road network has been calculated as
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subthreshold and the traffic generated by the proposed development is predicted to have only a
negligible impact on the performance of the existing Clay Farm signal controlled junction.
The proposed development provides for 4 no. new pedestrian and cycle links with Stepaside Park
Extension of the Clay Farm Loop Road through the application site will facilitate direct connections
from the established residential area of Stepaside Park with Ballyogan Road. Pedestrian and cycle
access will be facilitated for existing residents to access the Luas, schools, Samuel Beckett Campus and
neighbourhood centre facilities. This is in line with the overall transportation and movement objective
for the LAP area which seeks to develop a network of walking and cycling routes that will provide an
alternative to the private car by providing a providing a permeable, legible pedestrian and cyclist
internal and external network which connects existing and proposed residential areas.
Notwithstanding the significant gain that would be achieved by delivery of a further section of the Clay
Farm Loop Road, its delivery has been staggered and it is unlikely the full extent of the loop road will
be in place as the proposed homes are completed. Having regard to the applicable phasing
requirements in respect of the Loop Road, a justification is established in the Material Contravention
Statement (MH Planning) submitted under separate cover.

Section 12.1 of the LAP sets out phasing requirements for the Kilgobbin Site
Development Framework. The requirement in respect of ‘Access’ is relevant
to the application site, reproduced below:
“The Kilgobbin lands will be served by the Clay Farm Loop Road. To progress
the development of these lands the Loop Road will either be in place, with
the necessary legal agreements in place for the developer to access the route,
or the Applicant shall provide evidence that the Loop Road will be available
to serve the development as homes are completed. “
This matter is addressed in the above ‘Statement of Consistency’ with the SDF
Guiding Principles. It is not considered necessary to duplicate the narrative
here and the relevant response should be referred to..

3. Conclusion
This Statement of Consistency with Local Policy demonstrates that the
proposed development is generally in compliance with is generally in
compliance with the Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Development Plan
2022-2028 and the Ballyogan and Environs LAP 2019-2025.
Compliance with the relevant national and regional planning policy together
with Section 28 Ministerial Guidelines is established in a separate Statement
of Consistency that accompanies this application under separate cover.
The proposed development exceeds the density limitation for Kilgobbin
South (Neighbourhood 11), aspects relating to external storage, apartment
mix, transport linkages and phasing requirements as outlined in the Dún
Laoghaire-Rathdown Development Plan and Ballyogan and Environs LAP,
and accordingly a material contravention arises. A justification is presented
in the Material Contravention Statement and it is submitted that having
regard to the provisions of section 37(2)(b) of the Planning and Development
Act 2000 (as amended), the Board may grant permission as the proposed
development is of both strategic and national importance and permission for
the proposed development should be granted having regard to Regional
Spatial and Economic Strategy for the area, guidelines under Section 28, the
statutory obligations of the local authority, and relevant policy of the
Government.
The design of the proposed development has been informed by an
understanding of the site context and the requirement to comply with
planning and environmental legislation and policy.
The proposed development offers a unique opportunity to transform this
under-utilised greenfield site into a vibrant place for future residents and will
contribute to the supply of much needed housing. Thus, development of the
site will increase the available housing stock and add vitality to the local area,
significantly improving the site’s permeability and creating an attractive
public realm.
The overarching objective is to create a vibrant new residential
neighbourhood. The current proposal achieves this by providing
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opportunities to enhance legibility and connectivity to the site and
surrounding areas benefitting surrounding residents and future occupants.
The proposed development will create a high-density residential
development underpinned by a height strategy that responds with sensitivity
to surrounding housing whilst delivering an appropriate scale of
development for this strategic site.
The proposed development responds to the housing demands of the local
community and workforce by incorporating a mix of unit typologies that meet
the identified needs of Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown. The proposed scheme also
incorporates generous communal and public open spaces to maximise
residential amenity. This residential led development has been designed to
meet and where possible exceed the requirements of the Design Standards
for New Apartments Guidelines (2020).
The architectural drawings, considered in conjunction with the Architects
Design Report and Housing Quality Assessment (CCK) demonstrate the
applicant’s commitment to delivering a well-designed scheme that will create
a vibrant and attractive urban neighbourhood.
The design and layout of the proposed development will ensure the highest
standards of urban design and sustainability are achieved, in a manner that
responds to the established residential character of this site.
In light of the above, it is respectfully submitted that the proposed
development is consistent with the proper planning and sustainable
development of the area in which it is located as expressed in national,
regional and local planning policy and Guidelines issued under Section 28 of
the Planning and Development, 2000 (as amended), and as such, it is
considered that the proposed development represents a high-quality
Strategic Housing Development proposal which is now being submitted for
the consideration of An Bord Pleanála.
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